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Abstract

Molecules adsorbed onto metal surfaces, especially carbon-based aromatic molecules, can provide systems that offer tunable properties and can be used in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). It is important to understand the behaviour of these systems at a molecular level in order to rationally engineer interfaces with specific properties. Core-level spectroscopy can provide a beneficial method to probe aspects of molecule-metal interfaces such as geometrical structure, stability, chemical bonding and electronic structure. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and near-edge absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy can be used in tandem to gain significant insight into the studied system. However, the resulting spectra from these techniques can often prove hard to fully analyse as they contain multiple close-lying features and loss of clarity from broadening. This is where simulations of spectra can come in to help to disentangle and interpret spectra. This thesis establishes practical simulation workflows to predict XPS and NEXAFS spectra of metal-organic interfaces based on Density Functional Theory (DFT). These methods are applied to study the adsorption of aromatic adsorbates on metal surfaces, two-dimensional networks, and an oxidised diamond surface. As part of this work, the assessment of the performance and accuracy of simulations against experiment was carried out. Core-level simulations on various systems were performed to rationalise experimental findings on structure, stability, and surface chemical bonding.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Atoms and molecules adsorbed onto metal surfaces represent an almost endless number of possible systems to create and use for a wide range of applications. This is down to each system possessing different behaviours and properties brought about from the interaction between the atom or molecule with the surface. Adsorbing a molecule onto a surface can affect the electronic structure based on the nature of the surface chemical bond. This can range from instances of weak interaction, where little change is seen between the free molecule and adsorbed structure, to substantially stronger chemical bonds where the electronic structure of the valence region can be greatly altered. Therefore, appropriate tools that can help probe and outline the electronic structure is of great importance.

Hybrid organic-inorganic thin films containing carbon aromatic $\pi$-electron structures from conjugated molecular solids, [1, 2] polymers, [3, 4] and graphene derivatives [5] have found practical uses as organic light-emitting diode (OLED) displays [3, 6]. Being able to control and tune the properties, such as the charge carrier rate, [7] has become a focus for many studies to improve the performance of such devices.

Core-level spectroscopy techniques have become essential methods to study molecular adsorbate systems due to the possibility of determining a wide range of information on the chemical state, structural geometries, chemical bonding, and electronic structure of either core or valence electrons whilst also being surface sensitive techniques. This provides a great tool to examine molecule adsorbed systems as a wealth of information can be gleamed from these experiments, especially electronic structure information as depending on the level of interaction and chemical bonding between the adsorbate and surface, the electronic structure can change forming new electronic states through hybridisation.

The two main forms of core-level spectroscopy that will be focused on in this thesis are x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy. By combining these two techniques this allows for a detailed picture of electronic structure. These techniques allow for the electronic structure to be studied by irradiating a sample with x-rays which are adsorbed by core-electrons and either ejecting an electron (XPS) from the sample or exciting to an
unoccupied state (NEXAFS).

When probing information from single atoms or simple diatomic molecules, the interpretation of the spectra can be relatively straightforward. Problems can occur when systems feature a large number of core-levels with similar binding energies such as molecules with conjugated $\pi$-bonds and similar chemical environments. On top of that, when such molecules are adsorbed onto a surface, interactions and chemical bonding with the surface can create new electronic states that complicate spectra even more. These can all cause interpretation and peak assignment to be much more difficult to achieve as specific features can possess similar chemical shifts. Furthermore, broadening of resonances will lead to overlapping features and washing out of specific peaks.

Historically, interpretation of experimental spectra was performed through the use of previously performed spectra of reference compounds, which help to identify local environments of specific elements [8]. This meant that an obvious downside to this approach was the size and scope of the reference database. For accurate interpretation, relevant reference spectra were required and as time progressed, suitable reference spectra became much harder to find due to larger and more complex molecules with more diverse functional groups being studied and systems on new, previously unreported surfaces and interfaces. To overcome this limitation theoretical methods provided a source of spectroscopic data which could take over the role of reference spectra [8].

Computational simulations based on first principles electronic structure theory can provide an indispensable tool to help with the interpretation of various core-level spectra. Various methods have been established to calculate both XPS and NEXAFS spectra, such as density functional theory (DFT) and its extension time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT), [9, 10] many-body perturbation theory methods such as GW and Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE), [11, 12] coupled cluster (CC) calculations and multiconfigurational wave function methods [13–15]. A problem with these methods can be the high computational effort required to perform such calculations. One of the most cost-effective methods remains DFT in its various semi-local and hybrid approximations.

This thesis will detail and describe a methodology and workflow created to perform simulations of both XPS and NEXAFS spectra through the use of DFT. This method is then tested on a range of various molecules on metal surfaces and other systems. It seeks to determine how DFT simulated spectra can be used to interpret structure, stability, and chemistry at metal surfaces. To begin with, an introduction into the principles of core-level spectroscopy, DFT and how the latter can be used to simulate XPS and NEXAFS is presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 will present the methodology to calculate XPS and NEXAFS spectra for molecules adsorbed onto a metal surface as well as tools developed. It also includes a comprehensive study into the numerical settings and practical details of the calculations. The accuracy of core-
level spectroscopy simulations are tested against experimental spectra in Chapter 4 and shortcomings in prediction accuracy are analysed. Chapter 5 will show how these core-level simulations are used to gain significant insight into the interaction between the molecule and metal surface. Chapter 6 presents how core-level spectroscopy can be used to aid in the investigation into the structure of self-assembled molecular networks adsorbed on a metal surface. In Chapter 7, the core-level simulations are applied to characterise an insulator surface, namely an oxygen-terminated diamond (110). Finally, Chapter 8 presents the conclusions and outlook of the next steps and future progress of the work presented in this thesis.
Chapter 2

Background

In general core-level spectroscopy techniques involve probing the electronic structure of various types of samples such as molecules, solids, surfaces, and adsorbates. Techniques can be categorised into two distinct groups based on either the creation or decay of a core-hole. Experiments revolving around the creation of a core-hole are known as x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), which are the techniques that are the main focus in this work. The decay of a core-hole forms the basis of such techniques as auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) [16].

The formation of these core-holes occurs through the irradiation of the sample with an x-ray beam inducing the adsorption of a photon by a core-electron. The core-electron is then either ejected above the vacuum level (XPS) or be excited into a valence state (XAS). A simple single-particle representation of this process is shown in figure 2.1.

XPS and XAS have both been extensively used to characterise various materials and surfaces [17–19]. XPS can be used to provide information on the chemical composition and oxidation state of elements in oxides [20] and metal-organic interfaces, [16, 21–23] which will be the focus of this work. XAS can provide more detailed

![Figure 2.1: An illustration of the process of the creation of core-holes in (a) x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and (b) x-ray adsorption spectroscopy (XAS). Spectra are labelled based on the origin of the excited electron with labels for each shown.](image-url)
information into the electronic structure and orientation of thin films, [24] surfaces and adsorbates, [25] and even liquids [26].

2.1 Principles of Core-Level Spectroscopy

In this thesis the focus will be on two different methods, XPS and near-edge absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy. The following section will review details about each of the spectroscopy techniques.

2.1.1 X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy

The beginning of XPS is traced back to the discovery of the photoelectric effect which was first observed by Hertz and Hallwachs, [27, 28] discovering that interaction between light and solids led to the emission of electrons. Albert Einstein later described in more detail the concept with the introduction of light quanta $h\nu$ [29]. Development of XPS into an analytical technique was developed by Steinhardt et al. [30] and Siegbahn et al. [31] and was initially referred to as electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) [32]. However, since the early days of photoemission spectroscopy experiments to modern-day experiments, the fundamental process of performing these experiments has changed very little [33]. XPS essentially works by bombarding a sample with x-rays and measuring the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons. Information on the elemental composition and chemical state of each element in the sample can be found. It is also a surface sensitive technique as only electrons generated near the surface can escape and be detected due to the inelastic mean free path (IMFP), which is the average distance that an electron can travel between successive inelastic collisions. The IMFP for a typical photoemission experiment is in the order of a few nm, therefore making the technique surface sensitive [34].

In more detailed terms, XPS works through irradiating a sample with x-rays with enough energy to excite an electron with enough energy to be ejected as depicted in figure 2.1 (a). The kinetic energy of this electron $E_{\text{kin}}$ is related to the energy of the photons $h\nu$, the electron binding energy (BE) $E_B$ and the work function of the spectrometer $\Phi$, which is the minimum energy needed to remove an electron.

$$E_{\text{kin}} = h\nu - E_B - \Phi$$ (2.1)

XPS spectra are labelled by the element and orbital in which the electron was ejected from as for example C1s describes a spectra where a 1s electron from a carbon has been emitted, which is the main type of XPS that is focused on in the following work. The resulting spectra can be interpreted through three key observables; line position, line intensity and line width/shape [35]. These three factors can help determine the chemical environment of the core-atom. The chemical environment is influenced by various factors such as oxidation state, nearest neighbours and substrate
influences. A typical XPS spectrum will consist of the intensity of the detector signal in counts per second (y-axis) against the BE in electronvolt, eV, (x-axis) with decreasing energy from left to right. The binding energies can be characterised in terms of element with each element having a specific energy range (carbon \(\approx 285 \text{ eV}\)) and more information on the local chemical environment, electronic structure and band structure based on the chemical shift within the elemental range. Higher binding energies correlates to more energy needed to remove the core-electron from the atom. The intensity and shapes can be used to determine the number of atoms present in the environment as the relative peak area is proportional to this value.

The measured intensity of the photoelectron \(I\) in an experiment is related to the photoelectric cross-section \(\sigma_{i \rightarrow f}\) (\(i\) and \(f\) referring to the initial and final state of the excited electron respectively) [35]

\[
I(h\nu) \sim n\sigma_{i \rightarrow f} \lambda_{\text{in}} A h\nu
\]  

(2.2)

with \(n\) being the number of atoms per volume, \(\lambda_{\text{in}}\) the IMFP, \(A\) the surface area of the radiation, and \(J_{h\nu}\) the flux density of incoming photons with an energy of \(h\nu\). In most cases when performing XPS experiments on molecule-metal structures the IMFP can be neglected [36, 37] because the electrons from the monolayer only pass through a vacuum on their way to the detector, and therefore there is no attenuation.

The cross-section \(\sigma_{i \rightarrow f}\) itself can be related to the spectral function \(A_{ii}(E_{\text{kin}} - h\nu)\) of photoemission of an electron with momentum \(\mathbf{k}\) from core-state \(i\) via Fermi’s golden rule and the sudden approximation:

\[
\sigma_{\mathbf{k}}(h\nu) = \sum_i \left| \langle \psi_{\mathbf{k}} | \mathbf{p} \cdot A(\mathbf{r}) | \psi_i \rangle \right|^2 A_{ii}(E_{\text{kin}, \mathbf{k}} - h\nu)
\]  

(2.3)

where \(A(\mathbf{r})\) is the vector potential of the incident electromagnetic field and \(\mathbf{p}\) is the momentum operator. This is calculated through the use of Fermi’s golden rule, which provides the rate of atomic or electronic transitions between two states after applying time-dependent perturbation theory and is first-order stating that the transition rate is dependent on the square of the matrix element of the operator.

### 2.1.2 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

The term x-ray absorption structure is an all encompassing term that can refer to many different techniques: extended x-ray absorption spectra (EXAFS), x-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES), near-edge absorption spectra (NEXAFS) and surface extended x-ray absorption spectra (SEXAFS). Both XANES and NEXAFS refer to the same experiment but usually are used in conjunction with the type of sample investigated, with the former saved for solids and inorganic complexes and the latter for surfaces and adsorbed molecules [17]. In an x-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) experiment, while both the NEXAFS and EXAFS are recorded, in practise different
experimental parameters are needed to record each. In an XAFS experiment the first 30-50 eV from the adsorption edge corresponding to the NEXAFS and the rest of the spectrum called the EXAFS [8].

XAFS was first presented in theory by Kossel [38, 39] and Kronig [40–42], with the fine structure near the absorption edge initially called the Kossel structure and extending past the edge called the Kronig structure. Nowadays these are defined by the terms presented above. The first use of XAFS as a structural tool was developed during the 1970s, initially the near-edge structure was discarded as too complicated and only the EXAFS spectrum being the studied aspect. The near-edge structure was ultimately used for only low atomic number molecules with photon energies below 750 eV (C, N, O and F). But since then has developed to encompass a wider range of systems [17, 43].

In principle, NEXAFS works in a similar way to XPS and retrieves information about the electronic structure. Whilst XPS probe only the occupied states in the core-region, NEXAFS probes the unoccupied states but can also provide information on the core-electrons but the two techniques are often seen as complimentary techniques. In an experiment where a sample is exposed to x-ray radiation, the measured x-ray absorption coefficient \( \mu(E) \) describes how strongly the x-rays are absorbed as a function of energy \( E \) [44]. When the energy of the x-ray photons have enough energy to excite an electron to a higher state as depicted in figure 2.1 (b), a sudden increase called x-ray absorption edge can be seen. The position of the edges in the spectrum is characteristic to the atoms in the sample. These edges correspond to the core-electron levels the electron was excited from and are labelled as K-, L- and M-edge referring to the principle quantum number with \( n = 1(K), 2(L), 3(M) \) as shown in figure 2.1 (b). Therefore spectra are described as the element and edge in which they correspond to such as for example carbon 1s spectra are referred to as C K-edge NEXAFS.

The x-ray absorption coefficient \( \mu(E) \), or the photoabsorption cross-section \( \sigma(h\nu) \) can be described using Fermi’s golden rule

\[
\mu(E) \propto \sigma(h\nu) \propto \sum_f |\langle \psi_f | e^{ikr} \cdot e \cdot P | \psi_i \rangle|^2 \delta(h\nu + E_i - E_f) \quad (2.4)
\]

where \( \psi_i \) and \( \psi_f \) are the wavefunctions of the initial and final state respectively, and \( E_i \) and \( E_f \) the corresponding energies of each state. \( h\nu \) is the energy of the x-ray photon whilst \( k \) and \( e \) are the wavenumber vector and the unit vector for the polarisation direction and \( P \) is the sum of the linear momentum operators of the electrons. The above equation can be simplified in XAS experiments due to the dipole approximation, where \( e^{ikr} \approx 1 \) then

\[
\sigma(h\nu) \propto \sum_f |\langle \psi_f | e \cdot r | \psi_i \rangle|^2 \delta(h\nu + E_i - E_f) \quad (2.5)
\]

where \( r \) is the position operator. Along with acquiring information about the electronic
structure, NEXAFS can give information about the orientation of molecules on metal surfaces. This can be done by recording measurements at multiple incidence angles at the sample and taking advantage of the polarisation of the x-ray radiation. For a molecule laying flat on the surface of a metal substrate as illustrated in figure 2.2 the $\pi^*$-orbitals are orientated above and below the plane of the molecule. They have a maximum orbital amplitude perpendicular to the molecular plane. For the $\sigma^*$-orbitals this amplitude is along the molecular plane. When using linearly polarised light, the angular dependence of the matrix is $|\langle \psi_f | e \cdot r | \psi_i \rangle |^2 = |e \langle \psi_f | r | \psi_i \rangle |^2$, the dipole of the final-state orbital $O$ aligns with the matrix element and the transition intensity $I$ becomes 

$$I \propto |e \langle \psi_f | r | \psi_i \rangle |^2 \propto |E \cdot O |^2 \propto \cos^2 \delta$$

with $\delta$ corresponding to the angle between the electric field vector, $E$ and the direction of the final state orbital $O$. This is shown visually in figure 2.2 where for the case where grazing incidence (left) is used the electric field vector $E$ is along the same direction as the $\pi^*$-orbitals and so the intensity will be maximised and will altogether disappear with normal incidence, with the opposite seen for the $\sigma^*$-orbitals.

### 2.2 Principles of Density Functional Theory

This section will present an overview of the main computational method used throughout this work namely density functional theory (DFT). The information in this section follows the details laid out in textbooks by Koch and Holthausen, [45] Engel and
Dreizler, [46] and Parr and Yang [47]. The reader is referred to these works for a more detailed description of the theory.

### 2.2.1 The Schrödinger Equation

In quantum mechanics, the Schrödinger equation [48] can be used to predict the many-body behaviour of a system. For stationary states, the equation can be simplified to arrive at a time-independent, non-relativistic form. By further applying the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [49] it more simply becomes

\[
\hat{H} \Psi(r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_N) = E \Psi(r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_N) \tag{2.7}
\]

Using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the Hamiltonian operator \( \hat{H} \) can be reduced by neglecting the kinetic energy of the nuclei and describing the energy from the nucleus-nucleus repulsion as a mere constant, the so-called electronic Hamiltonian can be described by three terms which include the kinetic energy (\( \hat{T} \)), electron-electron repulsion (\( \hat{V}_{ee} \)), and the external potential (\( \hat{V}_{ext} \))

\[
\hat{H} = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \nabla_{i}^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j>i}^{N} \frac{1}{r_{ij}} - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{A=1}^{M} \frac{Z_{A}}{r_{iA}} = \hat{T} + \hat{V}_{ee} + \hat{V}_{ext} \tag{2.8}
\]

for a system with \( N \) electrons and \( M \) nuclei and with the nuclear charge being \( Z_{A} \). The variational principle states that an approximate wavefunction \( \Psi_0 \) must yield an energy eigenvalue \( E_0 \) that is higher (or at best equal) to the true ground-state energy. The problem with using this approach is that one must calculate the many-body wave function which is not a reliable method.

### 2.2.2 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems

The many-body problem was circumvented by Hohenberg and Kohn who described two theorems [50]. They first stated that the external potential (\( \hat{V}_{ext} \)) can be described as a functional of the electron density \( \rho(r) \). With this, the electron density can be used to determine the Hamiltonian operator (2.8) and thus the total energy can be written as

\[
\hat{E}_{HK}[\rho(r)] = \hat{T}[\rho(r)] + \hat{V}_{ee}[\rho(r)] + \hat{V}_{ext}[\rho(r)] \tag{2.9}
\]

Both the kinetic energy and electron-electron repulsion terms are actually system independent and do not rely on the number of electrons \( N \), the radius of the nucleus \( R_{A} \) or the nuclear charge \( Z_{A} \) and are collected together as the Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) functional \( F_{HK} \). Whilst the nuclei-electron attraction is dependent on the system or the potential energy from the nuclei-electron attraction. The above equation can be written as
The second theorem proposed by Hohenberg and Kohn utilises the variational principle, stating that the ground-state energy can be calculated using the HK functional given that the ground-state density is given $\rho_0$

$$E_0 = E[\rho_0(r)] \leq E[\rho(r)]$$  \hfill (2.11)

Taking into consideration these two theorems, then a variational constraint that the density must integrate to N electrons can be defined

$$\delta \left\{ E[\rho] - \mu \left[ \int \rho(r)dr - N \right] \right\} = 0$$  \hfill (2.12)

where $\mu$ is the chemical potential. This leads to the fact that the ground-state energy can be defined as a universal density functional $E[\rho]$. If the exact form of this functional would be known, then the exact ground-state density and energy could be calculated.

### 2.2.3 Kohn-Sham Approach

The next challenge was to find a method of calculating both the kinetic energy $\hat{T}$ and the electron-electron repulsion $\hat{V}_{ee}$ of the HK functional. The latter could be represented by separating out the classical Hartree contribution.

$$V_H[\rho] = \frac{1}{2} \int \rho(r_1)\rho(r_2) \frac{1}{|r_1 - r_2|} d\text{r}_1 d\text{r}_2$$  \hfill (2.13)

For the kinetic energy, Kohn and Sham [51] proposed that this could be represented by a system of $N$ non-interacting electrons which reproduce the true ground state density expressed in terms of the Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals $\phi_i$

$$\rho(r) = \sum_i |\phi_i|^2$$  \hfill (2.14)

This non-interacting kinetic energy was not a direct calculation of the total kinetic energy ($T_S \neq T$) and so the exchange-correlation (XC) functional was introduced

$$T_S[\rho] = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_i (\phi_i | \nabla^2 | \phi_i)$$  \hfill (2.15)

$$E_{XC}[\rho] = (T[\rho] - T_S[\rho]) + (V_{ee}[\rho] - V_H[\rho])$$  \hfill (2.16)

which describes the sum of the error made by using the non-interacting electron kinetic energy and the error from treating the electron-electron repulsion classically through the Coulomb interaction. With this the energy functional can be expressed as
\[ E[\rho(r)] = T_S + V_{ext}[\rho(r)] + V_H[\rho(r)] + E_{XC}[\rho(r)] \quad (2.17) \]

This leaves only the XC functional which contains all the non-solvable parts in (2.17). The accuracy of DFT relies solely on the chosen XC functional and as the magnitude of the functional is rather small in comparison to the other terms the error is minimal. A wide range of functionals have been developed and can be set into a hierarchical fashion on their “chemical accuracy” from lowest to highest, local density approximation (LDA), generalised gradient approximation (GGA) meta-generalised gradient approximation (meta-GGA) and exact XC which incorporates Hartree-Fock theory and know as hybrid functionals [52].

GGAs functionals have proven to be very popular in condensed matter physics as they provide a great performance balance for most bulk materials including metals. GGAs allow for the exchange and correlation energies to be dependant on the density but also on the gradient of the density and take the form of

\[ E_{GGA}^{XC}[\rho] = \int \rho(r) \varepsilon_{GGA}^{XC}(\rho, \nabla \rho) dr \quad (2.18) \]

where \( \varepsilon_{XC} \) represents the exchange and correlation energy density for a given density of \( \rho \). One example of a GGA functional is the PBE functional [53] which has found popular use in the community and is the main functional used throughout this work.

### 2.3 Using DFT to Simulate Core-Level Spectroscopy

The simulation of core-level spectroscopy can provide significant insight into the interpretation of spectroscopy. Therefore, sustainable and accurate predictions of spectra have been developed throughout history through theoretical modelling. In the case of core-level spectroscopy, these simulations are able to provide much detail about XP and NEXAFS spectra not easily interpreted by experimental methods alone.

#### 2.3.1 Simulation of XPS

In the prediction of XP spectra, the simplest approach to the calculation of the binding energies is through the use of Koopmans’ theorem [54]

\[ E_B = -\varepsilon_{i,\text{HF/KS}} \quad (2.19) \]

This states that the ionisation potential of an electronic state can be related to the negative of the Hartree-Fock eigenstate. In DFT this is only true for the highest occupied KS-state, [55, 56] with the binding energies estimated using the KS energies of the core-levels from the calculation which is typically referred to as only capturing initial state effects as the core-hole is not explicitly modelled [57–59].
For more accurate and reliable BE predictions the effects of the core-hole need to be included which are termed final-state effects. The Delta-self-consistent-field (ΔSCF) [60–62] method is one of the most widely used approaches to simulate core-level binding energies [58, 63–66]. ΔSCF works by performing two self-consistent KS DFT calculations, one in the ground-state and another in a core-hole excited state (with an electron population $p_c$ constrained to remove an electron) as shown in figure 2.3 (a). These constraints can be implemented in various ways depending on the DFT software used and descriptions of the implementation for two methods are described in Chapter 3. The BE is then calculated as the total energy difference between these two calculations

$$E_B(1s \rightarrow \text{free}) = E_{\text{total}}^{1s}(p_c = 0.0) - E_{\text{total}}^{\text{GS}}$$

Various other core-hole constraining approaches have been proposed with various different types of occupation constraints from the Slater transition state (TS) [60] which includes a half core-hole to methods with a third of a core-hole [67]. A summary of the different types of core-hole constraining approaches is shown in the appendix in figure B.1.

When simulating XPS using the single particle approach of DFT the absorption cross-section is approximated by a set of single particle transitions between the KS states. Equation (2.3) can be simplified by assuming independent electrons

$$A_{ij} = \delta_{ij} \delta(h\nu - \varepsilon_i)$$

in Fermi’s golden rule

$$\sigma_k(h\nu) = \sum_i | \langle \psi_k | e \cdot P | \psi_i \rangle |^2 \delta(E_{\text{kin}} - h\nu - \varepsilon_i)$$

Disregarding the selection rules from any angular dependence, the matrix elements in (2.21) are often neglected as all final-states are assumed to be extended planewave (PW) states. This amounts to associating each excitation that originates from an atom-centred core-state $i$ with the same intensity i.e. eliminating all but $n$ and $\sigma_k(h\nu)$ from (2.2). This means that the spectrum calculated is in the form of infinitely narrow
δ-peaks located at the binding energies of the \( N \) atoms calculated and all with the same intensity.

This means that the results neglect any lifetime broadening from many-body effects such as electron-electron correlation and do not accurately represent the experimentally recorded spectra. This is accounted for by applying an empirical line broadening onto the δ-peaks and summing up all contributions into a total spectrum. Usually Gaussian, Lorentzian or convoluted Gaussian-Lorentzian (Voigt) functions are chosen to best match the experimental broadening effects.

### 2.3.2 Simulation of NEXAFS

Unlike in the case for XPS simulations where only one BE per core-state is needed to be calculated, for NEXAFS there are multiple transition energies \( \Delta E_{fi} \) that are required. \( \Delta \text{SCF} \) can be used to calculate this by constraining the occupation of the core-level state \( p_c \) to include a core-hole and by placing the electron into the relevant unoccupied state \( p_u \) [68, 69]. The transition energy is calculated from the difference between the core-excited and ground state calculations

\[
\Delta E^{\text{SCF}} = E(p_c = 0.0, p_u = 1.0) - E(p_c = 1.0, p_u = 0.0)
\]  

By employing the Slater-Janak theorem [55] \( \frac{\partial E}{\partial q_i} = \varepsilon_i \) and using the midpoint integration rule the transition energies can be found by substituting in a half core-hole instead of a full core-hole TS method [60]. A consequence of using this method is that a calculation is required for every valence state that is chosen. Add this with the need to run this for all symmetry inequivalent atoms \( N \) in the system then the total number of calculations needed can reach high numbers: \( (N \cdot M) + 1 \) (extra calculation for ground-state).

A way to overcome this calculation burden is to use the transition potential (TP) method [70, 71]. The need to perform a calculation for every unoccupied state using the TS method is overcome by using the difference between KS energies of the unoccupied \( \varepsilon_u \) and core-states \( \varepsilon_c \) to define the transition energy. This is carried out by placing a half core-hole in the core-state but not adding anything to the valence state (as shown in figure 2.3), so the energy is

\[
\Delta E^{\text{TP}} = \varepsilon_u(p_c = 0.5, p_u = 0.0) - \varepsilon_c(p_c = 0.5, p_u = 0.0)
\]  

by doing so a single DFT calculation can be used to provide all the KS states and therefore all possible energy transitions needed for a full NEXAFS spectrum. Multiple variations of these methods have been proposed and are laid out in detail in figure B.1. A summary of these methods has been presented by Michelitsch and Reuter [69] where the methods were tested for the carbon and nitrogen K-edge spectra for gas-phase molecules. They found that the excited electron core-hole (XCH), (2.24) [72–75]
and excited transition potential (XTP) (2.25) \[69\] performed the best when looking at the performance of both the intensities and energies of NEXAFS spectra. These two methods apply the same philosophy as \(\Delta \text{SCF}\) by exciting a full electron from the core-state to an unoccupied state but the excited electron is constrained into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) \(p_l\)

\[
\Delta E^{\text{XCH}} = \epsilon_u(p_c = 0.0, p_l = 1.0) - \epsilon_c(p_c = 0.0, p_l = 1.0) \tag{2.24}
\]

\[
\Delta E^{\text{XTP}} = \epsilon_u(p_c = 0.5, p_l = 0.5) - \epsilon_c(p_c = 0.5, p_l = 0.5) \tag{2.25}
\]

In general, on the performance of the \(\Delta \text{SCF}\) and TP methods (or similar versions of XCH and XTP) it is seen that methods that include a half core-hole (TP and XTP) perform well for the relative peak positions and intensities of NEXAFS spectra \[69\]. The absolute energies are better described with the full core-hole methods (\(\Delta \text{SCF}\) and XCH) \[76\]. This poses the question of which method is better to use overall as there is not a clear winner for all factors. Triguero et al. noticed this problem and proposed a hybrid approach to bridge the deficiencies of each method \[76\]. This was carried out by using the ionisation potential of the full core-hole state to correct the relative energies provided by the half core-hole TP calculation. This method has been called Delta-ionisation potential-transition potential (\(\Delta \text{IP-TP}\)) \[77\] with the transition energies calculated as following

\[
\Delta E^{\Delta \text{IP-TP}} = \epsilon_u(p_c = 0.5, p_u = 0.5) + E_B(1s \rightarrow \text{free}) \tag{2.26}
\]

This method performs well in the calculation of NEXAFS spectra, achieving good agreement with experiment \[78–81\] by using the accurate description of relative transition energies and shifting to more reliable absolute energies. However, there is also the fact of the angular dependence of the spectra as described in figure 2.4 where the polarisation of the incident x-ray can be used to probe the orientation \[82\]. As described in section 2.1.2 the intensity of the spectrum depends on the polarisation of the incoming light \(e\) with respect to the dipole moment of the orbital \(O\). Equation (2.6) can be rewritten as

\[
I \propto |e \cdot O|^2 = \left( \sum_{r=x,y,z} e_r \cdot O_{f_1 r} \right)^2 \tag{2.27}
\]

Not all samples measured in NEXAFS experiments are heavily reliant on the angular dependence, with such samples in the gas-phase, liquid or amorphous/disordered polycrystalline solids, this will be averaged out. To account for this, the orientational dependence can be neglected

\[
\mu_{f_1}^{\text{total}} = O_{f_1 x}^2 + O_{f_1 y}^2 + O_{f_1 z}^2 \tag{2.28}
\]
For molecules adsorbed on a metal surface there is a significant influence on the spectra related to the polarisation of the light (dichroism) which is used to help elicit structural information [24]. To achieve this the polarisation of the light can be defined as a vector $e = (e_x, e_y, e_z)$ in terms of two angles, the polar $\vartheta$ and azimuthal $\phi$ angles which are shown in figure 2.4.

$$e = (e_x, e_y, e_z) = (\sin \vartheta \cdot \cos \phi, \sin \vartheta \cdot \sin \phi, \cos \vartheta)$$

(2.29)

The resulting intensity for a transition between state $i$ and state $f$ excited by polarised light defined by the angles $\vartheta$ and $\phi$ would be

$$\mu^p_{fi}(\vartheta, \phi) = (O^2_{fi,x} \cdot e_x + O^2_{fi,y} \cdot e_y + O^2_{fi,z} \cdot e_z)^2$$

(2.30)

For some systems the variation of the azimuthal orientation $\phi$ of the incident radiation relative to the substrate can also be used to extract structural information [83]. Most systems, however, and this includes most metal–organic interfaces, possess a random azimuthal orientation, or many rotational domains which cancel out the $\phi$-dependence due to the symmetry of the underlying substrate [17]. For such systems, it is therefore best practice to average over the azimuthal $\phi$-dependence of the signal (in the $x$, $y$ plane) for the corresponding simulations, while fully describing the $\vartheta$-dependence, yielding

$$\mu^p_{fi,av}(\vartheta) = (O^2_{fi,x} + O^2_{fi,y} \cdot \sin^2 \vartheta + O^2_{fi,z} \cdot \cos^2 \vartheta)$$

(2.31)

A final important factor to take into consideration for such calculations are any scalar relativistic effects. This is usually done by solving the Dirac equation; however this can be tricky and long winded process to calculate. The process can be made a lot easier by removing any spin-orbit coupling effects and leaving only other relativistic effects such as mass-velocity and Darwin. This greatly simplifies and speeds up the calculation times. Two different relativistic treatments have been used in this and
details of this are given in section 3.1 for each code.

2.3.3 Other Methods in the Literature

Many other methods of calculating core-level spectroscopy exist in the literature that use different approaches and methods in order to obtain accurate spectra. Early adoptions in DFT to calculate spectra involved the direct static exchange (STEX) method [84–86]. Where calculations were performed of the core-hole with the valence orbitals frozen and vice versa (optimisation of valence with core-hole frozen), however a disadvantage of this method was it neglected any electron correlation effects. More recent methods in DFT that haven been proposed is the square gradient minimisation (SGM) approach [87, 88] which aims to prevent variational collapse of the target excited state.

Time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT), an extension of DFT with a time-dependent external potential, is mainly used to study the excited state properties of molecular systems, [89] and has been effectively utilised in core-level spectroscopy simulations [90–93] which succeeds in effects of electron screening. However, it is still restricted in accuracy by the choice of XC functional used. Other methods such as coupled cluster (CC) [94, 95] and EOM-CC [96–98] have been used for accurate simulations of XAS but are limited to calculations on free molecules.

Full many-body calculations for core-level spectroscopy such as GW [11, 12] and BSE [99, 100] can provide very accurate spectra. These quasiparticle methods are based on Hedin’s equations [101]. The GW method is used for simulations of XPS and BSE for XAS. These work through the use of the single particle Green’s function $G$ and the screened Coulomb interaction $W$. The GW method builds the spectral function from the single particle Green’s function that describes the removal or addition of particles to the system [12] and describes the frequency-dependent probability of photoemission and the associated lineshape. An advantage of this method is that many interaction processes such as collective screening, electron-electron scattering and relaxation effects due to the core-hole are accounted for, which are neglected in simple ∆SCF-type approaches. However, the applicability of these methods are limited as they are only suitable for small molecular systems and require a high amount of computational throughput.

Whilst these methods can provide alternative and sometime more accurate methods for core-level spectroscopy, this usually comes with added computational cost and limited system ranges. This is where DFT and the ∆SCF and ∆IP-TP methods are such a useful tool that can be applied to a variety of systems including metal surfaces. They offer a reliable balance between accuracy and computational efficiency as long as effort is taken to limit any possible factors that can affect the results.
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3.1 Software Used in this Work

As described in the previous chapter there are many different approaches and methods to simulate core-level spectra. Even within one method, such as ΔSCF, there are many different possible ways to perform the calculations in practise due to the vast amount of electronic software packages available to use. In this chapter, presented is a reliable methodology and readily available tools to help in the process of calculating spectra for metal-organic interfaces using the CASTEP software package. A brief description of the software and packages used are detailed below.

3.1.1 CASTEP Software

CASTEP [102] is an electronic structure software package that utilises a planewave (PW) basis set and pseudopotentials (PPs). The wavefunctions are expanded in the PW basis set through Bloch’s theorem and requires structures to be set in periodic boundary conditions (PBCs), which is a unit cell of any given size that will be infinitely repeated in all directions. CASTEP makes uses of both a real space grid and a reciprocal space grid transformed via Fast Fourier Transform, and splitting into parts to solve the Hamiltonian in each space it is easy to do so. When using reciprocal space, efficient
k-space sampling is required and was implemented through a Monkhorst-Pack grid to sample the first Brillouin zone. To adequately simulate gas-phase calculations in PBCs, a molecule was placed in a large vacuum box with sufficient space on all sides to limit any interaction with repeating images. For metal slab calculations the repeating images created a continuous metal slab in the x and y directions with a vacuum layer in the z direction.

The KS wavefunctions used in the code are expanded in PW basis set and based on Bloch’s theorem, with the potential between the core-electrons and nuclei being described by PPs. These PPs match the wave function given in all-electron systems distances far away from the nucleus to include the valence orbitals. The core-states much closer to the nucleus are simplified and described as frozen as these are seen as unimportant in chemical bonding and impractical to represent with a PW approach as the number of basis sets would be extremely high. To counter this, the core-electrons and the strong Coulomb potential of the nucleus are replaced with a small set of pseudo wavefunctions. Using this method, the potential can now be represented with a significantly smaller basis set. Optimisation of these PPs are carried out to ensure a smooth and simple wavefunction within the defined core-region and match with the all-electron wavefunction in the valence region. PPs can be described by their hardness, which corresponds to the number of Fourier components needed for accurate representation of the wavefunction (soft for small amount, hard for large).

Calculations using CASTEP utilised the Koelling-Harmon scalar relativistic treatment [103].

**MolPDOS**

MolPDOS [104] is a tool that is included in the CASTEP package. The program can be used to calculate the density of states (DOS) and DOS projected onto molecular states as a post-processing tool for the CASTEP software. The contribution from a reference orbital $\phi_j$ can be projected out from the KS states of the main system $\psi_i$ through

$$\rho_{iMO}(E) = \sum_j |\langle \phi_j | \psi_i \rangle |^2 \delta(E - \varepsilon_i)$$

(3.1)

The reference orbital $\phi_i$ used can be used from many different sources and in this work is taken to be molecular orbitals (MOs) of a gas-phase molecule or from the free standing overlayer (FSO) of a molecule-metal system (system with metal surface deleted leaving only the molecule). The MolPDOS tool has been used in the simulation of angle-dependant NEXAFS spectra and for MO projections.

**3.1.2 FHI-aims Software**

FHI-aims [105] is an all-electron electronic structure code based on numeric atom-centred orbitals. These basis functions allow for correct descriptions of the nuclear
potential close to the nucleus and also at large distances. These are local basis sets which result in quick convergence with respect to the number of basis functions. FHI-aims offers four default levels to control the numerical settings of the chosen element and are set as *light*, *intermediate*, *tight* and *really tight*, or can be manually set to a required preference. Along with this, the basis set are set up from a minimal basis and increase therefrom up in ‘tiers’. These ‘tiers’ are a closed shell of basis functions. FHI-aims can make use of both PBCs and also aperiodic (cluster) models where no repeating images are included. A zeroth-order expansion of the Koelling-Harmon equation \[103\] is used for the scalar relativistic treatment for FHI-aims calculations known as the zero-order regular approximation (ZORA) \[106–108\].

### 3.1.3 ASE Package

The Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE) \[109\] is a Python based tool that can be used to create, manipulate and analyse atomistic simulations. The tool provides both a graphical user interface (GUI) as well as scripting capabilities for various tasks. ASE can also perform calculations of energy, forces, stresses and other quantities along with structure optimisations, molecular dynamics, and nudged elastic band calculations \[109\]. ASE has been developed to work with a wide range of electronic structure packages and enables input and output of many different file formats needed for different codes. The GUI has been used extensively throughout this work to help build and visualise structural models to be used for calculations whilst implemented in the tools described in section 3.2 to help write the necessary input files for calculations.

### 3.2 Computational Workflow for XPS and NEXAFS Simulations

Several tools have been created as part of this thesis to facilitate and automate work- 
flows of the calculations necessary and to enable post processing to simulate both XPS and NEXAFS spectra with the CASTEP software package. Here a detailed description of these tools will be presented. The code is provided in full in the appendix. In this section the font style will be used to represent various things with **bold** font indicating a directory, sans serif font to indicate a file and `text` font to represent code or text inside a file or script.

- `autoscript.py` - Python script which will generate all XPS and NEXAFS input files needed for CASTEP.
- `core_excitation.py` - Python code use by `autoscript.py` to search structure for chosen element and change to a new `X:exc` element.
- `castep_get_XPS_energies.py` - Python script to calculate XPS binding energies.
• \texttt{plot}\_xps.py - Python script to apply broadening to XPS binding energies and sum up all peaks for a full spectra.

• \texttt{execute}\_modos.sh - Bash script to run MODOS analysis for all specified incidence angles and atoms.

• \texttt{plot}\_nexafs.py - Python script to process MODOS output data into broadened NEXAFS spectra.

• \texttt{plot}\_mo.py - Python script to process MODOS output data into MO orbital NEXAFS contributions.

\textbf{Initial Setup}

The first step before using any of the tools is to familiarise and adopt the naming convention that will be used throughout the work process. In CASTEP, the input and output files all have the same name prefix and only differ by the extension name with an example of input files being called \texttt{castep.cell} and \texttt{castep.param} and example output files called \texttt{castep.castep} or \texttt{castep.bands}. With this in mind and for use of metal-organic interfaces the name will follow a \textit{molecule\_metal} configuration. The \textit{molecule} is simply just the investigated molecule, e.g. azulene, benzene, pyridine, and the \textit{metal} is the metal substrate, e.g. Cu, Au, or simply gas if no metal surface is present. In the example followed through in this work, the system of azulene (Az) on a Ag(111) surface will be used so the name for the files would use \texttt{azulene\_Ag}, which would result in input files called \texttt{azulene\_Ag.cell} and \texttt{azulene\_Ag.param}.

The next step would be to organise the filing system that will be used to contain all of the calculation data into easily labelled and ordered directories, and should contain:

• Input files for the ground-state calculation in parent directory

• \texttt{freestand} directory (sub-directory containing files from calculation of free standing overlayer, only needed when including metal surface)

• \texttt{XPS} directory (sub-directory generated by autoscript.py)

• \texttt{NEXAFS} directory (sub-directory generated by autoscript.py)

The first calculation to be performed is the initial DFT ground-state calculation of your chosen system. There are two uses for this calculation, firstly is to calculate the total ground-state energy of the system which will later be used to calculate the XPS binding energy (BE). Secondly to generate all the on-the-fly PPs in CASTEP with a string of parameters for each element, that will be used throughout, if these are not already known. These PPs are described by a list of numeric parameters that define the settings of the element and can be found in their corresponding \texttt{.usp} files. For the example carbon the default settings and the specific string that needs to be copied
is 2\|1.4\|10\|12\|13\|20:21(qc=7). These numbers define various parameters of the pseudopotential, the first number is the angular quantum number \((l)\) of the local channel followed by the core radius. The next three numbers relate the levels of convergence for the pseudopotential. The 20:21 are the \(n\) and \(l\) quantum numbers of the valence states. It is important to have to hand all of the PP strings for all elements being used and to keep them the same throughout the whole process.

When coming to calculate the NEXAFS spectra, a restart file is needed as a reference in order to project the MO contributions onto the spectra. For a gas-phase calculation this is simply the azulene_gas.check file from the initial ground-state calculation. However, for a molecule-metal structure, this reference needs to be of the FSO. The FSO is the system of interest with the metal surface removed. In order to generate this for a molecule-metal system both the azulene_Ag.cell and azulene_Ag.param ground state files should be copied into the freestand sub-directory and the name should be changed to azulene_free. Only the azulene_free.cell file should be edited and should only be changed by deleting the atoms and coordinates for all of the metal atoms. Once this calculation is completed the azulene_free.check file will need to be saved for future use.

**Generation of the XPS and NEXAFS Inputs Using autoscript.py**

To generate the XPS and NEXAFS directories with all the input files needed for each individual carbon atom a separate directory is set up with:

- autoscript.py
- core_excitation.py
- Geometry file of the system

These two python scripts are used to read in the chosen geometry of the system and to create input files for all the calculations needed for XPS and NEXAFS in a clear and ordered manner. These codes make use of the CASTEP calculator found in ASE [109]. The core_excitation.py script can be left alone and unchanged and is used to locate all atoms that will be needed and systematically change them one by one to a new core-excited element defined as for example for \(C\) to \(C:exc\). All settings for this script are set in the autoscript.py code. Settings that should be changed are all shown in listing 3.1. Firstly, the input_name and output_name should be changed to the required corresponding names. Through the use of the ASE calculator which supports many various file formats the input file can be any supported file format, but the full file name and extension needs to be written out for the input_name. The output file will always be a CASTEP .cell file so only the name of the molecule-metal system needs to be written down for the output_name. Secondly, all the PP strings of the elements involved that were saved earlier can be included, which for this case are for
# Full name of the geometry input file for script to read and create files for
input_name = 'hta.cell'

# Seedname of the CASTEP files that the script will output
output_name = 'azulene_Ag'

# Add all atom pseudopotentials you want
Cpseudo = 'C 2|1.4|10|12|13|20:21(qc=7)'
Hpseudo = 'H 1|0.6|13|15|17|10(qc=8)'
Agpseudo = 'Ag 3|1.5|1.5|0.8|15|17|19|40U:50:41:42(qc=7)'

# If a MO analysis is needed as the list of MOs to be projected and
# checkfile name to be used as the reference for the MODOS calculation
MO = list(map(str, range(17, 29)))
check = 'azulene_free.check'

---

Listing 3.1: Main input settings for autoscript.py.

Carbon, hydrogen and silver. The settings for the MO projection are next and include a range of orbital numbers. As many states as needed can be given but a general adequate amount are several above and below the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and highest molecular orbital (HOMO) respectively. The script has two options when running the part that handles writing the settings needed for the MO projection as the way these are set in the code change between versions. For versions of CASTEP 20 and above the settings can be given in the .param file and what needs to be given are the range of numbers of the MOs for the projection and the name of the restart check file under MO and check respectively. At the end of the script, you can choose which version you are using and if 20 and above will print out these settings if not then a separate file will need to be created and explained later.

These are reliant on the version of CASTEP. The setting keywords to run MODOS changed between versions, and it is possible to pick the correct keywords depending on the version of CASTEP, with the older keywords for CASTEP 19 and below and newer keywords for CASTEP 20 and later.

Next are the calculation settings, which are all listed under QM1 and QM2, which are shown in listing 3.2. QM1 settings relate to settings for the XPS calculations and QM2 relate to the NEXAFS calculations. The majority of these settings are located in the QM1 part and should be kept the same to the settings used for the ground-state calculation. Certain settings may need to be changed between XPS and NEXAFS calculations and mainly include nextra_bands and elnes_nextra_bands, with the latter not needed in XPS calculations. It might be beneficial to choose a lower number of nextra_bands for the XPS calculation as only a small amount is needed whilst for a NEXAFS calculation a much greater number is needed to obtain a full spectrum. A key point at this stage to point out is that for the NEXAFS calculation the number of nextra_bands and elnes_nextra_bands need to be the same value.
# Using core_excition .py read the input file and run XPS and NEXAFS to generate the folder

```python
# and files

# cell = read(input_name);

# xce = XPS(atoms=cell, element='C', pspots='2|1.4|10|12|13|20:21{1s1,2s2,2p3}(qc=7)', calc=QM1)
xce.move_hole()

QM1.merge_param(QM2.param) # Merge QM2 with QM1 to overwrite any changes needed in the NEXAFS files

cell = read(input_name);

nce = NEXAFS(atoms=cell, element='C', pspots='2|1.4|10|12|13|20:21{1s1.5,2s2,2p2.5}(qc=7)', calc=QM1)
nce.move_hole()
```

Listing 3.2: Calculation settings for autoscript.py.

Next is to define the chosen element to include the core-hole. In the `xce` and `nce` variables, the element can be changed to perform different element calculations and `pspots` should correspond to the PP string with either the full core-hole for `xce`, or half core-hole, `nce`, by including the electron configuration in the string with a core-electron moved to a valence state for example in carbon case, `2|1.4|10|12|13|20:21{1s1,2s2,2p3}(qc=7)` for `xce` and for `nce` the same PP string but the electron configuration is `{1s1.5,2s2,2p2.5}`. This valence state electron will then be removed by CASTEP during the calculation through the charge setting laid out in the `.param` file by applying a total charge on the system of `+1.0 e` or `+0.5 e`, for the respective core-hole to fulfil the ∆SCF and TP core-hole constraints.

Once all of the settings have been changed, the code can run to generate two directories named XPS and NEXAFS which will contain a folder for each atom of Azulene_Ag

```
  --- execute_molpdos.sh --- castep_get_xps_energies.py
  --- plot_mo.py --- plot_xps.py
  --- plot_nexafs.py ---
  C48
  C49
  C50
  C51
  C52
  C53
  C54
  C55
  C56
  C57
```

Figure 3.1: Tree diagram of how the working directory will look with all sub-directories and location of the scripts. All CASTEP input files are not shown, font style meanings are the same as in the text.
the chosen element labelled by the number it appears in the geometry file and in each will contain both a .cell and .param file, which can then be copied over to the main working directory. Your final working directory should follow the outline shown in figure 3.1

**MO Decomposition Files and Running Jobs**

As mentioned previously if running versions of CASTEP 19 or below then the settings for the MO decomposition are given in a separate .deltascf file. In the newer versions of CASTEP 20 and above these settings where included in the .param file and written by the autoscript.py script.

The settings that need to be included are shown in listing 3.3 and consist of `deltascf_mode` and `deltascf_iprint` both set to 1 selecting a deltascf calculation. `deltascf_file` which is the reference .check file and this file needs to be copied over into all individual atom directory in NEXAFS. Finally, a list of all the MO states to be used for the MO projection given with `modods_state` with the first number the state and the second the spin of the electron. Once all that is done the calculations for each atom in the XPS and NEXAFS directories can be performed.

**XPS Processing and Plotting**

Once all XPS and NEXAFS calculations are performed, before any post-processing can be done, the XPS binding energies for each individual atom need to be calculated. The two tools used for this are:

- **castep_get_xps_energies.py** - Calculates the BE shift for each atom using the ΔSCF method

- **plot_xps.py** - Takes XPS BEs and applies broadening to generate a spectrum

```python
1 deltascf_mode : 1
2 deltascf_iprint : 1
3 deltascf_file : azulene_free.check
4 # MOLPDOS projection states <state> <spin>
5 modos_state : 17 1
6 modos_state : 18 1
7 modos_state : 19 1
8 modos_state : 20 1
9 modos_state : 21 1
10 modos_state : 22 1
11 modos_state : 23 1
12 modos_state : 24 1
13 modos_state : 25 1
14 modos_state : 26 1
15 modos_state : 27 1
16 modos_state : 28 1
```

Listing 3.3: Example .deltascf file for Az/Ag(111).

24
Using the ΔSCF method, the XPS BE is calculated as the total energy difference of two single-point calculations: a ground-state and an excited-state calculation. However, due to the use of a PP method where the core-electrons are frozen out and only the valence electrons are included in the total energy, this is not sufficient enough as the difference between the excited- and ground-states, $ΔE_{\text{total(valence)}}$ does not fully represent the full picture, as the core electrons are not explicitly modelled. A consequence of this is an error in the BE shifts but as this affects all BEs calculated the relative shifts between each BE remain a valid comparison. A correction term, $ΔE_{\text{core(atom)}}$, is then needed as a consequence of using a PP method and to calculate the theoretical BE, $E_{\text{BE}}$ [110].

$$E_{\text{BE}} = ΔE_{\text{total(valence)}} + ΔE_{\text{core(atom)}}$$ (3.2)

The correction term, $ΔE_{\text{core(atom)}}$, only needs to be calculated for the specific element which has the core-hole once for all atoms in the system and is generated solely from the isolated atom calculation when the PPs are created and is calculated by:

$$ΔE_{\text{core(atom)}} = ΔE_{\text{All orbitals(atom)}} - ΔE_{\text{valence(atom)}}$$ (3.3)

$ΔE_{\text{core(atom)}}$ is the energy difference between the total atomic energy of the excited-state and ground-state of the chosen atom with $ΔE_{\text{valence(atom)}}$ the valence energy contributions to the total atomic energy of each atom. The valence energy contribution is subtracted here because they have already been included in the previous equation 3.2, in $ΔE_{\text{total(valence)}}$ and are not required again. The XPS binding energies for each individual atom can be calculated by using (3.2) and (3.3). First, the correction term can be calculated once to be used for all other atoms and then used in (3.2) for the BEs of each atom.

The settings need to be set in the castep_get_xps_energies.py script and are in listing 3.4. These are element, which is the chosen element which the core-hole is located on, carbon in this case so is C. The two settings of num_start and num_end are used to give the range of the atoms files as shown in figure 3.1, with the first and lowest number given in num_start and last and largest in num_end. Finally,

```
# Set the element, the numbers of the XPS directories and the seedname of 
# the castep calculations
element = 'C'
um_start = 48
num_end = 57
filename = 'azulene_Ag.castep'
# Set the range of the atom numbers
```

Listing 3.4: Settings to be changed at the top of castep_get_xps_energies.py.
Listing 3.5: Designation of the broadening parameters for pseudo-Voigt broadening and selection of element in plot_xps.py.

filename corresponds to the name that all the output files are called and is given in the molecule_metal convention.

The next step is to run the castep_get_xps_energies.py script to read all the data needed and calculate the BEs. The script first reads the data needed to calculate the correction term once using the first atom in the list. Then it will read the total energies of the ground-state and individual atom excited states and generate a text file called C_XPS_peaks.txt with all the XPS BEs for each carbon atom.

Once carried out, to obtain a broadened XPS spectrum, the plot_xps.py script is used to summed up all of the contributions and apply a pseudo-Voigt function [111, 112] described in section 3.3.1. The section where the broadening parameters are given in shown in listing 3.5. The energy range to apply the broadening to is given by xstart and xstop. Multiple broadening ranges can be given but for an XPS simulation these are kept the same with broad1 and broad2 corresponding to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) value. The ewid value specifies when the broadening ranges start in relation to the firstpeak value and are redundant in this case and the mix values are the Gaussian/Lorentzian (G/L) ratio. Finally, the element setting should be set to the correct element.

NEXAFS Post-Processing and MolPDOS

Once all the calculations are finished, the post processing using the MolPDOS binary that is packaged as part of CASTEP tools can be used. For this a .molpdos file will be used as an input for all the settings with the example used shown in listing 3.6. This file again should follow the same naming convention and be called the same as all the other CASTEP input files. In the file, a variety of settings are defined to allow for NEXAFS and MO projection processing to be performed, these are:

- nexafs_theta - Settings to simulate the theoretical x-ray incidence angle
you want to calculate for, as shown in figure 2.4. Will be set by the `execute_molpdos.sh` script.

- `nexafs_phi` - Settings to simulate the theoretical x-ray incidence angle you want to calculate for, as shown in figure 2.4.

- `nexafs_xshift` - The XPS BE of the individual atom to be used to align the energy transitions. Set by the `execute_molpdos.sh` script.

- `nexafs_state` - Which atomic species you want to calculate for, you will only need to change the first number. The four numbers correspond to:
  1. `element` - The index value of the element where the core-hole is included (as you create a new species for this C:exc, this will always be the last element)
  2. `ion` - The index value in the list of the above chosen element (only ever 1 core-hole species so will be 1).
  3. `n` - The principle quantum number of the core-hole.
  4. `l` - The angular momentum quantum number of the core-hole (will start from 1).

- `modos_state` - Setting the corresponding states to the same orbitals range selected previously.

- `axis_energy_start` & `axis_energy_stop` - Energy range for the outputted density of states.

To use the `execute_molpdos.sh` script the MolPDOS binary from the CASTEP tools needs to be compiled and the executable needs to be located somewhere else but stored into the `$PATH`. The script will run the MolPDOS binary for all atoms in the NEXAFS directory. The settings for the atom numbers and the chosen \( \vartheta \) and \( \varphi \) values should be placed as arrays at the top, followed by the molecule, metal and element. The script works by first locating the `C_XPS_peaks.txt` file of the BEs and automatically changes the `nexafs_xshift` value to the first BE and run the MolPDOS binary for all the selected angles changing the value in-between. It will create a directory in the corresponding atom file (first BE will be `C48` in this example), for each angle given. For an angle of 25° the directory will be `t25` and will place all the outputted files in the correct directory. The script works through each atom, changing the `nexafs_shift` value for each corresponding atom and will print out the progress as it goes along.

**Summation and Broadening of the NEXAFS Spectra**

The final step is to take all of the data produced from the MolPDOS post-processing and to sum all the data from each individual atom contribution and apply an over-
all broadening to create the final NEXAFS spectra and project out the MO state contributions of the NEXAFS. In order to perform this, two scripts are needed:

- `plot_nexafs.py`
- `plot_mo.py`

These scripts are placed in the NEXAFS directory and various settings are changed to match the system calculated. These are summed up into the broadening parameters and system parameters. The broadening parameters to state are the same as the ones for the XPS but make use of the `ewid` settings to create two broadening ranges and connecting the two with a linear scale. `firstpeak` is set to the position of the leading edge on the spectra, the `ewid1` defines the end of the first broadening range by taking the `firstpeak` value and adding a value on, usually 5 and `ewid2` defines the start of the third broadening range referenced from the `firstpeak` again. The G/L ratio for the ranges are given as a decimal in `mix1` and `mix2`.

For the system parameters these start with the types of NEXAFS spectra to be calculated. These were described in section 2.3.2 with there being four total options. 1 is for a total NEXAFS spectra where the spectra for all angles are summed up together (2.28) (will produce the same spectra no matter which data you give). 2 for angular
resolved spectra with no polarisation, 3 gives a polarised spectra according to the two angles provided (2.30) and 4 gives and averages the contribution with respect to the \( \phi \) angle and only depends on \( \psi \) (2.31). Next is angles in the form of the names of the directories where each angle data is kept so in this case is 't25', 't53', 't90'. molecule, metal, elem, num_start and num_end are the same as been previously given in other scripts and the final setting of atom is the element number in the whole calculation, which is the first number in the nexafs_state setting in the .molpdos file. These settings are both present in plot_nexafs.py and plot_mo.py with only two extra settings in the latter, MO_start and MO_end for the first and last numbers of the MO orbital range.

Running the plot_nexafs.py script will result in two files for each angle. These will be a deltas.txt file with the energy transitions as points with an energy shift value and an intensity. The second file will be the spectra after applying the pseudo-Voigt broadening parameters that were given. If atom_contribute is set to True then the script will generate the two files for each individual atoms contribution to the total NEXAFS spectrum. The same two types of files will be created using plot_mo.py and these will be for each MO orbitals at each angle given.

A summary of the whole process outlining the steps taken in order to simulate XPS and NEXAFS spectra is detailed in figure 3.2. An initial ground-state calculation (3.2 (a)) is carried out followed by \( N \Delta \text{SCF} \) calculations (3.2 (b)) which can by used to obtain an XP spectrum. The NEXAFS transitions can be calculated with a TP calculation (3.2 (c)). The calculated BEs are then used to align the TP-eigenvalue spectra from the different atomic species onto a single energy axis, followed up by summing all contributions into a NEXAFS spectrum 3.2.

### 3.3 Computational Details

#### 3.3.1 General Details for Core-Level Spectroscopy

DFT calculations have been performed with two different electronic software codes. These two were the PP PW code CASTEP [102] and the all-electron atomic orbital code FHI-aims [105]. XPS and NEXAFS spectra were simulated using the \( \Delta \text{SCF} \) [60–62, 113] and \( \Delta \text{IP-TP} \) [76, 77] methods and with CASTEP calculations following the methodology laid out in section 3.2 and depicted in figure 3.2.

\( \Delta \text{SCF} \) calculations preformed with the FHI-aims code were carried out utilising two different approaches to localise the core-hole onto a chosen atom with either the force_occupation_basis (FOB) or force_occupation_projector (FOP) keywords that have been implemented by Matthias Gramzow (Fritz-Haber-Institute of the Max Plank Society, Berlin). Each keyword can enforce a constraint onto with a specific basis set for FOB or onto a particular KS state for FOP. For example, the settings would be written as force_occupation_basis 1 1 atomic 1 0 0 0.0 10 and
Figure 3.2: Computational workflow to generate a K-shell NEXAFS spectrum with the ΔIP-TP approach for an example molecule of azupyrene. (a) Ground state DFT calculation. (b) $N$ full core-hole ΔSCF calculations to establish the chemical shifts of each atomic species. (c) $N$ half core-hole TP calculations to obtain the absorption spectra for each species. (d) Each atomic species is shifted according to its ΔSCF BE and finally all atomic contributions are summed up and a broadening scheme is applied.

For the basis keyword, the values given represent the atom number, spin, basis type, principle quantum number, angular momentum, magnetic, occupation and maximum KS state to be included. The settings for the projector case are KS state to constrain, spin, occupation, lowest KS state and highest KS state for the MOM (maximum overlap method) to check whether it has moved during the SCF cycle.

These two methods can be used to apply an occupation constraint on KS eigen-
states and use variants of the MOM to keep the constraint satisfied [65] and yield numerically identical results if successful. The MOM method prevents variational collapse by maintaining the occupancy of the constrained core-orbital throughout the self-consistent-field (SCF) cycle by identifying the overlap between the old (previous step) orbitals and the new (current step) orbitals and keeps the constraint with the orbital with the most span of the old orbital [65].

The FOP keyword works by defining the occupation constraint directly onto the KS eigenstate. The core-hole can move with the eigenstate if the order changes throughout the SCF steps and follows the maximum overlap of the constrained state in the previous SCF step. The FOB keyword applies the constraint differently with the core-hole constrained in terms of a localised atomic orbital basis function, enforcing the constraint on the KS eigenstate of the highest contribution from the core-atomic orbital. This constraint will follow the highest contribution from the atomic orbital through the SCF steps to ensure the correct atom and population is constrained. Additional core-augmentation basis functions were added onto the core-excited atom to better represent the core-hole as set out by Kahk and Lischner [114]. These approaches fair well for cases with localised core-states but can become troublesome when dealing with more delocalised core-states. FOP calculations were implemented using the method proposed by Kahk and Lischner [114], which involves breaking the symmetry of the molecule with an initial calculation where an additional 0.1 electron charge is added onto the chosen atom. This helps separate the selected atom from equivalent atoms by changing the energy level and helping the constraint localise onto the correct choice. The calculation is then only allowed to run for one SCF step and the core-hole calculation is then restarted but with the extra core-charge removed and the full core-hole constrained.

Calculations in CASTEP were performed using the ∆SCF and ∆IP-TP methods used in the simulations of XPS and NEXAFS respectively and described in section 3.2 and in figure 3.2. CASTEP versions 18.1 and 19.11 were used throughout with the same PP definitions employed in both software version. Calculations were performed in PBCs with on-the-fly generated PPs.

For XPS calculations the core-electron BE was calculated from the difference in total energy of two singlepoint calculations, one being the ground-state configuration and the second a core-hole excited configuration, by removing one electron from the 1s orbital. This was carried by modifying the PP definition of the chosen excited atom to include a full core-hole [110, 115]. To correct for the use of PPs which do not fully model the core-electrons a correction term is added to the difference in total energies [110]. This was performed for each atom in the molecule for a full XPS spectrum.

Simulations of the NEXAFS spectra were performed with the ∆IP-TP method. The TP approach was used to calculate all the transition energies from the 1s state to all possible unoccupied states in one single calculation. The PP was modified to include a half core-hole on the chosen excited atom. The ELNES module [110,
Figure 3.3: A NEXAFS spectrum showing the three broadening ranges applied across the spectrum. The first and last ranges are given specific values for the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and a Gaussian/Lorentzian (G/L) ratio with the middle range connecting these two values through a linear scale.

[116, 117] in CASTEP was used to simulate NEXAFS energies and transition dipole moments. This module performs a total energy SCF calculation followed by a band structure calculation in order to converge the unoccupied states. The ionisation potential correction aligns all individual core-level spectra to the same energy frame by using the corresponding BE for each atom.

Finally, a pseudo-Voigt broadening scheme [111, 112] was used in order to resemble experimental spectra. Spectra were broadened with parameters chosen that were a typical reflection of experimental resolutions. XPS consisted of a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.7 eV and a G/L ratio of 70%/30%. NEXAFS spectra were generated using the same pseudo-Voigt scheme but due to the different life-times of excited states below and above the ionisation potential the spectra is divided into three separate ranges. The first range of 5 eV from the leading edge, has a FWHM of 0.75 eV and a 80%/20% G/L ratio. At 15 eV above the leading edge the third range consists of FWHM of 2.0 eV and 20%/80%. In-between connecting these two ranges is an intermediate range where the FWHM and G/L ratio linearly increases from the first to the third. Figure 3.3 breaks down the typical broadening ranges for NEXAFS spectrum.

The resulting energies of the simulated spectra can often disagree with the experimentally recorded spectra. This can be due to various different inherent aspects of the calculations. These can range from the use of pseudopotentials, the type of basis set, PBCs, relativistic effects and well-known errors of DFT such as the self-interaction error. Comparison between simulated spectra can be carried out by shifting the spectra to a zero value by subtracting the mean average weight across the whole spectra. For
comparison with experimental results the whole spectrum is shifted by a single value to align it to the experiment as best as possible.

### 3.3.2 Details for this Chapter

XPS calculations in this chapter were performed using FHI-aims and CASTEP. Calculations in FHI-aims were performed with a range of XC functionals including PBE, [53] PW91, [118] TPSS, [119] SCAN, [120] PBE0, [121] B3LYP, [122] HSE06, [123] and xDH-PBE0 [124]. Electronic convergence settings were set to $1 \times 10^{-4} \text{e/Å}^3$ for the electron density, $1 \times 10^{-2} \text{eV}$ for the KS eigenvalues and $1 \times 10^{-6} \text{eV}$ for the total energy. Relativistic effects were taken into account by employing the atomic ZORA functionality [105]. Higher order relativistic effects such as spin-orbit coupling could be neglected for the K-shell excitations and binding energies.

CASTEP calculations were performed with the PBE functional, [53] PW91, [118] and BLYP [125, 126]. The total energy per atom convergence of at least $1 \times 10^{-6} \text{eV/atom}$ was used. All gas-phase calculation were performed with a $1 \times 1 \times 1$ k-grid in a cubic supercell with dimensions of 20 Å in all directions. The input and output files for the data presented in section 3.4 have been previously deposited in the NOMAD repository and are freely available online (DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.17172/NOMAD/2020.10.15-1).

### 3.4 Performance of Core-Level Spectroscopy Simulations

The following section will discuss calculations carried out on a small set of typical systems to exemplify the technical and numerical aspects of x-ray photoelectron and absorption spectra. The test set of systems include gas-phase molecules of azuprene and ethyl trifluoroacetate (ETFA). These were chosen as the represent the two extreme ends of chemical behaviours. The ETFA molecule shows strong chemical shifts in its carbon 1s binding energies and has been an important reference system since the dawn of photoelectron spectroscopy [127–129]. Azuprene on the other hand is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, represents a system with a large number of equivalent carbon atoms due to its high symmetry. These different systems are chosen to test the versatility of the method to calculate core-level spectra. Further systems of azulene adsorbed onto a Cu(111) surface and azulene in the gas-phase, bulk crystal and adsorbed onto a Cu(111) surface [79] were tested.

#### 3.4.1 Practical Considerations of Calculations in Atomic Orbital Basis

**Core-Hole Localisation**

XPS binding energies can be simply extracted from ground-state DFT calculations by use of Koopmans’ theorem (2.19) by using the negative KS orbital energy values
for each orbital. However, this method carries problems as it neglects relaxation effects due to core-hole screening but also creates errors due to delocalised KS-states. This problem is most prevalent when dealing with highly symmetric molecules e.g azupyrene with symmetry point group $D_{2h}$. For symmetrically equivalent atoms in such molecules, the KS-states are linear combinations of the atomic core-states shown in figure 3.4. This can cause issues when equivalent atoms are energetically close together and causes appreciable overlap where the energy of the bonding contribution of the core-states is lowered while the energy of the anti-bonding combination is raised. This leads to two different binding energies between the two equivalent atoms depicted in figure 3.4 (a).

The problem with delocalised KS-states as present in FHI-aims can also extend to $\Delta$SCF calculations where core-hole screening effects are taken into account. This can happen when the occupation of a core-level is changed to include the core-hole needed for the $\Delta$SCF calculation. This is done when using the FOP keyword by removing an electron from a KS-state. The core-hole may become unphysical by distributing

![Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 3.4:** Examples of core-hole localisation problems in FHI-aims demonstrated on azupyrene. (a) The KS states for the C1s orbitals in the centre of the molecule are delocalised, resulting in two KS energies both spread across both atoms (upper part). When correctly localised, the orbital is located on a single atom and both carbon atoms yield the same energy (lower part). (b) For hybrid functionals (PBE0) the core-hole localisation, if not strictly enforced, often fails. In this example, the localisation work for one case resulting in a properly localised on atom with BE of 289.52 eV, yet failed for the second case with the core-state still delocalised over the two carbon atoms with unusually low BE of 285.95 eV. The iso-values for all states shown is 0.1.
over multiple atoms and the corresponding BE valued between the KS-states and the properly localised core-holes shown in figure 3.4 (b).

There are methods to ensure proper localisation of the core-hole in calculations of the ionised states for the $\Delta$SCF approach. This includes breaking the symmetry of the electronic wave function of the system. When dealing with PP codes, this is done automatically as the chosen atom has a PP with a built-in core-hole and instantly breaks the symmetry and localises the core-hole [115]. This is also the case with with frozen-core calculations, where the ionic occupation for the core-orbitals is frozen out with a core-hole localised at the desired atom [59].

All-electron codes can prove to be more difficult in this respect to solve. Kahk and Lischner [114, 130] have proposed an approach to break the symmetry of the wave function by introducing an intermediary step where a slightly increased nuclear charge is added onto the chosen atom. This breaks the symmetry of the wave function and is used as a starting point for the core-hole calculation, which is all implemented in the FHI-aims code with the core-hole constraint carried out with the FOP keyword [114, 130]. Alternatively, localisation can be achieved by using the FOB keyword, here the occupation constraint on the KS-state is defined by its overlap with a 1s atomic orbital basis function localised at the relevant atom. Using this approach, the symmetry is automatically broken in most cases during the self-consistent core-hole calculation.

These two approaches were carried out on the systems used in this work and both methods were found to yield numerically identical results as long as the core-hole localisation was successful. Out of the two approaches the FOB approach tended to be more stable with regard to the electronic convergence and preferred due to not requiring an extra symmetry breaking initialisation step. However, the FOB approach did not work for azuprene when used with hybrid functionals where problems with localising the core-hole remained (figure 3.4 (b)). This problem was able to be overcome by using the Boys localisation [131] as proposed in the literature [69] to first break the symmetry, which proved to be successful for all molecules and XC functionals.

It appears that hybrid functionals, contrary to GGA and meta-GGA functionals, suffer much more from variational collapse during $\Delta$SCF calculations and require a constraint that explicitly breaks symmetry to ensure core-hole localisation. An additional way for solving this problem would be the use of a modified version of the $\Delta$SCF method, such as the local SCF method [132, 133] or the linear-expansion $\Delta$SCF [104] approach. Additionally, one of the tested meta-GGA functionals (SCAN) showed unphysical behaviour with great differences in the valence spin channels caused by the core-hole. For all other functionals the overall spin density is determined by the core-hole, showing a localised difference in the core-state spin channels on the excited atom, while the valence spin states only show minute differences yielding a vanishing spin density at the other atoms. But for SCAN the wave functions of the valence spin channels differ by a lot, leading to a larger difference in the up and down electron
densities and therefore the spin-density distributed over the whole molecule. This finding is consistent with the known “over-magnetisation” of SCAN reported in the literature [134]. For the unsymmetrical molecule ETFA (symmetry point group $C_1$ in the chosen rotational conformation), the localisation poses less of a problem. Here, both tested meta-GGA functionals (SCAN and TPSS) failed when using the FOB approach for some atoms, but results could be obtained using the FOP approach.

**Exchange Correlation Functional**

An investigation into the influence of the XC functional on the C1s XPS binding energies was performed using two gas-phase molecules of ETFA and azupyrane. These molecules were chosen as they represent two opposing ends of challenges when calculating XPS binding energies. For ETFA (figure 3.5 (a)), this is the calculation of carbon atoms with extreme chemical shifts thanks to the various environments across the four carbon atoms. This has lead to this molecule becoming a commonly used molecule for XPS measurements [127–129]. On the other end is azupyrane (figure 3.2 (b)), which posses carbon atoms with similar environments and such differences between chemical shifts will be smaller but still noticeable. Both the absolute and relative C1s XPS binding energies of these two molecules will be tested against a range of eight functionals of different types. These include the GGAs PBE and PW91, meta-GGAs SCAN and TPSS, hybrid functionals PBE0, B3LYP and HSE06 and finally a double hybrid functional of xDH-PBE0. These functionals were tested using the all-electron FHI-aims code and performed with a “tight-tier2” core-augmented basis set.

The C1s XPS binding energies of the ETFA molecule span a chemical shift range of 8 eV which produce four clearly separated peaks seen in typical XPS experiments with high quality experimental reference data on the gas-phase ETFA molecule available in the literature [128, 129]. The simulated XPS spectra for ETFA with the various XC functionals is compared to experimental data in figure 3.5 (a) where the spectra have been plotted on an absolute BE axis. The values of all the binding energies shown are compiled in the appendix in table B.1.

Assessing the performance of the XC functionals in comparison with the absolute binding energies is not straightforward to extract. This can be helped by plotting the relative shifts of the four peaks with respect to the C4, the lowest BE peak seen in figure 3.5 (b), and tabulated in table B.2. Using this the performance of the functionals from three different groups: (1) PBE, PW91, and TPSS where the average deviation to the experimental data is 0.74, 0.72, 0.73 eV, respectively; (2) SCAN with 0.53 eV; and (3) PBE0, HSE06, B3LYP and xDH-PBE0 with deviations of 0.45, 0.46, 0.46, 0.45 eV, respectively. This data shows that the best performing functionals are the hybrid functionals, next is the meta-GGA of SCAN and worst are the meta-GGA TPSS and the GGA functionals.
Figure 3.5: Comparison of the C1s XP spectra of ETFA and azupyrene calculated with different XC functionals. (a) shows the spectrum of ETFA on the absolute BE scale with respect to the vacuum level whilst (b) is presented relative scale with atom C4 placed at 0 eV. The upper part of the spectrum shows the experimental data from [129] with lower part showing the various calculated spectra along with lines to help align the peaks between. (c) XP spectrum of azupyrene on a relative binding scale with respect to the mean weighted average for all XC functionals. Legend is valid for all panels in the figure.

When discussing the performance on the absolute BE scale, things are more complex. Due to an additional global displacement of all calculated energies, the average deviation in the absolute binding energies would seem to be smallest for B3LYP and SCAN. But according to the relative shifts, the case can be made that all functionals have similar problems describing the binding energies of the carbon atoms with extreme BE shifts. In fact, the functionals PW91, PBE0, HSE06 and xD-PBE0 have an excellent agreement with the absolute BE of carbon C4, which possesses the lowest BE. Following this argument, the best performance for the absolute binding energies is provided by the hybrid functionals PBE0, HSE06 and xD-PBE0 with an
Table 3.1: Relative shifts of the carbon 1s binding energies of the azupyrene molecule in dependence of the XC functional, calculated using the ∆SCF approach in FHI-aims. All shifts are in eV and with respect to the BE of C1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon</th>
<th>PBE</th>
<th>PW91</th>
<th>TPSS</th>
<th>SCAN</th>
<th>HSE06</th>
<th>PBE0</th>
<th>B3LYP</th>
<th>xDH-PBE0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

average deviation of 0.50, 0.46, 0.50 eV and the GGA PW91 with the deviation of 0.81 eV.

By comparing absolute and relative deviations, it is obvious that the main error in these calculations is not only in the absolute energies, but already in the relative energies. Generally, the hybrid functionals perform slightly better than the meta-GGAs and GGAs but their results are still quite poor compared to experimental data. Apparently all functionals have problems calculating high binding energies in cases where the core-state is extremely descreened, e.g. for the carbon atom C1 in the CF$_3$ group of ETFA. For carbon atoms in more common chemical environments, e.g. C4 in ETFA, all functionals perform satisfactorily, i.e. yielding a deviation below or around 0.5 eV. It should also be noted that the use of the double hybrid functional xD-PBE0 brings no improvement relative to the regular hybrids. The better performance of hybrid functionals for K-shell XPS energies was also reported in the literature, [135] while other studies found a better performance of regular GGAs [136]. However, many test sets to judge the performance of BE calculations include only molecules with more moderate shifts [76, 135–137].

To further test the performance of the XC functionals for less extreme chemical shifts, we turn to the molecule azupyrene, which is an aromatic hydrocarbon without any hetero-atoms. The chemical shifts exhibited by its carbon atoms are therefore more subtle and only caused by its non-alternant topology, similar to the azulene molecule already discussed in the literature [79]. To compare the performance of the functionals with regard to these more subtle shifts, only relative differences in the binding energies are analysed. These relative shifts with respect to carbon C1 (figure 3.2) are compared in table 3.1 for the different XC functionals. For reference, the absolute binding energies can be found in table B.3.

Within each class of functional used, GGA, meta-GGA and hybrid, the values obtained for the relative XPS shifts are similar with maximal deviations of 0.06 eV within the hybrids and 0.09 eV in the meta-GGAs. As a caveat, the meta-GGA SCAN showed problems with the response of the valence electron states to the core-holes and produced an unphysical spin density. However, the C1s shifts are still in line with the other functionals. It should be noted that the simple approach using Koopmans’
theorem (2.19) also gives similar relative shifts in the binding energies (table B.4 in the appendix). This indicates that for the azupyrene molecule the shifts are mainly determined by the chemical environment of the initial-state. The relaxation of the core-hole is very similar for all chemical species.

Figure 3.5 (c) shows the XPS spectrum of azupyrene obtained by applying the same pseudo-Voigt broadening as used in figure 3.5 (a) to all relative binding energies in table 3.1. When the results obtained with the different functionals are thereby compared against the backdrop of a typical experimental resolution, they provide almost indistinguishable results. For this reason, we chose the functional PBE for all subsequent calculations as this suitable balances the computational cost of calculations, which greatly increases when moving from GGAs to meta-GGAs to hybrid functionals, with reliable accuracy.

3.4.2 Practical Considerations of Calculations in Planewave Pseudopotential Basis

An important numerical choice to take into consideration when carrying out XPS and NEXAFS simulations is the type and size of basis set that is used for the calculations. For atomic orbital basis sets, the importance of core-augmented functions has been extensively discussed in literature [65, 114, 138, 139]. In such codes as the all-electron code FHI-aims, convergence has been shown to be very fast and detailed in the appendix, where the standard ‘tight’ settings definitions offer already converged results. The benefit of using a PP PW formalism is that the issues of core-hole localisation seen in all-electron methods as described in section 3.4.1, is eliminated as the core-hole excited PP accounts for the core-excitation only on the chosen atom. However, this introduces other challenges. For example, the frozen-core described by the PP does not relax and therefore absolute binding energies are typically much worse than all-electron descriptions. Similarly, as the core-states are not explicitly treated, the core-level wavefunctions needs to be rebuilt to enable the calculation of transition dipole moments between core and valence states in NEXAFS [115].

Different types of PPs exist varying in their degree of “hardness”, i.e. the number of states that are pseudoised and the constraints that are placed on the core-region [140]. Examples include non-local norm-conserving PPs [141] and ultra-soft PPs [142]. The latter require much lower energy cut-offs and fewer PWs to accurately represent observables which they achieve by lifting the constraint of charge conservation in the core-region such that the wave functions satisfy the generalised orthonormality condition. XPS and NEXAFS spectra were calculated with three different PPs for the example molecule azupyrene. Those three are based on the default settings of on-the-fly generated PPs in CASTEP and only differ in the type of projector, namely they use (for each angular momentum channel): (1) a norm-conserving projector, (2) a single ultra-soft projector, or (3) two ultra-soft projectors. All other parameters
Figure 3.6: Comparison of the XPS spectra of gas-phase azupyrene (a), plotted as the weighted average, obtained when using three different on-the-fly generated pseudo-potential projectors: purple, ultra-soft projectors; blue, two ultra-soft projectors per angular momentum channel; orange, norm-conserving projectors and FHI-aims FOB spectra in red. (b) shows total NEXAFS spectra of all three different pseudopotentials.

that define the PP were left unchanged from the defaults. This is implemented by altering a small portion of the PP string by adding for the case of carbon 20N:21N for norm-conserving and for ultra-soft changing the $N_s$ for ultra-soft and 2 ultra-soft to $U$ and $UU$, respectively.

XPS converged spectra of all three PP definitions were obtained. Convergence behaviour of all three definitions are shown in the appendix in figure B.2, where it can be seen that even though the absolute XPS BEs have not reached a fully converged value the relative shifts between the chemically in-equivalent carbon atoms show little change from a cut-off value of 450 eV upwards. The broadened XPS spectra are visualised in figure 3.6 (a) along with the spectra calculated using the all-electron code FHI-aims with the relative peak positions of the chemically in-equivalent species presented in table 3.2. The peak shape in all spectra are almost identical between the different types of projector and all-electron method.

The NEXAFS spectra were also simulated using the three different PP projectors and are plotted in figure 3.6 (b). For all three spectra the same XPS shift offset for each case was implemented to highlight only changes with the NEXAFS simulations themselves. As with the XPS spectra, there is little to distinguish between the three projectors, providing almost identical spectra in the lower excitation energies with only easily visible difference seen in higher energies. This shows that the main features of core-level spectra are robust with respect to the type of PP projection functions used. Moving forward from this point on-wards all calculations utilise the ultra-soft PP with two projectors per angular momentum as is the default setting in CASTEP.
Table 3.2: Absolute XPS binding energies for azupyrene calculated in FHI-aims with the FOB approach and with CASTEP utilising three different pseudopotential projectors. All calculations were performed with the PBE functional. [53] all energies are in eV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon</th>
<th>FHI-aims</th>
<th>Ultra-soft</th>
<th>Two Ultra-soft</th>
<th>Norm-conserving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>288.90</td>
<td>295.02</td>
<td>294.97</td>
<td>294.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>289.14</td>
<td>295.28</td>
<td>295.22</td>
<td>295.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>289.15</td>
<td>295.30</td>
<td>295.24</td>
<td>295.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>288.71</td>
<td>294.84</td>
<td>294.78</td>
<td>294.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>289.72</td>
<td>295.87</td>
<td>295.81</td>
<td>295.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Periodic Boundary Conditions and Box Size Convergence**

For calculations using a PW PP basis set, it is required for the calculations to be performed in PBCs. This introduces problems for core-hole simulations that can lead to possible errors in calculating XPS BEs. These errors are a consequence of finite size effects. These arise from when the unit cell is too small and core-holes in repeating periodic images are close enough to start interacting with one another. Another problem can be the addition of the core-hole introducing a positive charge onto the unit cell. ASCF calculations introduce a net charge of +1 e whilst TP calculations involve a half core-hole and charge of +0.5 e. These charges need to be compensated due to the need for the unit cell to be charge neutral otherwise the electrostatic potential would diverge. To prevent this problem a uniform negative background charge is applied over the whole unit cell. This is a fail-safe mechanism of an Ewald summation rather than an artefact, although it does introduce erroneous physics, such as a strong dependence of the total energy on the size of the unit cell.

To simulate the XPS for a gas-phase structure, the molecule is placed in a large cubic vacuum box. The convergence of the XPS BEs of both ETFA and azupyrene as a function of the size of this box is shown in figure 3.7. Several vacuum cubes of increasing size from 10 to 40 Å in all directions were used to investigate this influence. In the top two graphs (a) and (b) in figure 3.7, the absolute BE values for both molecules are shown, where the core-level BEs vary from 2-3 eV as the size of the unit cell is increased and does not reach a fully converged value at the largest size. This behaviour is due to the change in core-hole density and electrostatic interaction with the background charge as has been studied by Taucher et al. [143]. However, not unlike in the case of the cut-off energies for the PPs, when looking at the relative chemical shifts between the individual carbon atoms in the molecule, this behaviour is not seen as shown in figure 3.7 (c) and (d). Here the relative shifts of the other atoms with respect to the labelled carbon 1 is shown as the box size increases. Also compared in the graphs are the relative shifts calculated using the all-electron FHI-aims code (black lines). The size of the box has little effect on the relative shifts with only a slight
Figure 3.7: Graphs comparing the influence of the vacuum box size on the XPS binding energies of gas-phase molecules in periodic calculations. ETFA on the left and azupyrene on right. (a) and (b) show the changes in the absolute BE of C1s electrons. (c) and (d) show the relative shifts in C1s BE with respect to C1. Lines in black represent the relative shifts obtained from the all-electron FHI-aims calculations without PBCs and the grey gridlines highlight 1 eV energy steps. All calculations were performed with the PBE functional [53].

deviation seen in the smaller unit cells and values reached a convergence at about 20 Å box size. Comparing the results for the psuedopotential method with that of the all-electron calculations, with an average deviation of 0.1 eV and 0.01 eV for the ETFA and azupyrene molecules respectively. With this, it can be concluded that whilst the absolute binding energies are greatly affected by the homogeneous background compensation charge, the effect is not as severe for relative shifts and reliable results to all-electron values can be acquired.

Convergence of the NEXAFS spectra for azupyrene with respect to the box size was investigated. As before the same XPS shifts were used between all spectra to ensure only the difference in the unit cell size is studied, along with a constant cut-off energy of 400 eV. Increasing both the unit cell an PW basis increases the
Figure 3.8: Convergence of the NEXAFS spectrum of azupyrone with respect to increasing box size (a) and cut-off energy of the planewave basis (b). A constant cut-off energy of 400 eV was used in the box size convergence and a 30 Å box size used for cut-off convergence. All spectra were calculated with ultrasoft pseudopotentials. Spectra in (a) have been shifted to align leading edges to the same energy.

computational cost of the calculation so it is advantageous to find the minimal value of each that can provide accuracy the required accuracy without unnecessary extra cost. The scaling of such calculations increases \( N^3 \), with \( N \) being a measure of system size, number of atoms, bands, or basis set so, it is important to find converged values. Total NEXAFS spectra for a unit cell box size ranging from 10 to 30 Å in 5 Å increments are shown in figure 3.8 (a). As seen with the relative XPS binding energies, the spectra converged quickly at a box size of 20 Å, where little to no change is seen afterwards. The basis set convergence was also carried out looking at the NEXAFS spectra in a 30 Å box size and increasing the cut-off energy in 50 eV increments between 150-500 eV. As the cut-off energy increases, little change is seen in the overall shape of the spectra, but the overall intensity increases and reaches convergence at 450 eV. This cut-off energy is similar to what is typically required for intermolecular interaction energies or adsorption energies with the employed default ultrasoft PPs.

Finally, a look at the effect of using different XC functionals with three different GGAs: PBE, BLYP, and PW91. Both the XPS and NEXAFS spectra were calculated and are shown in figure 3.9 (a) and (b), respectively. For the XPS spectra, the peaks for the three functionals produce near indistinguishable spectra whilst for the NEXAFS there are some more noticeable differences. These are mostly located at higher energy transitions after the leading peaks which offer little variation between the three cases.
3.4.3 Analysis of Core-Level Spectra in Terms of Initial- and Final-state Contributions

Core-level spectra can be used to gain insight into the electronic structure of the system investigated. However, sometimes these details can be hard to reveal due to overlapping features. It can be beneficial to breakdown spectra into various initial- and final-state contributions. The DFT calculations performed allow for this to be done where the initial-state decomposition can be achieved by summing up the transitions which originate from the 1s orbital localised at a specific atom as shown in figure 3.10 (a) for the azupyrene molecule.

An analysis in terms of final-states in NEXAFS simulations requires further consideration but can be particularly appealing for organic molecules adsorbed at surfaces and in thin-films, as spectra are often interpreted in terms of the symmetry of these states ($\pi^*$, $\sigma^*$). The final unoccupied state decomposition for azupyrene presented in figure 3.10 (b), is carried out through the calculation of the NEXAFS spectrum:

$$\sigma_i(h\nu) \propto \sum_f \left| \langle \psi_f | e \cdot p | \psi_i \rangle \right|^2 \delta(h\nu - \Delta E_{fi})$$  (3.4)

where $\mu_{if}^2$ is the dipole matrix element between core-state $i$ and valence state $f$. The KS states are normalised, it can be rewritten as:

$$\sigma_i(h\nu) \propto \sum_f \langle \psi_f | \psi_f \rangle \cdot \mu_{if}^2 \cdot \delta(h\nu - \Delta E_{fi})$$  (3.5)

By taking the MOs $\phi_m$ from the reference system as a complete orthonormal basis and...
making sure that all the settings used are the same it is seen that

\[ 1 = \sum_m |\langle \phi_m | \rangle |^2 \]  

(3.6)

Equation (3.6) can be inserted into (3.5) to yield:

\[ \sigma_i(h\nu) \propto \sum_f \langle \psi_f | \left( \sum_m |\phi_m \rangle \langle \phi_m | \right) |\psi_f \rangle \cdot \mu_{if}^2 \cdot \delta(h\nu - \Delta E_{fi}) \]  

(3.7)

After rearrangement:

\[ \sigma_i(h\nu) \propto \sum_m \sum_f |\langle \psi_f | \phi_m \rangle |^2 \cdot \mu_{if}^2 \cdot \delta(h\nu - \Delta E_{fi}) = \sum_m \sigma_{MO,m}^{M}(h\nu) \]  

(3.8)

This allows for a full decomposition of the total NEXAFS spectrum as a sum of the MO projected states. To achieve this then \( \sum_m |\langle \psi_f | \phi_m \rangle |^2 = 1 \) which is the case when applying this to a gas-phase molecule as the reference MO states are the ground-state MOs so \( |\psi_f \rangle \approx |\phi_m \rangle \) if \( f = m \) as the only difference is the inclusion of a core-hole on one atom. By doing this, this allows for the same reference to be used for all atoms in the molecule. For a more accurate projection, the core-hole excited state of the gas-phase reference orbital should be used as the reference. The result of this in comparison to the ground-state projection is seen in figure 3.11 (a) and (b) for a gas-phase azulene system and very little difference is seen between the two projections with the only change in the higher MOs. These higher MOs show the limit of such a projection technique as these MOs are unbound and do not fully represent
Figure 3.11: MO-projected NEXAFS spectra of azulene in the gas-phase (a) and (b) with the reference used for the MO-projection using either ground-state orbital reference or the corresponding final-state reference, respectively. The same for Az/Ag(111) in (c) and (d) for ground-state and final-state.

the physical orbitals present in the molecule and thus explain the broad nature or presence of a doublet structure seen in the LUMO+3s in figure 3.11. The downside for the excited-state projection is that a separate reference for each individual core-excited atom is needed where for the ground-state the same can be used.

For an organic molecule on a metal surface, the reference used is the freestanding overlayer (metal surface removed). Using this, the set of KS-states $|\psi_f\rangle$ are not well represented by the set of the reference states $|\phi_m\rangle$ and the intensity of the MO-projection is not described well. In the system of azulene/Ag(111) where there is little interaction between the metal and molecule, the MO-projection should yield a similar result to the gas-phase, with the sum of the orbitals close to equalling the total NEXAFS spectrum. However, in figure 3.11 (c) and (d) for both the ground- and final-state reference the intensity is much lower than expected. It can also be seen
again, that the change between the ground- and final-state reference is minimal.

To fix this issue in the MO-projection for molecules on a metal surface then in the
future the aim will be to use a different spectral decomposition that also includes
the contribution of the dipole matrix elements. When inserting the identity terms of \( \phi_m \)
into the dipole matrix, the following expressions can decompose the \( \mu_{if} \)

\[
\mu_{if} = |\langle \psi_f | \left( \sum_m |\phi_m\rangle \langle \phi_m| \right) \mathbf{e} \cdot \mathbf{p} | \psi_i \rangle |^2
\]  

(3.9)

\[
\mu_{if} = \sum_m |\langle \psi_f | \phi_m\rangle \langle \phi_m| \mathbf{e} \cdot \mathbf{p} | \psi_i \rangle |^2 = \sum_m \mu_{if}^m
\]  

(3.10)

In the future, this decomposition scheme will be implemented and assessed. For
the remainder of this thesis, the decomposition in (3.8) is used being aware of its
limitations.

### 3.4.4 Truncated Cluster vs Periodic Core-Level Simulations

All previous core-level simulations have dealt with isolated molecules and have
both been performed with aperiodic structures (FHI-aims) and periodic structures
(CASTEP). A look into the performance between these two methods was carried out.
To test this, three different systems involving the azulene molecule are used. The
three exemplar systems chosen are: azulene in the gas-phase, the molecular crystal of
azulene and azulene adsorbed onto the Cu(111) surface.

A difference between condensed phase systems when compared to gas-phase
calculations in PBCs is that you must be aware of sampling the electronic states
across the periodic crystal via Brillouin zone integration (k-space sampling). There-

---

Figure 3.12: K-grid convergence series for the molecular azulene crystal. (a) XPS
spectra, (b) NEXAFS spectra. The system is a molecular crystal with four molecules
per unit cell.
fore, the convergence must be ensured with respect to the number of k-points included. Figure 3.12 shows the convergence behaviour of both the XPS and NEXAFS spectra of the azulene molecular crystal with respect to the density of the employed Monkhorst-Pack k-grid [144]. Lattice parameters for the structure used are \( a = 8.563 \text{Å}, b = 4.922 \text{Å}, c = 7.810 \text{Å}, \alpha = 90^\circ, \beta = 101.350^\circ, \gamma = 90^\circ \). Here it can be seen that both spectra converge rapidly, with a k-grid of \( 3 \times 3 \times 3 \) with a k-point sampling density of 0.0434 Å\(^{-3}\) providing a converged result.

In the case of Az/Cu(111), along with the k-space sampling, the convergence with respect to the cut-off energy was repeated due to the presence of the copper metal surface and an additional factor of the vacuum slab that separates the surface model from its periodic image perpendicular to the surface was tested. As with the molecule crystal, rapid convergence with respect to the employed k-grid was found (figure 3.13 (a)) and similar behaviour with the gas-phase molecule (figure 3.8) for the PW cut-off energy was observed (figure 3.13 (b)). For the case with the vacuum slab, it was found that this parameter shows virtually no influence on the spectra (figure 3.13 (c)) in the studied range of 10 Å to 35 Å.

The comparison between gas-phase azulene, the azulene molecular crystal and azulene adsorbed on Cu(111) can be used to show that all three systems can be treated with approximate core-hole simulation methods such as \( \Delta \text{SCF} \) and \( \Delta \text{IP-TP} \) but also allows us to compare aperiodic simulations within FHI-aims and calculations under PBCs with CASTEP. First, XP spectra were calculated with the \( \Delta \text{SCF} \) approach in both FHI-aims and CASTEP. FHI-aims employed the aperiodic (cluster) approach where we correctly account for the positive charge in all three systems after photoionisation. On the other hand, the PW nature of CASTEP made a 3D periodic cell necessary, even for those systems showing a lower periodicity.

The cluster approach in FHI-aims can easily simulate the isolated molecule, while

![Figure 3.13: Convergence series for azulene adsorbed on Cu(111). (a) k-space convergence with 450 eV cut-off energy, (b) planewave cut-off convergence with a constant k-grid of \( 8 \times 8 \times 1 \), (c) vacuum slab convergence with a 450 eV cut-off energy and a \( 6 \times 6 \times 1 \) k-grid.](image)
the inherently 3D periodic PW approach has to simulate the molecule in a large periodic vacuum box at significant computational overhead. For the molecular crystal and the molecule adsorbed on the surface, the PW code is more suitable, because it already includes the 3D/2D periodicity. In the cluster approach for the all-electron calculation of the crystal and the metal-organic interface, the choice of the cluster is not straightforward. For the molecular crystal, the 16 molecules surrounding a central molecule were cut out of the periodic crystal structure and the XPS shifts of the central molecule were calculated. For the surface-adsorbed molecule, a cluster was cut-out of the 2D periodic slab. The choice of the cluster was guided by the desire to preserve the hexagonal symmetry of the surface while simultaneously providing a sufficient surface area for adsorption. To reduce the number of subsurface atoms, the cluster was truncated into a conical shape, which becomes narrower in lower-lying layers. In the literature, no strong dependence of the XPS calculations on the specific cluster termination was found \[114\]. Still, the choice of both cluster models for the molecular crystal and the surface system is somewhat arbitrary, forming a draw-back of this method.

Figure 3.14 (a) shows a comparison of the XPS calculation results for both approaches and all three systems. The overall spectra were shifted (to account for the difference in absolute binding energies due to the charge background issue within the PBCs) and a broadening scheme was applied to simulate experimental resolution. Both methods agree very well for all systems, be it the free molecule, the molecular crystal or the molecule adsorbed on the metal surface. This agreement is a very important

Figure 3.14: XPS calculations of azulene, as a free molecule, in the molecular crystal, and when adsorbed on Cu(111). (a) comparison of the XP spectra, calculated both with cluster approach with all-electron code FHI-aims (dashed line) and in a periodic system with the planewave code CASTEP (full line). XP spectra have been aligned by the weighted mean. Right side: structures of the used clusters (b) and periodic unit cells (c).
result, because it proves that cluster and periodic approaches can yield compatible results, despite their respective challenges. For the systems investigated here, both approaches appear to provide excellent agreement for the obtained relative binding energies. It should be noted, however, that the cluster calculations performed with FHI-aims, both for the molecular crystal and the molecule adsorbed on the surface were much more computationally demanding than the periodic calculations. The all-electron calculations required vastly more computational resources and proved to be less stable with regards to electronic convergence than the periodic calculations, which are straightforward as implemented in CASTEP.

The calculated spectra also provide insight into the interactions present in each system. It is apparent that the interaction between the azulene molecules in the molecular crystal exerts only a minor influence on the XPS peak, which retains its gas-phase shape. The interaction between the molecule and the Cu(111) surface, on the other hand, changes the peak shape a lot, which is an indication of the increased molecule-metal interaction and was already discussed in connection to the experimental data elsewhere [79, 80]. For the adsorbed azulene, the coverage as modelled within PBCs is different to the low-coverage situation captured by the cluster. However, the coverage only exerts a minor influence on the XPS binding energies for this system, as was also observed in experiment.

The NEXAFS spectra of all three systems, calculated with the \( \Delta \text{IP-TP} \) approach in the PW code CASTEP, are compared in figure 3.15. The spectra were not shifted with respect to each other. The good agreement, despite the presence of the space-charge effect, is due to the ionisation potential correction (\( \Delta \text{IP} \)) of the NEXAFS transitions according to the C1s BE of each carbon. In figure 3.15 (a) it can be seen that the spectra of free molecule and molecular crystal are very similar. For the NEXAFS spectrum of the adsorbed molecule (figure 3.15 (b)), the angular dependence of the NEXAFS transitions with regard to the polarisation vector is important. For this, three different polar angles \( \vartheta \) were chosen to simulate the polarisation direction. Two of those correspond to the polarisation direction parallel (90°) and orthogonal to the surface (0°), while the third is the so-called magic angle (53°). The magic angle is the polarisation angle, at which the orientation of the transition dipole moment \( \mu_{ij} \) relative to the substrate does not influence the transition intensity. It should be noted that the ideal magic angle (for a threefold-symmetric substrate) is in fact 54.7° [17]. However, the actual magic angle encountered in an experiment is dependent on the degree of polarisation of the used radiation [17, 24].

The value for the degree of polarisation of 0.9 used in the corresponding experiments [79] leads to a magic angle of 53°. For all polar angles, the spectra are averaged over the azimuthal angle, due to the symmetry of the substrate. The comparison between NEXAFS of gas-phase and adsorbed molecule reveals stark differences in the spectra, giving insight into the mechanism of the molecule-surface interaction. While the overall dichroism reveals that the molecule is approximately flat on the Cu(111)
surface, there is another telling detail in the spectra. The non-vanishing intensity of the C1s to LUMO transition (291 eV) for the 90° polar angle shows that the clear separation of $\sigma^*$ and $\pi^*$ states (as present for the free molecule) is now broken due to the hybridisation between the electronic states of adsorbed molecule and metal surface [78, 145]. The simulated data show good agreement with the corresponding experimental spectra comparison with the experiment will be discussed in Chapter 4 and interpretation of simulated data in Chapter 5.

### 3.4.5 Influence of Charge in Periodic Core-Hole Simulations

As previously discussed, calculations with PBCs require a uniform background counter charge to maintain a net-neutral unit cell and can significantly influence electrostatic properties [143]. However, there is the XTP method, [69] which does not require this background charge to be imposed for $\Delta$SCF and $\Delta$IP-TP calculations. The array of calculations making up a $\Delta$IP-XTP simulation differs only in the third step (as shown in figure 3.2 (c)) from the $\Delta$IP-TP method: where $N$ half core-hole (but zero charge) XTP calculations are performed with the introduction of half an electron into the lowest unoccupied state to compensate for the core-hole (schematic of the electron occupations can be seen in figure B.1).

The results of the $\Delta$IP-TP and $\Delta$IP-XTP simulations are compared for the azulene molecule in the gas phase and adsorbed on the copper surface in figure 3.16. In this figure, all spectra were rigidly shifted to compensate for the global shift due to the different charge state of the systems and therefore enable a better inspection of their spectral shape. Both methods produce virtually indistinguishable XPS peak shapes for the molecule adsorbed on the metal surface, while stark differences are
Figure 3.16: Core-level spectra calculated with and without background charge compensation for azulene molecule in the gas-phase and adsorbed on the Cu(111) surface. (a) Comparison of ∆SCF XP spectra calculations with a homogeneous compensation charge (blue) and with a compensation charge introduced in the lowest unoccupied state (red). XP spectra are averaged to the weighted mean. (b) Comparison of the ∆TP-IP (blue) and ∆IP-XTP (green) NEXAFS spectra. Both spectra share a 0.5 e core-hole. The TP calculation includes −0.5 e background charge (blue) while the XTP calculations compensate charge by adding half an electron into the lowest unoccupied state (green).

present for the gas-phase molecule (figure 3.16 (a)). This fact is unsurprising, as the peculiar peak shape of the gas-phase azulene molecule is due to the localised charge distribution onto the metal surface, as already discussed in the literature on the backdrop of experimental XPS data for thin multicrystalline films of azulene [79].

The neutral ∆SCF calculations do not remove the electron taken from the core-state, but instead promote it into the lowest unoccupied state. The occupation of the former LUMO has massive consequences for the electronic structure of the gas-phase molecule and therefore the resulting spectra are negatively influenced. On the other hand, in the case of azulene adsorbed on Cu(111), the continuous density of states of the metal surface around the Fermi level has the effect that the additional electron does not present a significant change in the electronic structure and the resulting spectra remain similar.

For the proper simulation of the NEXAFS spectra in figure 3.16 (b), the obvious error in the neutralised ∆SCF calculations for the free molecule made it necessary to perform the ∆IP shift both for the TP and XTP simulation on the basis of the charged ∆SCF calculations. The results show that again the spectra for the molecule adsorbed on the metal surface are almost identical for ∆IP-TP and ∆IP-XTP, while there are some differences for the gas-phase molecule.

Michelitsch and Reuter have previously compared various core-hole constraining methods. They reported that the XTP method (note that no ∆IP correction is applied)
on balance provides the best agreement with experiment for absolute energies and intensities of first and second transition energies of NEXAFS spectra for a range of isolated organic molecules [69]. Compared are the ∆IP-TP and ∆IP-XTP spectra with the experimental data for the multicrystalline azulene films from reference [81] shown in figure 3.17, where the broadening parameters of the two simulated spectra have been changed to fit the resulting spectra with the experimental result. The quantitative comparison extracted from these spectra yields an average deviation of 0.13 eV for ∆IP-TP and 0.05 eV for ∆IP-XTP, when the relative shifts between the four lowest-energy peaks are compared to the experiment. The relative peak intensities for those four peaks deviate by average factors of 1.8 and 1.5 for ∆IP-TP and ∆IP-XTP, respectively. Therefore, it is found that both ∆IP-TP and ∆IP-XTP are in good agreement with the experiment, with ∆IP-XTP providing slightly smaller deviations both in transition energies and intensities. As can be seen by this quantitative comparison, the approximate treatment with the ∆IP-TP and ∆IP-XTP methods based on transitions with infinite lifetime and empirical lifetime broadening already provides a reasonable agreement with experiment in the near-edge region, even as many-body effects such as inelastic scattering, Auger effects, and vibronic coupling are neglected.

![Figure 3.17](image-url)

Figure 3.17: Comparison of the core-level spectra calculated with and without forced charge compensation for azulene molecule in the gas-phase with experimental data from [81]. The simulated spectra were shifted by −8.25 eV (XTP) and −6.4 eV (TP) for better comparison of the spectral features. Both XTP and TP simulations included broadening to resemble the experimental resolution. The broadening applied here was directly adjusted according to this specific experimental data and uses slightly different parameters that the “best guess” values mentioned previously. The simulated spectra shown here were obtained by using a FWHM of 0.5 eV combined with an 85%/25% G/L ratio in the low energy range and a 2.0 eV FWHM with a 20%/80% G/L ratio in the high energy range.
3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter a full breakdown of the methodology and workflow, along with description of the tools developed have been described showing how XPS and NEXAFS spectra can be simulated. The numerical and technical details of DFT based core-hole simulations for 1s XPS and K-edge NEXAFS for a variety of systems involving organic molecules, organic molecular crystals, and metal-organic interfaces have been detailed. These calculations were performed utilising the $\Delta$SCF and $\Delta$IP-TP methods. Simulations have been analysed with respect to various computational parameters involving the choice of XC-functional, basis set and if the model is represented as aperiodic or with PBCs. It is found that for systems with not too extreme chemical shifts, the effect of the XC-functional is minimal and little difference can be seen between XC functionals. However, for cases with more extreme chemical shifts, as represented by the ETFA molecule, hybrid functionals perform better when compared to GGAs and meta-GGAs.

Calculations have been performed using both an aperiodic structure through FHI-aims and in PBCs with CASTEP. Both of these two methods pose various challenges. Whilst aperiodic calculations have the benefit of being able to provide absolute XPS binding energies, such calculations can encounter problems with proper localisation of the core-hole. Care must be taken especially when dealing with symmetrically equivalent atoms, even more so when located close together to achieve proper localisation of the core-hole onto the correct atom and avoiding unphysical delocalised states. For PBCs, where absolute binding energies are more difficult to obtain, care must be taken in regard to the core-hole density and electrostatic interaction of the background charge and ensuring a large enough unit cell to minimise these effects. When comparing the results of these two methods by looking at the relative XPS shifts, it can be seen that both methods yield comparable results when simulated correctly.

It has been shown that the core-level spectra calculated through the $\Delta$SCF and $\Delta$IP-TP methods implemented in CASTEP can provide a versatile and reliable method and in agreement with an all-electron DFT approach. The method is versatile and can work for organic molecules in multiple environments which can be valuable to support the interpretation and assignment of experimental spectra measured in gas-phase, on molecular monolayers or multilayer thin films.
Chapter 4

Comparison Between Experimental and Simulated Core-Level Spectroscopy

This chapter presents work published in the below listed papers that was part of a collaboration with various authors. Work of the authors are included in this chapter to provide a full overview and background to the work carried out for this thesis and include experimental results laid out in section 4.2 and the creation of structural models in section 4.4.

Molecule-Metal Bond of Alternant versus Nonalternant Aromatic Systems on Coinage Metal Surfaces: Naphthalene versus Azulene on Ag(111) and Cu(111)
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jpcc.9b08824

Enhanced Bonding of Pentagon–Heptagon Defects in Graphene to Metal Surfaces: Insights from the Adsorption of Azulene and Naphthalene to Pt (111)
Benedikt P. Klein, S. Elizabeth Harman, Lukas Ruppenthal, Griffin M. Ruehl, Samuel J. Hall, Spencer J. Carey, Jan Herritsch, Martin Schmid, Reinhard J. Maurer, Ralf Tonner, Charles T Campbell and J. Michael Gottfried
Chemistry of Material 32, 1041-1053 (2020)
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.chemmater.9b03744

Topology Effects in Molecular Organic Electronic Materials: Pyrene and Azupyrene
Benedikt P. Klein, Lukas Ruppenthal, Samuel J. Hall, Lars E. Sattler, Sebastian M. Weber, Jan Herritsch, Andrea Jaegermann, Reinhard J. Maurer, Gerhard Hilt and J. Michael Gottfried
Topological Stone-Wales Defects Enhance Bonding and Electronic Coupling at the Graphene/Metal Interface
ACS Nano "in review" (2022)

4.1 Introduction

Structures of graphene can usually exhibit topological defects in the form of pentagons, heptagons and pentagon-heptagon pairs. These defects can cause a change in various chemical and physical properties of the graphene sheet resulting in changes in chemical reactivity, mechanical strength, electron transport and magnetism. By controlling the concentration of these defects, the properties of graphene can be tailored.

The characterisation of these defects can be tricky, and they remain largely unexplored due to low concentrations of these defects in experimental structures. However, a molecular model system can be used to study these defects and compare them with systems representing a regular graphene structure. The group of Prof. J. Michael Gottfried at the Philipps-Universität Marburg have been extensively looking into these defects and identified 4 model molecules to study these defects. They consist of naphthalene (Np), azulene (Az), pyrene and azupyrene which are shown in figure 4.1 and have been studied in great detail. Naphthalene and pyrene consist of 6-6 ring structures whilst azulene and azupyrene are formed from the 5-7 ring defects. The four molecules contain two isomer pairs, azulene/naphthalene and pyrene/azupyrene. The isomers only differ by their topology; therefore a comparison reveals the influence of the topology on the studied properties.

This change in topology can affect the properties of the π-electron system. The molecules can be classed as alternant (naphthalene and pyrene) or non-alternant (azulene and azupyrene). These terms are based on Hückel molecular orbital (HMO) theory, where the atoms are split into two group (red and green dots in figure 4.1). Where throughout the molecule the atoms of the same group are separate from each other, the molecule is alternant structure. Where this is not possible, the molecule is non-alternant. The non-alternant structure leads to the violation of the Coulson-Rushbrooke pairing theorem causing a lifting of some of the symmetries in the electronic structure of alternant molecules.

This chapter aims to collate and discuss the spectroscopy simulations produced during this thesis, which have been published in the following papers.
brief summary overview of the experimental data will be given in section 4.2 for the findings found on the behaviour of azulene and naphthalene on three metal surfaces Ag(111), Cu(111), and Pt(111) through various experimental techniques. This work was carried out by Klein et al. [79–81, 156]. Using structural models created and optimised by Dr. Benedikt P. Klein, XPS and NEXAFS simulations were performed and section 4.4 reports a comparison between experimental and simulation to assess the accuracy of the calculations. From the comparison between experiment and simulation, a self-interaction error was identified to affect the results and addressed which is detailed in section 4.5. Finally, section 4.6 reports the performance of the calculations for larger analogue molecules pyrene and azupyrene in a multilayer structure and adsorbed on a Cu(111) surface.

4.2 Azulene and Naphthalene

The results reported in this section are experiments performed by Klein et al. for azulene (Az) and naphthalene (Np) adsorbed on three different metal surfaces Ag(111), Cu(111) and Pt(111), whilst also including in a multilayer structure [79–81, 156].

The experimentally characterised samples were created through deposition of azulene and naphthalene on metal surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum conditions. Various experiments were performed on the structures to gain information on aspects such as the adsorption height of the molecule on the metal surface through normal incidence x-ray standing wave (NIXSW) [159, 160] and the adsorbate-substrate bond energies measured with temperature programmed desorption (TPD) [161].

Measuring the distance between an adsorbed molecule from the surface can give structural information on the adsorbate-substrate bond. NIXSW was used to calculate the adsorption heights of the monolayer systems. NIXSW utilises the Bragg diffraction of the standing x-ray wave field that is generated by a crystalline substrate.
At various heights the x-ray intensity has a characteristic energy dependent profile. In a photoemission experiment, photoelectron emission intensity follows this same profile and can be extracted for each XPS signal using a fit-model from dynamical diffraction theory with correction from non-dipolar effects [159, 160, 162–164].

Fitting the results of NIXSW measurements yields two values, the coherent fraction $F_H^H$, which reports the difference between the heights between all the atoms with similar XPS BE in the molecule and the adsorption height $D_H^H$. The recorded average adsorption heights for all carbon atoms in the monolayer coverage (1 ML) were found to be 3.13 ± 0.02 Å for Np/Ag(111) and 3.03 ± 0.04 Å for Cu(111). For azulene the heights were 3.06 ± 0.02 Å on Ag(111) and 2.30 ± 0.03 Å on the Cu(111) surface [80].

It can be seen from the adsorption heights that azulene features a shorter adsorbate-substrate bond for both metals than naphthalene, this is a typical indication that azulene forms a stronger bond with the metal surface [165]. For both azulene and Np/Ag(111) surface, the molecules are closer to the surface than the sum of their tabulated van der Waals radii (3.42 Å) [166] the distance agrees well with values of physisorbed planar organic molecules that have been previously reported [167, 168]. For Cu(111), naphthalene is close to the sum of the van der Waals radii (3.10 Å), [166, 169] whilst for azulene the adsorption height is much more akin to an organometallic carbon-copper bond (2.2 Å) [169].

Along with the adsorption height, another quantity that can be measured to highlight the strength of the adsorbate-substrate interaction is the activation energy of desorption. This is possible to record through temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) data [161, 170, 171]. The principle of TPD is increasing the temperature until there is enough energy to overcome the attraction between the molecule and substrate and measuring the desorption rate. The bond energies of azulene and naphthalene adsorbed on Ag(111) and Cu(111) surfaces were investigated. The desorption maxima for naphthalene occurred at 350 K and 370 K for Ag and Cu respectively, and azulene was at 400 K and 550 K for Ag and Cu [156]. Here we can see a large difference between the temperatures of the two molecules on both surfaces with higher temperatures for azulene, indicating significant difference in interaction strength between molecule and surface. Using the TPD data the desorption activation energy $E_d$ can be extracted. The resulting adsorption energies are given as −97 kJ/mol for Np/Ag(111) and −100 kJ/mol for Cu and Az/Ag a value of −111 kJ/mol and −153 kJ/mol for Cu for a monolayer coverage [156]. These show that azulene possess a stronger bond with the metal surface than naphthalene. All the adsorption heights and adsorption energies of mentioned above are shown in table 4.1.

Experiments looking into the adsorption energy of azulene and Np/Pt(111) were performed from the lab of C. T. Campbell at the University of Washington and are from the references by Klein et al. and Gottfried et al. [81, 172]. The energy was fitted with respect to a second-order polynomial fit across different coverages [81].
Table 4.1: Experimentally recorded adsorption heights with NIXSW and adsorption energies with TPD for azulene and naphthalene adsorbed on Ag(111) and Cu(111) metal surfaces [80, 156].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Np/Ag</th>
<th>Np/Cu</th>
<th>Az/Ag</th>
<th>Az/Cu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption Height (Å)</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption Energy (kJ/mol)</td>
<td>-97</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>-111</td>
<td>-153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The adsorption energy for azulene and naphthalene at a monolayer coverage were measured as $-329 \text{ kJ/mol}$ and $-243 \text{ kJ/mol}$, respectively. These values show a much greater adsorption energy than for the Ag(111) and Cu(111) metal surfaces indicating a far greater interaction strength between the molecule and the metal surface.

The adsorbate-substrate interactions can cause a change in the electronic structure. Core-level spectra can be used to probe the electronic structure of the molecule on metal surfaces. Both XPS and NEXAFS can provide information on both the core and valence electronic structure, respectively. To see how adsorption of these two molecules, azulene and naphthalene, can change the electronic structure, the behaviour without the influence of the metal surface needs to be studied first. This is achieved by absorbing molecules as a thick multilayer on the surface, enough so that any effect on the metal becomes negligible.

### 4.2.1 Core-level Spectroscopy

A collection of all the experimental XP spectra measured by Klein et al. are compiled into figure 4.2 with the multilayer spectra shown in figure 4.2 (a), and the molecule adsorbed metal structures for all three metals of Ag(111), Cu(111) and Pt(111) shown in figure 4.2 (b), (c) and (d) respectively. Comparing between the multilayer spectra, it can be seen that there is a difference in the XPS peaks. Azulene has a broader peak shape caused by a shoulder at lower BEs whereas naphthalene retains a more symmetric peak shape. Looking at the XP spectra for the metal adsorbed structures, there is not much change in the peak shape for naphthalene but for azulene the same broad peak shape is present for the Ag(111) structure but becomes much more narrow and loses the shoulder for both the Cu(111) and Pt(111) structures.

Along with the XPS, the NEXAFS spectra were recorded for all the azulene and naphthalene structures and are shown in full in figure 4.3. Spectra were recorded with three different x-ray incidence angles of 25°, 53° and 90°. Once again, it can be seen how the difference in topology causes a change in the electronic structure, from the multilayer spectra in figure 4.3 (a) and how the adsorption and subsequent interaction with the surface can affect the spectra. Both multilayer spectra have clear and identifiable features that can be used to distinguish them from each other. The azulene multilayer spectrum feature a broad single leading feature whilst naphthalene shows two distinct peaks in the leading feature. Once again, by looking at the NEXAFS
Figure 4.2: Experimentally recorded C1s XP spectra of azulene (blue) and naphthalene (red). (a) Spectra recorded from a multilayer structure of molecules to limit the surface interaction. (b), (c) and (d) show spectra recorded of molecules adsorbed onto a Ag(111), Cu(111) and Pt(111) surface respectively [79–81].

spectra for the metal adsorbed structures, a similar pattern that was seen in the XPS appears. For both molecules on Ag(111) and Np/Cu(111), where little change was seen in the XPS, there is also minimal change with distinct features still present in the NEXAFS spectra with only some broadening present. For Az/Cu(111) and both molecules on Pt(111) the spectra change, with the most drastic change seen in the Pt(111) cases. Here the spectra are significantly broadened and the leading peak has diminished in intensity, and all together vanishing for the Pt(111) spectra, where the spectra have lost all noticeable features. This can be seen as a direct consequence of the strong interaction between the molecule and metal surface that has been identified through the previously described experiments.
Figure 4.3: Experimentally recorded carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra of azulene (blue) and naphthalene (red). (a) Spectra recorded from a multilayer structure of molecules to limit the surface interaction. (b), (c) and (d) show spectra recorded of molecules adsorbed onto a Ag(111), Cu(111) and Pt(111) surface, respectively [79–81]. Spectra in (b)-(d) show spectra for three different incidence angles 25°, 53° and 90° in lighter shades.

4.3 Computational Details

Geometry optimisations of the structures of azulene, naphthalene, pyrene and azupyrene adsorbed on metal surfaces were carried out by Dr. Benedikt P. Klein and full details of the methods and settings used are presented in the following references [80, 81, 157]. The optimisations were carried out using the PBE functional [53] in combination with the D3 van-der Waals correction scheme with Becke-Johnson damping [173,
During relaxation the bottom two layers of the metal slab fixed into the bulk geometry whilst the rest was allowed to relax and a 30 Å vacuum layer included.

Core-level calculations were performed using the general method as describe in section 3.3.1. Calculations with CASTEP were performed with the PBE functional, [53] a PW cut-off energy of 450 eV and a k-grid of $6 \times 6 \times 1$ ($1 \times 1 \times 1$ for gas-phase calculations) for each metal surface. An electronic convergence criterion of the total density of at least $1 \times 10^{-6}$ eV/atom were chosen.

Cluster calculations were performed with the all-electron numeric atomic orbital code FHI-aims [105]. Cluster cut-outs were created by repeating the periodic structure and cutting out a metal cluster for one single molecule. No further optimisation was carried out on the cluster. Calculations made use of either the FOP or FOB keywords to constrain a core-hole onto a specific atom. A ‘tight-tier2’ basis set was used for the molecule and first metal layer of the cluster with all lower metal layers utilising a ‘light-tier1’ basis set. In addition to the PBE functional, [53] XPS BEs were also calculated using the meta-GGAs SCAN, [120] and TPSS [119]. The hybrid functional HSE06 was used [123] with an $\omega$ value of 0.11 bohr$^{-1}$ where a ‘intermediate-tier1’ basis set was used for the metal surface in this case. All calculations were performed to an electronic convergence setting of $1 \times 10^{-4}$ e/Å$^3$ for the electron density, $1 \times 10^{-2}$ eV for the KS-eigenvalues and $1 \times 10^{-6}$ eV for the total energy. All spectra were broadened using the pseudo-Voigt scheme [111, 112] as detailed in section 3.3.1

### 4.4 Comparison of Simulated Core-Level Spectroscopy

Structural models were created and optimised by Dr. Benedikt P. Klein for both azulene and naphthalene on the three metal surfaces and were found to agree well with experimental results. The adsorption heights of the structures were compared with the available NIXSW data. The adsorption heights of the optimised structures were calculated with respect to the bulk-truncated surface layer [79, 80]. Table 4.2 shows the comparison of the adsorption heights of the experimental and DFT structures of azulene and naphthalene on Ag(111) and Cu(111) surfaces. The DFT structures show agreement with the experimental adsorption heights and show that Np/Ag(111) adsorbs at the highest height whilst Az/Cu(111) has the lowest. The adsorption energies for the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$D^H$ in Å</th>
<th>Np/Ag</th>
<th>Az/Ag</th>
<th>Np/Cu</th>
<th>Az/Cu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT-D3</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pt(111) calculated with DFT were compared with the experimental results described in section 4.2 where the DFT adsorption energy $E_{\text{ads}}$ for azulene was $-335 \text{ kJ/mol}$ (exp. $-329 \text{ kJ/mol}$) and naphthalene was $-298 \text{ kJ/mol}$ (exp. $-243 \text{ kJ/mol}$). These show a greater adsorption energy that the values seen on Ag(111) and Cu(111) in table 4.1, indicating a much greater interaction to the metal surface. Whilst the agreement with azulene is good, for naphthalene is overestimated, which is not unexpected for the D3 dispersion correction that was used [81].

Using the structures that were optimised and shown to compare well with experimental results, both the XP and NEXAFS spectra were simulated using the $\Delta$SCF and $\Delta$IP-TP methods. In this section a full comparison between the simulated results with their experimental counterpart will be carried out for all the azulene and naphthalene systems.

### 4.4.1 XPS

In total, between azulene and naphthalene multilayer structure and adsorbed onto various metals, eight XP spectra were simulated. For each structure the comparison between the experimental reference and the simulated spectra are shown in figure 4.4. Here the experimental spectra are placed above and in the darker shade whilst the simulated spectra are beneath and in the lighter shade. To compare with the experimental spectra, the simulated spectra had to be empirically rigidly shifted to align them with the experiment, with the shifts reported in the figure captions. The shift for each molecule metal system is different due to different properties of each system with the biggest factor stemming from the metal surface as with each system the number of states increases, and a requirement of larger shifts needed. In figure 4.4 (a), a comparison between the multilayer structures was carried out with calculations of the isolated molecule. An excellent agreement is seen between the experiment and simulation even though the simulation is of a greatly simplified structure. This shows that the interactions between molecules in the multilayer are minimal and do not affect the electronic energies and transitions.

Figure 4.4 (b), (c) and (d) show the comparison of the spectra of the molecules adsorbed on the three metal surfaces of Ag(111), Cu(111) and Pt(111) respectively. The simulated spectra agree well with the experimental results, with importantly the loss of the shoulder in the azulene that was seen for the Cu(111) and Pt(111) structures being correctly modelled. However, there is one discrepancy with the azulene/Ag(111) case in figure 4.4 (b). The simulated spectra show a loss of the shoulder as seen with the other azulene/metal systems but in the experiment this is not the case with a similar peak shape to the multilayer present with a shoulder at lower energy. The cause for this error in the calculation is investigated and presented in section 4.5.
4.4.2 NEXAFS

Figure 4.5 compares the experimentally recorded NEXAFS spectra with the DFT simulated spectra for all examples. On the top are the experiments and below, shown as shaded spectra are the calculated results. Quantitative comparison between the experiment and simulated spectra can only be carried out once broadening has been applied and so the agreement between the two can heavily depend on the parameters used. In figure 4.5 (a) are the spectra recorded of the multilayer structures and the corresponding isolated molecule simulation performed with a 25° incidence angle. Once again, we can see great agreement between the two, all features present are well reproduced highlighting that again the isolated molecule provides a good approxim-
Figure 4.5: Comparison between the experimentally [79–81] and DFT simulated carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra of azulene (blue) and naphthalene (red). (a) shows the spectra of the thick multilayer recorded at a 25° incidence angle. (b) are spectra for the molecule adsorbed on a Ag(111) surface, (b) for Cu(111) and (d) for Pt(111). Spectra for three different incidence angles of 25°, 53° and 90° are shown from darker to lighter shades. Experimental spectra are shown above with simulated spectra shown as shaded spectra below. The shifts for each spectra (in eV) are multilayer spectra $-6.3$, Ag(111) and Cu(111) $-6.0$ and Pt(111) $-6.2$.
consequence of the error in the calculated XPS BEs used. As in the ΔIP-TP method the XPS BEs are used to shift the atoms to their relative positions to then sum up to achieve the full spectrum. So, any error that is present in the BEs will show up in the NEXAFS spectrum, this is addressed in section 4.5.3.

4.5 Spurious Charge Transfer in XPS Simulations

This section will focus on investigating the error in the simulated XP spectra that was found for the azulene/Ag(111) case when compared to the experimental spectra that are shown in figure 4.4 (b). A clear disagreement between the experimental and simulated spectra is seen, with the experiment possessing a lower energy shoulder consistent with the multilayer spectra which is not seen in the DFT calculated spectra. This is in contrast with the agreement between the adsorption structure, which could be a cause of the error, but this is not thought to be the reason as good agreement in the adsorption heights is seen in table 4.2. In the following an investigation into the origin of this disagreement is carried out.

![Figure 4.6](image_url)

Figure 4.6: DFT simulated XP spectra of azulene in different configurations with individual atom shifts shown as coloured lines. (a) gas-phase, (b) the Az/Ag(111) FSO, (c) Az 12 Å away from the metal surface and (d) the adsorbed geometry. All spectra have been shifted to align their respective centres of gravity.
4.5.1 The Missing XPS Shoulder for Azulene on Ag(111)

Figure 4.6 (a) shows the XP spectrum of gas-phase azulene and figure 4.6(d) the spectrum for the equilibrium structure of azulene adsorbed on Ag(111), both including the contributions of all atomic species. The simulated spectra shown are shifted so that their respective centres of gravity align for comparison. All shifts in the adsorbed species are much more closely spaced than in the gas-phase and the summed XPS spectrum more closely resemble the case of gas-phase naphthalene rather than azulene. It appears that carbon atom 1 (red), which is located at the apex of the 5-membered ring of azulene is least affected by the changes whereas all atoms with higher BEs located at the 7-membered ring are shifted to smaller BEs and lie closer together in the adsorbed case. Simultaneously, carbon atom 2 (blue) on the 5-membered ring is shifted to higher BEs. The result is that all BEs lie within a range of less than 1 eV and the resultant XP spectral envelope constitutes a narrow peak. It is clear that the Az/Ag(111) slab model predicts a strong change in chemical environment on some carbon atoms, which is not present in the experimental data.

Possible causes for the discrepancy with experiment can lie in model errors related to structure, electrostatics, or electronic structure. It has been shown in section 4.4 that the lateral and vertical adsorption geometry of the molecule is in excellent agreement with experimental evidence from low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and NIXSW measurements [79, 80]. Therefore, any errors from the misrepresentation
of the adsorption structure can be excluded.

DFT core-hole calculations based on ΔSCF of periodic structures risk errors from known electrostatic artefacts that can arise from finite size effects [143]. Core-holes are introduced in all periodic repeats of the unit cell and if unit cells are not sufficiently large, core-holes can electrostatically interact with each other, which leads to shifts in the BEs. These artefacts typically converge relatively quickly with unit cell size and should not be significant in this case [77]. Unfortunately, the introduction of a homogeneous background charge in periodic core-hole calculations, leads to electrostatic interactions that introduce absolute BE shifts that converge slowly with unit cell size [143, 175]. This effect arises due to the presence of a dipole in the unit cell which causes a step in the electrostatic energy when in a periodic arrangement [143]. However, it has been shown that this typically does not affect relative BE shifts between different species once reasonable unit cell dimensions are established [77]. Kahk et al. have recently proposed an approach that remedies these electrostatic effects and enables the prediction of absolute BEs for periodic structures [176].

Figure 4.6 (b) shows the simulated spectrum of the FSO of azulene in the periodicity of the surface slab model. The resulting XP spectrum is virtually unchanged compared to the gas-phase and correctly exhibits a shoulder at low BE. The fact that electrostatics are not the cause of the discrepancy with experiment is further corroborated by our XPS calculations on cluster cut-outs of the Az/Ag(111) structure presented in figure 4.7. Seen here, even without the use of PBCs, the C1s XPS of adsorbed azulene lacks a shoulder at low energy.

Having excluded the effects of structure and electrostatics, the attention can turn to the electronic structure. It is reasonable to assume that the misrepresentation of the XP spectrum could arise from a misrepresentation of charge transfer between molecule and surface. In figure 4.8, the HOMO and LUMO frontier orbitals of azulene are depicted. It can be seen that the HOMO has more probability amplitude located at the 5-membered ring, while the LUMO has more probability amplitude located on the 7-membered ring. Because the HOMO is occupied and the LUMO is not, the net charge on the carbon atoms in the 5-membered ring is negative whereas the 7-membered ring is partially positively charged, giving rise to the substantial dipole moment of the molecule (see table B.7 for net atomic charge and dipole calculations in the appendix).

![HOMO and LUMO](image_url)

Figure 4.8: Visualisations of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) for azulene.
Due to this inhomogeneous charge distribution pattern, charge transfer into the LUMO will lead to more charge being located at the 7-ring and a more homogeneous charge distribution in the anion with a smaller total dipole moment (seen in the calculated dipole moments in table B.7), which will affect the BE differences of the carbon atoms. Gas-phase calculations have been performed of the XP spectra of neutral and anionic azulene, which are presented in figure 4.9. As can be seen, the consequence of adding an electron to azulene is that the carbon BEs become more closely spaced, leading to a narrow XPS signature and to the removal of the shoulder in the spectrum. We suspect that the shift of the carbon atoms 1, 3, 4, and 6, (figure 4.6 where the LUMO is localised, is most responsible for the change in peak shape. The occupation of the LUMO is likely also the cause for the removal of the XPS shoulder in the case of azulene adsorbed on Cu(111) where significant surface-molecule charge transfer could be proved [79, 80].

However, known from previous works is that the charge transfer between molecule and surface for Az/Ag(111) as predicted by DFT is small and only amounts to 0.01 e as predicted by Bader charge analysis [80]. Evidence for this is provided by the molecular orbital density of states (MO-DOS) for the adsorbed molecule presented in figure 4.10 (a). All occupied gas-phase MOs are located clearly below the Fermi level; LUMO and LUMO+1 are fully located above the Fermi level. Yet, the simulated XP spectrum is consistent with what we find for a charged gas-phase azulene molecule.

The MO-DOS in figure 4.10 also shows that the molecule is only weakly hybridised with the surface as all MO features are energetically well localised. However, if the issue is due to overly strong chemical interaction and hybridisation rather than
charge transfer, then a thought experiment where we lift the molecule from the metal surface should be able to fully restore the XPS spectrum as predicted by the FSO shown in figure 4.6 (b). The result for a calculation where the molecule is 12 Å away from the surface is shown in figure 4.6 (c) and it is puzzling: The XP shoulder at low BE is not restored. While there are some differential shifts between the equilibrium structure in figure 4.6(d), the overall spacing of the peaks increases resulting in a slightly broader XPS peak, this is not sufficient enough to restore the expected peak shape observed in experiment or in the simulated gas-phase or FSO spectra.

The simulation error is then established to be related to the presence of the surface and consistent with charge transfer into the molecule, yet no evidence for such transfer exists in the ground-state DFT calculation for the adsorbed or lifted molecule (see figure 4.10 (a) and (b)). Therefore, attention is turned to the core-hole calculations that are used to simulate the BE shifts. To simulate a spectrum for \( N \) number of carbon atoms, \( N \) independent DFT calculations are performed, where a 1s core-hole is introduced for each carbon atom in the molecule. The presence of the core-hole leads to orbital relaxation effects and screening of the effective potential that are captured in the total energy that are used to calculate the BE shift. Core-hole relaxation effects can lead to the lifting of orbital degeneracies and orbital realignment that contribute to screening or descreening of the relevant carbon atom. Figure 4.10 (c) and (d) visualises the calculated MODOS for Az/Ag(111) in the presence of the core-hole. The core-hole relaxation effects on the MODOS of this system are substantial. Most importantly, the LUMO is shifted to lower energies to the point that it becomes Fermi level pinned. This is the case for the adsorbed molecule and the molecule at 12 Å distance, where charge transfer is physically impossible due to the lack of orbital overlap.

In summary, the root cause of the discrepancy between experiment and simulation is therefore an artificial charge transfer between surface and molecule that arises during the core-hole calculations. The changes in effective potential as described by the underlying approximate XC functional lead to Fermi level pinning even at a large distance from the surface. This is in contradiction to experimentally measured XP spectra, which are not consistent with a significant charge transfer into azulene upon adsorption. In the following, a correction is applied to the calculations that will demonstrate that this is actually an artefact of the self-interaction error in the XC description within our DFT calculations.

### 4.5.2 Molecular Orbital Based Self-Interaction Correction: DFT+U (MO)

As can be seen in figure 4.10 (c) and (d), by removing a core-electron from the C1s orbital, the effective potential on the carbon atom becomes more attractive, which reduces the energy of electronic states with probability on this carbon atom. This
Figure 4.10: Total density of states and MO-DOS of structures of azulene adsorbed on a Ag(111) surface (a) and with the azulene molecule 12 Å away from the metal surface (b). From top to bottom, the DOS for the ground-state system, core-hole excited state and the core-hole excited state with +U(MO). For the core-hole excited DOS, all possible core-hole excited carbon species have been calculated and summed up. Total DOS is shown by the black line with grey shading. MO contributions have been scaled for ease of viewing.

includes most electronic states. Therefore, the fact that the LUMO orbital of azulene becomes Fermi-level-pinned in the core-hole excited state, is likely related to the error in the electron affinity and ionisation potential, i.e. the underestimation of the HOMO-LUMO gap. This underestimation arises from the many-electron self-interaction error of semi-local XC functionals, such as the here employed PBE functional. To explore this point, the gap between the HOMO and LUMO state of the azulene molecule is adjusted artificially with a penalty functional that is added to PBE. This approach is called PBE+U(MO) as it is similar to the use of atomic-orbital-based self-interaction corrections in +U methods, [177–180] but the projector states target gas-phase MOs. This approach has previously been implemented in the CASTEP code [181, 182].

The DFT+U(MO) energy functional [181] is augmented with an additional penalty term that leads to an orbital-dependent potential that increases or reduces the energy of the MO under consideration:

\[
\hat{V}_c = \frac{U_c}{2} |\phi_c\rangle \langle \phi_c|
\]  

(4.1)

In (4.1), \(\phi_c\) refers to the wave function of the reference MO that is to be constrained.
Table 4.3: DFT calculated gap between the HOMO and LUMO of an azulene molecule in a 20 Å periodic vacuum cube performed with three exchange correlation functionals, PBE, PBE0 and HSE06. PBE+U(MO) value is from a calculation where the positions of the HOMO and LUMO and LUMO+1 were shifted by 2.00, 5.25 and 5.30 eV, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XC functional</th>
<th>HOMO-LUMO gap (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE0</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSE06</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE+U(MO)</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The potential is applied in each step of the SCF algorithm and leads to the variational optimisation of the KS-orbitals under this constraint. The choice of U values for each constrained MO, c, is ad hoc and needs to be manually provided. In the calculations, a constraint is applied to the HOMO, the LUMO, and LUMO+1 orbitals. The values of U that are identified and used by searching for optimal values that give a HOMO-LUMO gap matching the value predicted by the PBE0 functional \[121\] for the gas-phase azulene molecule in a supercell box. As shown in table 4.3, the HOMO-LUMO gap of the PBE0 functional is matched with the PBE approach with a choice of $U_{\text{HOMO}} = +2.00$ eV, $U_{\text{LUMO}} = +5.25$ eV, and $U_{\text{LUMO+1}} = +5.30$ eV. Several combinations of parameters have been explored including choices with and without application of a constraint to the LUMO+1 orbital. In cases where no constraint is applied to the LUMO+1, the orbital ordering is affected and the LUMO+1 becomes Fermi level pinned. Full details of the range of $+U$ values tested and their performance on shifting the energy levels of each MO are shown in table B.6, the values chosen recreated the orbital gaps found for PBE0 whilst also shifting the MO values higher up in energy than the standard DFT PBE case. The same was applied for the gas-phase naphthalene molecule for the data presented in figure B.4 where the values were $U_{\text{HOMO}} = +2.00$ eV, $U_{\text{LUMO}} = +5.50$ eV, and $U_{\text{LUMO+1}} = +5.55$ eV.

The validity of the PBE+U(MO) approach is tested by first applying it to the molecule at 12 Å distance from the metal surface shown in figure 4.6. The method indeed predicts the correct shape of the XPS in agreement with experiment. The individual carbon BEs and their relative shifts are in fair agreement with what is found for the case of the FSO shown in figure 4.6b. Some of the shifts deviate, particularly the relative BE shift between carbon 1 and 2 in the 5-membered ring. This may be related to the fact that the $+U$(MO) correction does not fully remove the artificial charge transfer into the molecule for this geometry, as can be seen in the MODOS for the core-hole excited state calculated with PBE+U(MO) shown in figure 4.10(f). This goes to show that even orbital energies equivalent to the hybrid functional level with PBE0 may not be fully sufficient to remove all artefacts.

In figure 4.11, the PBE+U(MO) XP spectrum for the metal-adsorbed geometry is
Figure 4.11: DFT simulated XP spectra of azulene 12 Å away from the metal surface (a) and in the equilibrium adsorbed geometry (b) calculated with the +U(MO) correction. Atom shifts shown as coloured lines and all spectra have been shifted to align their respective centres of gravity for comparison.

shown, which is in good agreement with the experimentally measured spectra for the monolayer of azulene adsorbed at Ag(111). Particularly noteworthy is the fact that the individual ordering of the carbon atoms in terms of their BE is fully preserved upon adsorption of the molecule. This is not unexpected as the molecule is only weakly hybridised and adsorbs in a physisorbed state at about 3.1 Å from the metal surface [80].

This is the same scenario as for Np/Ag(111), where the multilayer, monolayer, and gas-phase XP spectra of the molecule are virtually identical. It should be noted that the spectral prediction for Np/Ag(111) may also suffer from errors associated with the XC approximation, but similarity between the BEs of all the carbon atoms makes it impossible to use the experiment as meaningful benchmark reference. In fact, Np/Ag(111) suffers from the same artificial charge transfer issue as azulene as can be seen in figure B.4. But this issue does not measurably materialise, because due to the homogeneous electronic structure of naphthalene, the charge transfer shifts the contributions of all atoms equally and does not introduce a relative shift as can be seen in figure B.5 in the appendix. In figure B.4 the results of the PBE+U(MO) approach for the Np/Ag(111) are compared. The XP spectrum with the regular PBE result is virtually indistinguishable from the +U(MO) result. In contrast, the artificial charge transfer into azulene predominantly affects the shifts of the carbon where the LUMO has significant probability amplitude (figure B.5), which changes the shape of the spectrum.

It should be noted that this approach is not a universal solution to charge transfer artefacts that can arise from self-interaction error, but rather an *ad hoc* correction to exemplify the problem. The penalty potential applied to MO gas-phase reference
orbitals is also only reasonable in cases where the MO gas-phase orbitals remain meaningful representations of the electronic structure, so where the molecule is only weakly hybridised with the surface.

Lasting solutions to this artefact require either the use of better exchange correlation functionals with non-local exchange and correlation description or the use of excited-state methodology beyond simple $\Delta$SCF-based core-hole constraints. Note that even the use of range-separated hybrids such as HSE06 [123] does not remedy the shoulder problem for the cluster cut-out we studied in figure 4.7, however, the HOMO-LUMO gap predicted by HSE06 is also considerably lower than that of PBE0 [121]. Unfortunately, bare hybrid XC functionals such as PBE0 cannot simply be applied to the study of metals as they do not provide a reliable prediction of the metal electronic structure, but optimally tuned range-separated hybrid functionals with custom optimised parameters for individual systems may be able to address the problem [183, 184].

### 4.5.3 Implications of Charge Transfer Artefacts for NEXAFS Predictions

The role of XC errors and the resultant charge transfer artefacts in XPS simulation of metal-organic interfaces is a cautionary tale as this can lead to the misinterpretation of spectra and wrong conclusions on the surface chemistry. However, this error can also further affect the simulation of K-edge NEXAFS spectra at metal-organic interfaces, which are highly valuable for the interpretation of the surface-adsorption-induced changes in electronic structure and also the molecular orientation at the surface [17, 24].

While the most common approach to XPS simulations at the DFT level is the use of $\Delta$SCF in combination with the MOM, [65] x-ray absorption is commonly simulated with the TP method [76] based on the TS approach [60]. In its realisation in periodic plane wave codes, the core-hole relaxation effects on the valence electronic states are simulated via the introduction of a half core-hole and a single TP calculation of the KS eigenvalues. As the atomic nucleus is represented by a PP in this approach, the ionisation potential associated with the removal of an electron from the 1s state is then corrected by shifting the spectrum with respect to the BE of the 1s state of the relevant carbon atom calculated with the $\Delta$SCF method, this approach is called $\Delta$IP-TP [77, 110]. Therefore, prediction errors in the XPS propagate into errors in the NEXAFS predictions as changes in relative BE shifts will lead to the misalignment of excitations that arise from different core-states into the same valence states.

In figure 4.12 we show the experimentally measured K-edge NEXAFS spectrum of azulene adsorbed on Ag(111) [80] against the $\Delta$IP-TP prediction corrected by PBE XPS onsets (in figure 4.12 (b)) and PBE+U(MO) onsets (in figure 4.12 (c)). Here the first resonance of the NEXAFS spectrum based on the U-corrected XPS energies
becomes narrower and the broad shoulder present at about 285 eV in the PBE-only prediction is reduced. Note that only the conventional PBE functional for the TP calculations of the valence state relaxation and not the +U(MO) approach, because the orbital ordering and spacing of the unoccupied states will likely be affected by the +U(MO) correction. This is due to the fact that we have only selected U values under the criterion to reproduce the PBE0 HOMO-LUMO gap, but not to correctly capture the optical 1s→LUMO+X excitations of the system.

4.6 Pyrene and Azupyrene

It can be seen that excellent agreement of experimental core-level spectra with simulations can be obtained for the systems involving azulene and naphthalene adsorbed on various surfaces. These molecules presented an initial benchmark to test the accuracy of the calculations, and now the method is tested further by looking at slightly larger molecules of pyrene and azupyrene.

XPS and NEXAFS experiments were performed by Klein et al. [157] and carried out on multilayer structures of pyrene and azupyrene (to reduce the influence of a metal surface) and monolayer structures of the molecule adsorbed onto a Cu(111) surface. The XP spectra for these systems are shown in figure 4.13. To compare with the
multilayer structure, the isolated molecule was simulated in a large vacuum box with this approach resulting in agreement with the experiment as seen in figure 4.13 (a). Pyrene (orange) shows a symmetric peak shape whereas azupyrene has a slightly broader peak with a tail at high energy which is well represented in the simulation. When both molecules are adsorbed onto the metal surface the spectra in figure 4.13 (b) show little change to the multilayer spectra. For azupyrene, the same behaviour as seen with azulene would be expected and this is seen with the loss of the tail when compared to the multilayer spectra. This is seen more clearly in the simulated spectra as in the experiment the asymmetry in the spectra is from the strong interaction (an energy loss effect).

The NEXAFS spectra for both the multilayer and Cu(111) monolayer are presented in figure 4.14 alongside the simulated spectra for comparison. The isolated molecule in a large vacuum box once again can model the multilayer spectra well. Excellent agreement with the first feature in the pyrene spectrum is seen as it accurately models the first two peaks. For azupyrene the same two maxima are seen in the simulated but the second maxima is not as well defined in the experiment, but is present in the shoulder of the peak. The spectra for the molecule adsorbed on the Cu(111) surface shows the interaction between the molecule and metal surface is presented in figure 4.14 (b). Three different incidence angles are shown for each molecule at 25°, 53° and 90°. Compared with the multilayer spectra, the features in the pyrene spectra are broadened but not to the extent seen for azupyrene where the features seen in the spectra have significantly smeared out. This is representative of an increased

Figure 4.13: Comparison between experimental [157] and DFT simulated C1s XPS spectra of pyrene (orange) and azupyrene (blue) in a multilayer structure (a) and adsorbed on a Cu(111) surface (b). Experimental spectra are shown above in darker shades whilst simulated spectra are shown below in lighter shades. The DFT spectra are shifted (in eV) by $-10.44$ for the multilayer spectra and for the Cu monolayer, $-8.7$ for pyrene and $-8.17$ for azupyrene.
4.7 Conclusions

Following on from detailed analysis into the behaviour of the effect of topology in molecule-metal interactions that had previously been carried out, [79–81, 157, 185] core-level spectra were simulated with DFT using accurate adsorption geometries and compared to the experiments. Both the XPS and NEXAFS spectra were compared with simulations using the ∆SCF and ∆IP-TP methods, respectively. For azulene and naphthalene, across of multilayer and monolayer structures adsorbed onto Ag(111), Cu(111) and Pt(111), a total of eight different systems were recorded. Agreement between both the XPS and NEXAFS spectra was observed from the weakest interaction to the strongest. However, it was found that in the case of Az/Ag(111), spurious charge transfer caused a disagreement in the XP spectra which also follows through into the NEXAFS simulation. This effect arises from a self-interaction error and was reduced through the use of the +U(MO) method where a penalty functional is applied onto chosen reference orbitals to shift them either higher or lower in energy. By shifting the HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1, the erroneous Fermi level pinning of the LUMO
that was the cause of the charge transfer was able to be stopped and the resulting XPS spectra agreed with the experimental result. By applying this correct XPS BEs in the offset of the NEXAFS spectrum for Az/Ag(111) a better agreement in the leading peak is found. Further work in the future into identifying the types of systems where this is most prevalent should be carried out.

The simulations were then tested on a larger set of molecules, pyrene and azupyrene. Agreement with the experiment was once again achieved for both XP and NEXAFS spectra. Once again, the level of interaction can between the molecule and the metal surface can be seen in the spectra. Comparing the multilayer and Cu(111) monolayer, the interaction for pyrene is minimal and this is present in the spectra with minor changes seen across the two structure. Whereas for azupyrene, the interaction is much greater, and this substantially effects the spectra with clear and noticeable changes.
Chapter 5

Influence of the Interaction Strength at the Metal-Organic Interface on Core-Level Spectroscopy

Work presented in this chapter has been written up into a paper which will be submitted in the future.

5.1 Introduction

The strength and nature of interactions at a hybrid organic-inorganic interface crucially influence the performance of organic electronic devices, e.g. organic light emitting diodes [3, 6] or organic field effect transistors [186, 187]. To gain insight into the fundamental mechanisms of the interaction at the interface, model systems consisting of organic molecules adsorbed on single-crystal metal surfaces are often studied using surface science techniques [188]. Here, X-ray core-level spectroscopies such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy represent effective tools to characterise the electronic structure of the investigated model systems [17, 44].

However, the interpretation of the experimental spectra can be highly challenging in many cases. Often a large number of unoccupied states contribute to the spectra and overlap significantly. This complicates both initial-state decomposition according to the involved core-levels (XPS and NEXAFS), as well as the characterisation of final conduction band states (NEXAFS). Furthermore, without any further atomic-level information on the adsorption structure and electronic properties of the interface, the spectra cannot be connected to important conceptual quantities that relate to the nature of the molecule-surface bond, such as the adsorption energy and height, the magnitude of charge transfer, and the hybridisation between the electronic states originating from surface and molecule, respectively.

First-principles core-level spectroscopy simulations support the interpretation of experimental spectra and are able to disentangle the spectra according to the present
initial- and final-state effects. The methodology taken in this work has been performed and studied before and shown to be a robust method for core-level spectroscopy [77, 78]. Advantages of using this approach are that more detailed understanding of the adsorption geometry, chemical bonding and electronic structure can be gained [189–191].

The interaction between a molecule and a metal surface is dependent on the electronic and geometric structure of both participants. On the side of the metal, the reactivity of the substrate can be modified by varying elements while maintaining the same crystal structure and surface orientation. Noble metal surfaces with (111) surface orientation are commonly used model surfaces in this regard. As can be directly inferred from the d-band model of surface chemical bonding, [192, 193] the reactivity of the surface increases from Ag(111) to Cu(111) to Pt(111).

On the side of the organic molecule, a wide range of options to tune reactivity exist. The structural variety of organic molecules is almost infinite and minor structural changes can lead to large changes in reactivity. Take two simple examples of aromatic hydrocarbons, azulene and naphthalene. These two molecules are an isomeric pair of bicyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and only differ by the topology of their aromatic system. Naphthalene consists of an alternant 6-6 ring structure and azulene of a non-alternant 5-7 ring structure (see insets in figure 5.1 (a)) [194]. This topological difference between azulene and naphthalene has a large influence on the molecular properties. Solutions of azulene show a brilliant blue colour and azulene has a substantial dipole moment while naphthalene is colourless and possesses no dipole moment [157, 169]. The ability of the two molecules to interact with metal surfaces is also strongly influenced by the different topologies.

A series of recent publications have produced a comprehensive picture of the surface bond of naphthalene and azulene adsorbed onto Cu, Ag and Pt (111) surfaces [79–81, 156]. The thorough characterisation in the literature includes the elucidation of the adsorption geometry, energetics and electronic properties by means of various experimental techniques such as NIXSW, [79, 80] LEED, [79] XPS, [79–81] NEXAFS, [79–81] TPD, [79, 156] and single-crystal adsorption calorimetry (SCAC), [81] all combined with DFT simulations. The two molecules and three surfaces represent six interface models that are comprehensively characterised in terms of their structure and electronic properties, which makes them ideally suited for the investigation of how the nature of the respective molecule-metal interaction is reflected in core-level spectroscopic signatures.

This chapter will build on the work detailed in the previous chapter and focus on the six molecule-metal interface models of azulene and naphthalene adsorbed on Ag(111), Cu(111) and Pt(111). Presented will be a comprehensive study of the C1s XPS and C-K edge NEXAFS simulations employed through ΔSCF [60, 61, 113] and ΔIP-TP [70, 71, 76] methods respectively. These were chosen to characterise and analyse the XP and NEXAFS spectra of these large periodic systems. It is found that
the three different bonding regimes lead to characteristic signatures and changes in the respective spectra compared to pristine gas-phase spectra. It is possible to distinguish between three different molecule-metal surface bonding regimes being physisorption, weak chemisorption (one-way charge transfer) and strong chemisorption (two-way charge transfer leading to molecular rehybridisation). This could prove useful to interpret experimental spectral changes for complex hybrid organic-inorganic thin films.

5.2 Computational Details

The methods used to calculate the XP and NEXAFS spectra shown in this chapter are the same as previously presented in the previous Chapter 4 and full details of the core-level spectroscopy simulations can be found in section 4.3. Additional details for this chapter are on the post-processing of the data, which was carried out through the use of a post-processing tool, MolPDOS, [104] which is part of the CASTEP source code. The molecular orbital (MO) projection scheme contained in this tool was used to estimate, what part of the spectrum can be attributed to the electronic structure of a reference system. When applying this method for gas-phase molecules, the same structure is chosen as reference, allowing for a full decomposition of the NEXAFS spectrum in terms of the individual MO states of the molecule. For molecules adsorbed on surfaces, the FSO was chosen as reference and a MO projection was performed to determine the overlap of its electronic states with the final-states of each transition in the total system. With this it is possible to identify which part of the core-level excitations can be attributed to the reference MO states of the molecule but unlike for gas-phase molecules the exact contribution to the spectra is not achievable as described in section 3.4.3. Previous work has shown this approach to work consistently well to identify molecular contributions to adsorbate spectra [77, 157].

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Effect of Molecular Topology on XPS and NEXAFS Signatures

The first aspect to look at is how the difference in topology between azulene and naphthalene changes their gas-phase XP and NEXAFS spectra (see figure 5.1). In the previous chapter, in order to achieve a direct comparison between simulated and experimental spectra, a global rigid energy shift was applied to simulated spectra to match the experimental energy scale. This correction is necessary due to the frozen-core approximation in the pseudopotential plane-wave calculation used [77]. For this chapter, the focus will solely be on the simulated spectra with no comparison to experimental data. Therefore, all spectra will be shown with the original energy scale obtained by the calculations.
The topological difference between naphthalene (alternant 6-6 structure) and azulene (nonalternant 5-7 structure) has a strong influence on both the XPS and NEXAFS data. In the XP spectra (figure 5.1 (a)) a much broader peak is observed for azulene, with a pronounced shoulder visible at lower BEs. In the NEXAFS spectra (figure 5.1 (b)) azulene shows the leading edge at lower photon energy and the first peak has a shoulder at higher energy, while naphthalene has its leading edge at higher photon energy and two maxima within the first spectral feature.

The XP and NEXAFS spectra can be analysed by disentangling the initial-state and final-state contributions to the overall spectrum, as shown in figure 5.2. The individual contributions of each carbon atom to the total XP spectrum are shown for naphthalene (figure 5.2 (a)) and azulene (figure 5.2 (b)). The shoulder of the peak in the azulene spectrum can be attributed to the carbon atoms in the 5-membered ring possessing a lower C1s BE than those in the 7-membered ring. For naphthalene, the C1s BEs are similar for all carbon atoms, with only slightly larger values for the bridging carbon atoms, yielding an almost symmetric peak shape.

In contrast to the shown initial-state decomposition of the XP spectra, the decomposition of the NEXAFS spectra (figure 5.2 (c), (d)) is performed according to the final-state contributions to the transitions, i.e. the contribution to the spectrum that arises from all 1s transitions into the LUMO, the LUMO+1 etc. Each coloured peak represents all transitions into the same molecular orbital as final-state, no matter what the initial-state, i.e. C1s orbital, is involved. For naphthalene (figure 5.2 (c)) the first three peaks in the spectra can clearly be seen to originate from transitions into the three lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO, LUMO+1, LUMO+2). For azulene (figure 5.2 (d)) the first peak consists of transitions into the first two unoccupied orbitals, with the transition into the LUMO forming the leading edge and
the transition into the LUMO+1 forming the shoulder at higher photon energy.

The simulations show that the topology of the molecular backbone has a pronounced influence on the shapes of the spectral features both in XPS and NEXAFS. The overall shape of the simulated spectra is also in good agreement with experimental data for multilayers of the molecules [79, 81]. However, the topology of the molecules
also affects the adsorption of the molecules on metal surfaces, discussed in the next section.

### 5.3.2 Properties of the Molecule-metal Interfaces

To sample a wide range of different molecule-metal interactions, the two molecules naphthalene and azulene were combined with three different metal (111) surfaces of increasing reactivity, namely Ag(111), Cu(111), and Pt(111). Comprehensive experimental investigations into these systems are available in the literature and provide a thorough characterisation of the molecule-metal interaction based on a wide variety of experimental and theoretical techniques \[79–81, 156\]. Figure 5.3 summarises this information regarding all the metal-organic systems involved, arranged in order of increasing interaction between the molecule and the metal surface as given by the adsorption energy. The top row of figure 5.3 shows the structures of naphthalene and azulene, while the second row contains the side-on view of the adsorbed structure to highlight the change in adsorption height and molecule deformation. Below is a table containing a range of parameters that can be used to describe the level of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Adsorption Energy (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>Adsorption Height (Å)</th>
<th>Net Charge Transfer (e)</th>
<th>Structural Deformation</th>
<th>Molecule-Metal Hybridisation</th>
<th>Regime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag(111)</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Physisorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(111)</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Weak Chemisorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt(111)</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Strong Chemisorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Strong Chemisorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>298</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Strong Chemisorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>335</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Physisorption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.3: Schematic depiction of six metal-organic interfaces arranged according to increasing interaction strength. Background colour represents the classification of the interaction type: green, physisorption regime; yellow, weak chemisorption regime; red, strong chemisorption. The table shows adsorption energies and adsorption heights calculated using DFT-D3 calculations and charge transfer, as well as two qualitative criteria for the interaction strength. The presented data is compiled from Refs. \[80, 81, 156\]. The values for the charge transfer are results of the Bader atoms-in-molecules method. Further results of additional charge transfer analysis methods are shown in table B.7.
interaction between the molecule and metal surface. Moving across from left to right, the reactivity of the metal increases from Ag to Cu and Pt. Accordingly, the adsorption energy increases, and the adsorption height decreases, showing the strengthening of the bond between the molecule and surface. Furthermore, when comparing different molecules adsorbed at the same metal surface, a stronger interaction is observed for azulene than for naphthalene. The 5-7 nonalternant topology of azulene therefore leads to an increased reactivity at the metal-organic interface [79].

In contrast to the clear trends in adsorption energy and height, the charge transfer between the molecule and surface paints a more complicated picture. For the first three systems, both molecules on Ag(111) and Np/Cu(111), little to no charge transfer between the molecule and the metal can be observed. For Az/Cu(111) a substantial amount of charge transfer, \(-0.49\) e from the surface to the molecule, shows a strong interaction between the electronic states of the molecule and metal. But for both molecules adsorbed on Pt(111), the overall net charge transfer is of vanishing magnitude. This finding seems to indicate a weak electronic interaction with the Pt(111) surface, even though the values of the adsorption height and energy show a very strong bond and the molecule is strongly deformed upon adsorption. This contradiction can be explained by a strong electronic interaction based on donation and backdonation of electrons between the metal and the surface. In the case of Az/Cu(111), with an adsorption height of 2.33 Å, only the diffuse unoccupied orbitals of the molecule overlap with the electronic states of the metal surface, resulting in unidirectional electron transfer from the surface to the molecule. Because both molecules are much closer to the Pt(111) surface, the more compact occupied electronic states of the molecule are now also available for electron backdonation into the unoccupied states of the metal surface. The resulting situation is a two-way charge transfer with donation and backdonation comparable to the situation in many organic transition metal complexes as described by the Dewar-Chat-Duncanson (DCD) model [81, 195, 196].

Finally, the six systems can be compared by the qualitative parameters of structural deformation and hybridisation of the electronic states of molecule and metal. The deformation describes how much the molecule and the surface are changed in the adsorbed structure compared to their relaxed structures. Again, the first three systems show only weak disturbance, with a planar molecule and all molecular C-C bond lengths unchanged [79, 80]. For Az/Cu(111), the deformation can be classified as weak, because a slight buckling is now present in the molecule and bond lengths have started to change noticeably [79, 80]. The structure of both molecules changes much more when adsorbed on Pt(111). Here, the molecules are strongly buckled, with the hydrogen atoms pointing upwards away from the surface. For all carbons, the bond angles and bond lengths are more in agreement with aliphatic sp³ geometry than the aromatic sp² geometry of the free molecules [81]. The pattern observed for the deformation is repeated in the hybridisation between electronic states of the molecule and metal surface, which can be assessed by analysis of the projected density-of-states.
(DOS) of the system. Only weak hybridisation is present for the first three systems with the MO signatures only weakly broadened [79, 80]. For Az/Cu(111) projected MO signatures in the DOS are further broadened and exhibit some level of splitting [79, 80]. For both molecules on Pt(111) molecular resonances are strongly hybridised with the metal covering a wide range of energies across the DOS [81]. The topic of hybridisation will be discussed in detail in the context of the core-level spectra.

All the information laid out above is supported by the experimental data in shown in Chapter 4 and leads us to identify three different regimes of interaction strength between the molecules and the metal surface. Type I (shaded in green in figure 5.3), which includes naphthalene on Ag(111) and Cu(111) and Az/Ag(111), is the weakest level of interaction, and can be described as physisorption. Type II (yellow) contains solely Az/Cu(111), and is best described as “weak chemisorption”. The main indicator of this regime is the presence of a one-way charge transfer between metal and molecule that arises from Fermi level pinning of the azulene LUMO. Finally, Type III (red) encompasses naphthalene and azulene on Pt(111), which is designated as “strongly chemisorbed” systems that exhibit strong molecular deformation, large adsorption energies and adsorption heights consistent with atomic covalent radii. In the following sections the characteristic spectral features in XP and NEXAFS spectroscopy associated with the three regimes of molecule-metal interaction strength are discussed.

### 5.3.3 Physisorption Regime

The physisorption regime describes the weakest level of interaction between the molecule and metal surface and includes azulene and naphthalene on the Ag(111)
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of XPS spectra for naphthalene (a) and azulene (b) in the gas-phase (black), and adsorbed on three metal surfaces, Ag(111) (grey), Cu(111) (orange), and Pt(111) (green). Dashed grey line for Az/Ag(111) is the +U(MO) corrected XPS. Spectra of the metal adsorbed systems have been aligned to the centre of mass.
The XPS spectrum of naphthalene in the gas-phase and adsorbed onto Ag(111) and Cu(111) are virtually identical as can be seen in figure 5.4. In the case of Az/Ag(111) it would seem that there is a noticeable change seen in the XPS spectra when compared to gas-phase azulene. However, this behaviour has been found to be the cause of a self-interaction error which causes spurious charge transfer between the molecule and metal and has been discussed in greater detail in the previous chapter in section 4.5. Where it was discussed how this error can be addressed with an *ad hoc* correction and when done so the XP spectra (shown in figure 5.4 (b)) align much more with the gas-phase spectra.

Figure 5.5 (a) compares the simulated NEXAFS spectra of naphthalene in the gas-phase and adsorbed on Ag(111) and Cu(111). For each system, three different polarisation angles between the incident radiation and the molecular plane or surface normal are shown. Alike in the XPS, it is apparent that the adsorption of the molecule on the metal surface does not introduce major differences in the NEXAFS spectrum.

![Figure 5.5: Electronic structure of the systems in the physisorbed regime (a) DFT calculated NEXAFS spectra of naphthalene: top, gas-phase; middle, adsorbed on Ag(111); bottom, adsorbed on Cu(111). For each system three different incidence angles are shown (25°, yellow; 53° green; 90°, blue). (b) DFT density of states (DOS), with scaled MO projections: top, Np/Ag(111); bottom, and Np/Cu(111). The total DOS is shown in black and the Fermi level as a dashed line, contributions from orbitals scaled for ease of viewing. Contributions shaded in blue represent projection onto occupied states, while contributions shaded in red represent unoccupied states. Lighter shades of these colours show states lower or higher in energy respectively. Coloured lines are bottom of graph represent position of the gas-phase orbitals.](image-url)
when compared to the gas-phase. In this case, the only difference observed is a weak additional broadening, whereas peak positions and intensities are not strongly affected. The inspection of the spectra with different polarisation angles also shows that the dichroism from the gas-phase spectra is retained, i.e. the dependence of the signal with respect to the incident light polarisation. In all cases, the signals from the first two peaks diminish almost completely to zero for the normal incidence case. The fact that these peaks vanish at normal incidence is due to the orientation of the unoccupied states with respect to the incident radiation as described in section 2.1 (figure 2.4). As the LUMO, LUMO+1, and LUMO+2 are π* orbitals, for which the molecular plane contains a nodal plane, they can only interact with light that has a polarisation contribution perpendicular to the molecular plane. As the light polarisation vector is perpendicular to the propagation direction, near-grazing incidence light shows the highest intensity for these resonances.

To show the reason for the lack of change in the NEXAFS spectra, the molecular orbital projected density-of-states (MO-DOS) is shown in figure 5.5 (b). Here, a present and clear gap between occupied molecular states (in shades of blue) and unoccupied states (in shades of red) is observed for both systems. The occupied states remain below the Fermi level (dashed line) and all unoccupied states stay above it, which indicates negligible charge transfer between molecule and surface. A small

![Figure 5.6: DFT calculated NEXAFS spectra of azulene in two different systems. Gas-phase (top) and the type I system, adsorbed on a Ag(111) surface (bottom). Three different incidence angles are shown of 25° (yellow), 53° (green) and 90° (blue). (b) shows DFT density of states (DOS) of the metal adsorbed system. Total DOS is shown in black and Fermi level shown with dashed line, contributions from orbitals scaled for ease of viewing. Orbitals labelled in blue represent the HOMOs and red the LUMOs with the lighter shade moving lower or higher in energy respectively. Coloured lines at the bottom of the graph represent the position of the gas-phase orbitals.](image-url)
contribution of a higher LUMO state is seen below the Fermi level, however, this is a consequence of an unbound state and not fully representing a MO. The same observations can also be made for azulene adsorbed on Ag(111), for which the graphs are presented in figure 5.6. The coloured lines at the bottom of the figure 5.5 (b) are the molecular states of the gas-phase molecule. It can be seen that there is little shift in the positioning of the orbitals however some differences can be seen between the two metal surfaces. For copper, the orbitals are more broadened due to the higher reactivity of the metal which has been previously identified through the slightly higher adsorption energy and smaller adsorption height (see figure 5.3). The findings of both the unchanged NEXAFS spectra and DOS are in accordance with the previously discussed lack of charge transfer and electronic hybridisation.

5.3.4 Weak Chemisorption Regime

The weak chemisorption regime in the list of six systems only includes Az/Cu(111). Here, a noticeable interaction between the molecule and metal surface is present as previously identified in section 5.3.2. The increased interaction impacts both the XP and the NEXAFS spectra, as apparent in the direct comparison between physisorbed Az/Ag(111) and weakly chemisorbed Az/Cu(111) (figure 5.7).

When discussing the XP spectra (figure 5.7 (a)), a special point has to be mentioned. For Az/Ag(111), the self interaction error of DFT leads to a spurious charge transfer,

Figure 5.7: Comparison between the physisorbed Az/Ag(111) and the weakly chemisorbed Az/Cu(111) (a) XPS simulations, with an additional +U(MO) corrected spectrum for Az/Ag(111), aligned to centre of mass, to account for spurious charge transfer. (b) NEXAFS simulations at three different incidence angles. (c) DFT density of states (DOS), with scaled MO projections, with the total DOS shown in black and the Fermi level shown as a dashed line. Contributions in blue represent occupied states, while contributions in red represent unoccupied states. Lighter shades of these colours show states lower or higher in energy respectively. Coloured lines at the bottom of the graph represent the position of the gas-phase orbitals.
which has to be taken into account. The spectrum simulated with the regular ∆SCF approach (light grey in figure 5.7 (a)) shows a symmetric peak with a loss of the shoulder present in the gas-phase spectrum (figure 5.1). This change in peak shape disagrees with the experimental data, where the shoulder is still present for Az/Ag(111) [80]. It was pinpointed that this discrepancy between the experimental and simulation was caused by a spurious charge transfer, which in turn is the result of a self-interaction error in DFT. By using an ad hoc correction through a DFT+U(MO) approach this short coming was able to be fixed. The resulting spectrum is shown as a dashed grey line in figure 5.7.

Comparison of the corrected XPS spectrum for Az/Ag(111) and the one for Az/Cu(111) shows that the increased interaction from physisorption to weak chemisorption has a noticeable effect. The interaction with the Cu(111) surface results in charge transfer into the LUMO of the molecule which is the main driving force behind the reduced relative shifts between the individual carbon atoms. As a consequence, the contributions from the atoms in the 5- and 7-membered rings are no longer distinguishable, and a single, symmetric peak is present.

The polarisation dependent NEXAFS spectra (figure 5.7 (b)) also show a significant difference for azulene adsorbed on the Ag(111) or the Cu(111) surface. The spectra were calculated using the XPS BEs obtained with regular ∆SCF method and with the use of the DFT+U(MO) correction. A discussion into the effect using the BEs of the correction as the offset in the ∆IP-TP NEXAFS calculation was given in section 4.5.3. The clear change when going from Ag(111) to Cu(111) is expressed by a significant diminishing of intensity and a shift in position to higher photon energy for the first peak along with an increase in overall broadening. When compared to the peak values from the gas-phase spectra (table 5.1), the first peak lowers to 65 % on silver and to only 44 % overall intensity on copper. However, the intensities of the 2nd and 3rd peaks remain relatively unaffected by the adsorption on the metal surfaces. In literature, the diminishing of the first peak is often attributed to charge transfer between the electronic states of the molecule to the metal but through experimental techniques this proves hard to quantify.

Comparing between the different incidence angles in figure 5.7 (a), a reduction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Relative Intensity Az/Ag</th>
<th>Relative Intensity Az/Cu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Relative intensities of the first three peaks seen in the NEXAFS spectra of azulene on Ag(111) and Cu(111) with respect to the corresponding peaks of azulene gas-phase spectrum.
in dichroism on the copper surface is seen, with a larger amount of residual intensity remaining for the first peak at 90° incidence angle. This intensity should be vanishing, because the symmetry selection rules forbid an excitation into the corresponding $\pi^*$ states with this angle. The presence of residual intensity proves that the selection rules are not valid anymore, because the molecule is slightly deformed, and the electronic states of the molecule are already hybridised with metallic states and lose their symmetry.

In the MO-DOS for azulene on the two metal surfaces a clear difference can be seen between the two levels of interaction (figure 5.7 (c)). When azulene is adsorbed on Ag(111), the band gap between the HOMO and LUMO is preserved with the HOMO being below the Fermi level (black dashed line) and LUMO still above. This changes when azulene is adsorbed on Cu(111), where both the HOMO and LUMO have drastically changed shape, they have broadened and smeared out over a wide range and the LUMO is now partly below the Fermi level and therefore partially occupied. This is a clear indication of hybridisation and substantial interaction between the molecule and the metal for the copper compared to the silver surface.

The MO-decomposed NEXAFS spectra (figure 5.8) show the relative contribution of the ground-state MOs projected onto the NEXAFS spectrum. The intensities of the orbitals with respect to the overall NEXAFS spectra cannot be described quantitatively. The intensity of the MOs is much lower than expected. For Az/Ag(111) (top), where the system in physisorbed, one would expect to see a similar behaviour to the gas-phase projection in figure 5.2 with the sum of the MOs equalling the total NEXAFS spectra. The reason for this problem in the projection have been discussed in section 3.4.3. Figure 5.8 (b) shows the MOs scaled to what one would assume the contribution would

Figure 5.8: MO-projected NEXAFS of azulene on Ag(111) (top) and Cu(111) (bottom) using the simulated 25° spectra. (a) presents the MO-decomposition as calculated and (b) scaled contributions for both Ag(111) and Cu(111) by the same amount for ease of viewing.
be and to better compare the differences. The energies and relative change between the two interaction types can offer some qualitative insight. It is clear that the main difference between the physisorption and weak chemisorption examples is visible for the transitions into the first two unoccupied orbitals (LUMO and LUMO+1), with the transition into the LUMO diminishing more and now possessing a lower intensity than the transition into the LUMO+1. The higher energy LUMO, however, does not show any significant change between the physisorption and weak chemisorption regimes. The relative reduction between the silver and copper surfaces in the first two LUMOs indicate that some interaction must be happening. This can be explained through charge transfer, the orbitals are undergoing hybridisation with the metal surface and so their contribution to the spectra is lowered. This observation is also observed in the MODOS. Figure 5.7 (b) shows the change from clear and defined orbitals to drastically broadened orbitals with the LUMO now partially below the Fermi level where it is now pinned.

Along with the projection of the ground-state orbitals the results where also checked against the final-state relaxed orbitals. Here, instead of using the ground-state FSO as a reference, the same final-state molecule FSO was used. Shown in the figure B.6 is a comparison between the MO-projected NEXAFS for azulene gas-phase and on Ag(111) and Cu(111) for both reference examples. No discernible change can be seen in each case with the only exception being the unbound orbital, LUMO+2, in the gas-phase. This shows that the ground-state projection is a suitable method and does not neglect any effects that could be caused by the final-state orbitals.

5.3.5 Strong Chemisorption Regime

The third and final interaction type is the strong chemisorption observed for both molecules adsorbed on the Pt(111) surface. The XP spectrum for Az/Pt(111) (see figure 5.4) shows the lower energy shoulder disappearing from the spectrum, as already observed when adsorbed on Cu(111). Again, this is due to the interaction between the molecule and metal eliminating the BE differences of the individual carbon atoms. Looking at the naphthalene spectrum, not much change is seen between the spectrum when adsorbed on Pt(111) and the physisorbed state observed when adsorbed on Ag(111) and Cu(111). This does not necessarily mean that the BEs are not being affected. For azulene, the range of the BEs became much smaller and were much closer together, for naphthalene the BEs of the carbons were already close to begin with so if any change has occurred it is hard to identify.

The increased interaction strength has an extreme effect on the NEXAFS spectra. The overall shape of the NEXAFS spectra of the two molecules adsorbed on Pt(111) (bottom of figure 5.9) shows a weak dependence on the molecule involved. Both spectra are similar in shape and indeed almost indistinguishable from one another. The spectra have virtually lost all connection to the unoccupied molecular states previ-
Figure 5.9: Simulated NEXAFS spectra, at 25° incidence angle, for naphthalene (a) and azulene (b) in different configurations. Top is the free gas-phase molecule, middle, the platinum FSO and bottom, the molecule adsorbed on the Pt(111) surface.

Genuinely seen and any residual features are much broadened. Therefore, the identifiable features which arose from the difference in molecular topology between azulene and naphthalene (see figure 5.1) are severely diminished. This is a consequence of the strong hybridisation now present between the electronic states of molecule and metal, which completely dissolves the aromatic electronic structure of the molecules. The MO-projected NEXAFS show how the contribution of the molecular states to the NEXAFS have been reduced even further compared to the weak chemisorption regime and that a small contribution from the former HOMO is now present above due to its partial depopulation shown in figure 5.10 where the MOs have been scaled for ease of viewing. This also explains the observation of a net charge transfer close to zero, as LUMO and HOMO are partially populated and depopulated, respectively.

Furthermore, observed was a massive reduction in the dichroism of the NEXAFS signal (figure 5.11), suggesting an almost complete breakdown of the symmetry selection rules for the adsorbed molecule. This arises from the fact that the molecular electronic structure is now deeply embedded in the metallic band structure, and the molecular orbitals of the gas-phase molecule cease to be meaningful descriptors for the excitation process.

Given the significant adsorption induced deformation of the molecule, one could ask if the changes in the spectrum are not caused by the hybridisation of the electronic states, but instead by the structural change. Here an investigation into this possibility is carried out to provide additional insights. In figure 5.9 the NEXAFS spectra of the molecules adsorbed on Pt(111) (bottom) are compared to the spectra calculated for the deformed molecular geometry without the metal surface (middle) and the gas-phase spectra of the undeformed molecule (top). The spectra of the deformed molecules express noticeable changes from the spectra of the planar gas-phase molecules, in
Figure 5.10: MO decomposition of 25° NEXAFS of the type III systems of naphthalene, (a), and azulene, (b), adsorbed on Pt(111). The MOs have been scaled in for the Pt structures to better view the orbitals. Similar projection for the deformed molecules of naphthalene and azulene present in (c) and (d) respectively.

particular for naphthalene. While the deformed molecules still present distinct peaks, it becomes apparent in the dichroism for the deformed molecules (figure 5.11) that the change in geometry already breaks the symmetry selection rules. In addition, the structural deformation shifts the energy of some transitions, leading to a clear gap between the first two transitions in the spectrum of naphthalene. However, the increased level of broadening in the spectra of the molecules adsorbed on Pt(111) and the overall reduction in intensity of the first peaks are indeed due to the hybridisation with the electronic states of the metal surface not due to the deformation.

The deformation of the molecule also shifts the energetic position of the leading edge. For naphthalene, the leading edge is shifted to lower energies compared with the gas-phase molecule and shifts back up and further when adsorbed on Pt(111). For azulene, on the other hand, the deformed molecule and gas-phase leading edges are
5.4 Discussion

Through the simulated XP and NEXAFS spectra, it is possible to provide a level of insight into the mechanisms at work in the spectroscopy of molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces that experimental techniques alone can not accomplish. In the following, a summary to identify the interaction regime in the spectroscopic data of an adsorbate system is presented and a summary of the main features is presented in table 5.2.

The first regime of discussion is where the interaction between the molecule and the metal surface is minimal and can be classed as physisorption. Here, when compared to spectra of the gas-phase molecule, both the XPS and NEXAFS spectra show little change in the relative spectral features. Whilst change will be seen in the absolute shifts of the spectra due to the presence of the metal surface, when comparing the XPS (figure 5.4) no change is seen in the peak shape and for the NEXAFS (figure 5.5 and figure 5.6) only a slight broadening is present across the spectra with all features from the gas-phase still clear and identifiable. A similar behaviour in the dichroism of the NEXAFS spectra is also seen between the gas-phase and structures in this interaction regime. The $\pi^*$ signals fall to having zero intensity when going from 25° to 90°. Looking at the MODOS, this can provide insight into any
Table 5.2: Summary of features to look out for and how they change depending on the interaction strength between molecule and metal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction Type</th>
<th>Key features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type I: Physisorption</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEXAFS features:</strong> Overall spectra are fairly similar to the gas-phase spectra. All noticeable features are present with only slight broadening across the spectra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Dichroism:</strong> The dichroism is retained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Molecular Orbitals:</strong> A clear and present gap between the HOMO and LUMO of the molecule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Net Charge:</strong> Overall net charge of the system is negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type II: Weak Chemisorption</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEXAFS features:</strong> The intensity of the leading peak is reduced when compared to the gas-phase and becomes more broadened.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Dichroism:</strong> Becomes reduced, with finite intensity of the π∗ states now showing when recorded at 90°.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Molecular Orbitals:</strong> Orbitals around the Fermi level lose their clear sharp peaks and become smeared out with the LUMO now partially below the Fermi level and becoming slightly occupied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Net Charge:</strong> A negative net charge is seen from one-way charge transfer between the molecule and the metal surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type III: Strong Chemisorption</strong></td>
<td><strong>NEXAFS features:</strong> The leading peak essentially disappears, along with any other visible features as spectra become significantly broadened and smeared out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Dichroism:</strong> Significant reduction of the dichroism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Molecular Orbitals:</strong> Orbitals around the Fermi level are completely smeared out the LUMO is partially below the Fermi level and the HOMO is now partially above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Net Charge:</strong> The overall charge is again negligible due to charge donation/back-donation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

change in the molecular orbitals of the molecule and therefore the interaction strength between molecule and surface. For the physisorption case, as one would expect, a clear gap between the HOMO and LUMO is seen with well defined orbital features showing a lack of any charge which is confirmed by the negligible overall net charge in figure 5.3.

The next regime is where some noticeable features indicating an interaction between the molecule and metal are present, which has been labelled as “weak chemisorption”. In the XPS a change in the relative BEs of individual atoms is seen. In figure 5.7 (a), there is a loss of the shoulder for Az/Cu(111) that was present for the gas-phase and physisorption cases. This shows that the metal surface is having an influence on the relative BEs and more importantly one can pinpoint the cause of
the change thanks to the initial-state deconvolution showing which atoms are affected and therefore gain additional insight into the interaction mechanism. In the simulated NEXAFS spectra, the most information is gained from the behaviour of the leading peak in the spectrum. Corresponding to the excitation into the LUMO, this peak is an important bellwether for the interaction strength. This is seen for the type II case of Az/Cu(111), where there is an increase in the interaction between the molecule and metal, the intensity of the first peak gets reduced as seen in figure 5.7 (b). This is a result of hybridisation of the both the LUMO and LUMO+1 leading to a reduction of the contribution of the leading peak by these molecular orbitals (figure 5.8). Further evidence for this hybridisation is seen in the MODOS, where orbitals around the Fermi level undergoing significant energetic broadening cause the LUMO to become partially occupied. The HOMO, even though broadened, remains below the Fermi level and does not lose any charge. This can also be seen by the negative net charge. Furthermore, the increased interaction leads to a loss in the dichroism seen in the NEXAFS spectra

The final regime coined “strong chemisorption” provides details on systems with significant interaction and covers the cases involving the Pt(111) surface in this work. Here again seen is how the interaction between the molecule and metal surface can change the relative BEs of the atoms in the XPS similar to the previous regime for azulene, where the shifts between atoms are reduced. However, for the naphthalene case, little change is seen in the XPS. This is not an indication that the interaction is having no effect on the BEs, more that in this case the shifts between the atoms were already close together so that any change cannot be seen at the simulated experimental resolution. The NEXAFS spectra show a further loss of intensity of the leading peak and significant broadening along the whole spectra resulting in a loss of visible features and both spectra for each molecule become indistinguishable. The cause of this is not simply due to charge transfer, looking at the overall net charge transfer, it is actually negligible again like in the case for a physisorption system. This does not mean that there is no charge transfer, more this is from the complicated donation back-donation mechanism between the molecule and metal. The loss of intensity of the leading peak can be attributed more to the broadening seen in the MOs due to hybridisation with the metal surface and also from the deformation from the molecule. These two factors of loss of the leading peak and minimal charge transfer paired together can be strong indication of strong interaction between the molecule and the metal surface. Looking at the MODOS (figure B.7) the molecular orbitals undergo significant energetic broadening but this time both the LUMO (below the Fermi level) and the HOMO is partially unoccupied (above the Fermi level). Also, a complete loss of the dichroism (figure 5.11) as a result of the electronic hybridisation is seen.
5.5 Conclusion

The aromatic topological isomers naphthalene and azulene adsorbed on three different metal (111) surfaces (Ag, Cu and Pt) offer a wide reactivity range to study how the interaction strength at the metal organic interface influences core-level spectroscopy. Identified were three regimes of interaction: physisorption (type I: Np/Ag(111), Np/Cu(111), Az/Ag(111)), weak chemisorption (type II: Az/Cu(111)), and strong chemisorption (type III: Np/Pt(111), Az/Pt(111)). These spectra have been compared with experimental data and are in good agreement as shown in Chapter 4, allowing for confident analysis of the spectra.

These three regimes are expressed in the spectra in different ways and can be distinguished from each other through various markers. The gas-phase spectra were used as a reference to compare how the metal interaction alters various aspects. For the lowest interaction strength, physisorption, all gas-phase features stay unchanged with only a small amount of broadening. For weak chemisorption, increased broadening as well as a reduction in the first peak intensity is observed, attributed to a one-way charge transfer. The dichroism of the NEXAFS spectra is still appreciable, but a break-down of the selection rules is already happening. Strong chemisorption leads to the spectra losing almost all of their molecular character, due to both more pronounced deformation and stronger hybridisation of the molecular orbitals with the metallic states of the surface.

By analysis of the spectra in each of these interaction regimes, it is possible to identify specific features to look out for in both the XPS and NEXAFS spectra and calculated aspects such as net charge and the DOS that can be used in the future to help understand the level of interaction between a molecule and a metal surface. By understanding how the interaction between the molecule and metal surfaces and how certain aspects of the molecule (topology) affect this interaction, the information and insight gained could be applied to create and test systems with certain targeted properties.
Chapter 6

Simulation of X-ray Core-Level Spectroscopy of Two-Dimensional Self-Assembled Molecular Networks

Work presented in this chapter is part of a collaboration with the research group of Prof. Meike Stöhr of the Surface Science Group at the University of Groningen and planned to be published. Experimental STM, XPS, and NEXAFS spectra that are presented in section 6.1.1 were obtained by Leonid Solianyk.

6.1 Introduction

The self-assembly of two-dimensional porous molecular networks on metal surfaces [197–199] is an interesting process as it has many practical applications in e.g. host guest chemistry, [200–203] patterning of surfaces, [199, 204] and tuning surface electronic properties [205–207]. Systems based on metal-ligand interactions have also garnered interest due to their enhanced mechanical and thermal stability [198, 208, 209]. The structure of these networks can depend on various aspects such as certain functional groups present on the organic molecule and its coordination to the metal surface [210–212]. Self assembly at metal-organic interfaces depends on the competition of several fundamental interactions such as van der Waals forces, [213] dipolar coupling, [214] π – π stacking, [215] hydrogen bonding, [216, 217] and metal-ligand interactions [218, 219].

Coordination between the molecule and metal occurs at specific sites where metal atoms have been supplied through deposition, through evaporation, or are extracted from the underlying metal surface or terraces of the crystalline structure [220–222]. In cases involving the Au(111) surface, coordination atoms can be provided through the herringbone reconstruction [223, 224]. Focusing on coordination with 2D molecular networks with Au surfaces, various levels of coordination between Au atoms and ligands have been identified, ranging from two, thee and fourfold coordination [197, 224–226].
An interesting aspect to investigate is how this coordination between a molecule and the Au substrate forms. Whether this type of coordination occurs for specific molecules or more as general rule and studying how these structures are formed as well as what makes them favourable on Au substrates.

Our collaboration partners at the University of Groningen looked into this via a combination of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), XPS and NEXAFS experiments of a pyridyl-functionalised triarylamine molecule self-assembled onto a Au(111) surface. The molecule used is called 4,4,8,8,12,12-hexamethyl-2,6,10-tripyridin-4-yl-4H,8H,12H-benzo[1,9]quinolizino [3,4,5,6,7-defg]acridine (abbreviated as HTA) with a chemical formula of C_{42}H_{36}N_{4}. The structure of HTA is shown in figure 6.1 through both a skeletal representation and a ball-and-stick representation. In the latter the carbon and nitrogen atoms have been labelled into chemically equivalent groups, based on the atom’s hybridisation and bonded neighbours, which are discussed later.

It was found to form different molecule phases after submonolayer deposition. Two of these phases are thought to be stabilised through coordination between native Au atoms and the ligand itself. Through computational core-level spectroscopy calculations, we aim to look into the presence of any metal adatom-ligand coordination. This chapter will provide a summary of the experimental results performed, along with the insights and conclusions brought forward from its analysis. DFT calculations performed to simulate core-level XPS and NEXAFS spectra have been provided to support and corroborate the experimental findings.

### 6.1.1 Experimental Data

Our collaboration partners at the University of Groningen performed a range of experiments with the results detailed in this section. Through their experiments a submonolayer of HTA molecule was deposited onto a Au(111) surface and characterised...
through the use of STM. Three distinct well-ordered 2D network phases were observed which were labelled as α-, β- and γ-phase. Figure 6.2, taken from Ref. [227], shows the three formed phases along with high resolution images of each phase along with tentative structural models constructed from STM and LEED measurements. These are shown alongside each for the α-phase in figure 6.2 (b), β-phase in 6.2 (c) and γ-phase in 6.2 (d).

The α- and β-phases both possess a densely packed structure compared to the γ-phase which shows an open porous structure. The unit cells depicted as blue lines in the structures correspond to the experimentally observed unit cells. Details of the three unit cells shown in figure 6.2 are summarised in table 6.1, showing the unit cell dimensions of a and b, the internal angle Θ and the rotation R of the unit cell with respect to the principle Au direction.

Looking at the structures of both the β- and γ-phases, the orientation of the molecule has the nitrogen atoms of the pyridyl rings on neighbouring molecules pointing at the same atoms on neighbouring molecules. This would mean lone pairs of the nitrogen atoms are pointing at each other which would introduce some electrostatic repulsion. This leads to the inclusion of a gold atom, suggested by our experimental
Table 6.1: Experimentally recorded values of the unit cells of the three phases of HTA on Au(111) surfaces from STM. $a$ and $b$ are the cell dimensions, $\Theta$ the internal angle of the cell and $R$ is the rotation of the unit cell with respect to the principal Au direction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Experimental unit cell parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$a = b = 1.56$ nm $\Theta = 60^\circ$ $R = \pm 9^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$a = b = 1.94$ nm $\Theta = 60^\circ$ $R = \pm 30^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>$a = b = 3.45$ nm $\Theta = 60^\circ$ $R = \pm 30^\circ$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

partners, between the molecules with the nitrogen atoms coordinating to the metal atom reducing this hindrance. This arrangement can not be confirmed through experimental analysis alone and poses a problem that can be addressed through computational calculations.

Experimental XPS and NEXAFS spectra were recorded for various structures of HTA on the Au(111) surface. Three different coverages of the system were recorded at 4.7 ML, 1.1 ML and 0.4 ML. The 4.7 ML and 1.1 ML coverages were achieved through deposition of the HTA molecule on a cooled Au(111) substrate at $-70$ °C and $-54$ °C respectively to achieve a first deposited layer of the $\alpha$-phase. The 0.4 ML coverage was achieved through deposition at room temperature and subsequent annealing at 188 °C to obtain a purely $\gamma$-phase. The molecular coverages were calibrated using XPS. The 4.7 ML coverage is a multilayer structure that is used as a reference for both the 1.1 ML and 0.4 ML coverages, representing the HTA molecule in a more organic environment with the influence of the metal substrate reduced. A pure $\beta$-phase was never observed in the experiments performed.

The N1s and C1s XPS of these three phases were recorded to investigate the differences between the chemical environment of the molecule. In figure 6.1 the atoms in the molecule have been labelled into multiple nitrogen and carbon chemical environments. The atoms have been categorised into two nitrogen (N1, N2) and three carbon environments (C1, C2, C3). The two nitrogen environments consist of N1, the three pyridylic nitrogen atoms around the outside of the molecule and N2, the central aminic nitrogen. For the carbon atoms, the C1 environment are the sp$^2$ hybridised carbon atoms bonded directly to a nitrogen atom and C2, sp$^2$ hybridised carbon atoms not directly next to a nitrogen atom and C3 are the remaining sp$^3$ hybridised carbon atoms.

The experimentally recorded N1s and C1s XPS spectra are shown in figure 6.3 (a) and (b) respectively for the three previously mentioned ML coverages. The nitrogen XPS shows two clear main peaks in each spectrum. The top spectra in blue represents the 4.7 ML coverage and can be viewed as a reference of the system with limited interaction from the metal surface when compared to the $\alpha$- and $\gamma$-phases, which are shown in orange and green respectively. The peak at lower BE labelled I is attributed to the pyridylic N1 nitrogen and the higher energy peak II corresponds to the aminic N2
Figure 6.3: (a) N1s and (b) C1s experimentally recorded XPS spectra [227] for the 4.7 ML (top, blue), 1.1 ML (middle, orange) and 0.4 ML (bottom, green) coverage’s of HTA on Au(111).

nitrogen. Comparing the absolute peak positions to the 4.7 ML coverage, both peaks in the 1.1 ML spectra shift towards lower energies which is attributed to core-hole screening due to the influence of the metal surface. In the 0.4 ML spectra, the shift of the peaks to lower energies is much less that the 1.1 ML. A cause for this shift is thought to be due to the coordination of the nitrogen to a gold adatom.

In the HTA molecule there are 3 N1 atoms and 1 N2 atom, the stoichiometric ratio between the two peaks (I : II) should therefore be 3 : 1. This ratio is not seen in the experimental spectra for all coverages. The area ratio of the peaks in the spectra for the 4.7 ML coverage is 1.62 : 1, whilst in the 1.1 ML case the ratio is 1.44 : 1. It is possible for these lower values to be within experimental error. However, for the spectra in the 0.4 ML phase the intensity ratio changes significantly with the N2 peak now greater in intensity with an area ratio of 0.67 : 1 between peaks I : II. This change is too significant a change to be in the realms of experimental error. It is therefore thought that this could be due to the pyridylic nitrogen atoms being much closer to the surface than the central aminic nitrogen. This would cause the signal of the pyridylic nitrogen to decrease due to an increase in interaction with the metal resulting in core-hole screening. However, this information on the heights of the nitrogen atoms on relation to the surface was not possible with the experimental data.

For the C1s spectra detailed in figure 6.3 (b), two main peaks are also identified. The lower BE peak I is assigned to the atoms labelled C2 in figure 6.1 and both the C1 and C3 environments correspond to the higher energy II peak. These assignments are based on reported BEs of similar sp² hybridised groups found in phthalocyanines [228] and the reports of sp³ carbon groups possessing higher BEs than sp² groups [229, 230].
The overall shifts between the top multilayer spectra and the two monolayer metal structures below are reported to be a consequence of the nitrogen-gold interactions drawing electron density away from the C1 atoms and shifting the peak to lower energies with the same effect seen for the C2 peak.

The stoichiometric ratio of the carbon atoms between peak I (24\times C2) and peak II (9\times C1, 9\times C3) in the HTA molecule is 1.33 : 1 which shows good agreement with the experimental with the peak area ratios calculated from the spectra of 1.50 : 1 for the 4.7 ML coverage, 1.34 : 1 for 1.1 ML and 1.45 : 1 for 0.4 ML.

Experimentally recorded nitrogen and carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra were provided for each of the previously discussed coverages and results are shown in figure 6.4 with experiments recorded using both p- (full lines) and s-polarised (dashed lines) light. For all spectra the first peak in the p-polarised light, the intense leading peak, was assigned to the N1s and C1s \rightarrow \pi^* orbital transitions and compared to reported data for porphyrin derivatives in literature, which showed good agreement [231–234].

From analysis of the experimental data alone, a great deal of information about the system can be obtained but certain aspects are open to interpretation and some questions are left open. These include:

- Whether the structures laid out in figure 6.2 are correct? The models created from the experiment are only tentative and are assumed to be planar in all phases, can this be confirmed with DFT simulations of the structure and spectroscopic calculations?
• Can the presence of the gold adatoms be confirmed? Does their inclusion make sense in terms of the structure, and do they have any effect on the core-level spectroscopy?

Here is where through the use of theory we can look into gathering information to try and to answer these questions by use of DFT core-level spectroscopy simulations.

6.2 Computational Details

6.2.1 Geometry Optimisation

Computational structures of the three phases were optimised using DFT with FHI-aims code [105]. Initial periodic models were recreated from the unit cell values and tentative structures given in figure 6.2 for all three observed phases with a vacuum layer of 30 Å. An additional structure of the HTA molecule located in the middle of a large 30 Å vacuum cube was created as a gas-phase structure to act as a comparison to the multilayer structure.

For the \( \alpha \)- and \( \gamma \)-phases, models with the inclusion of the metal surface were created. The \( \alpha \)-phase was modelled with a \((\sqrt{3}\times\sqrt{3})\)-R9\(^\circ\) gold metal slab consisting of two metal layers (62 Au atoms), the \( \gamma \)-phase involved a \((7\sqrt{3}\times7\sqrt{3})\)-R30\(^\circ\) metal slab also with two layers (297 Au atoms) and both with a 30 Å vacuum layer. As the interaction between the molecule and metal is expected to be minimal in a physisorbed system, two layers of metal were chosen as a balance between keeping the number of atoms in the system small enough to feasibly run multiple calculations needed and the inclusion of a metal surface to correctly model the chemistry between the molecule and substrate. During the optimisation of the structures with the metal surface, the bottom metal layer was fixed in the bulk geometry whilst only the top layer was allowed to relax.

Geometry optimisations of the structures were carried out in FHI-aims with the PBE XC-functional [53] and at the gamma point. A ‘tight-tier2’ basis set was used for all calculations except for the \( \gamma \)-phase structures with the 2-layer Au(111) surface where a ‘light-tier1’ basis set was used. These reduced parameters were needed for such a large system with two molecules (164 atoms) and the metal surface (297 atoms) included in the structure in order to run the calculations. For optimisations of the structures without a metal surface the \( z \) coordinate of each atom in the planar structure of the molecule was kept fixed to ensure planarity whilst the \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates were allowed to relax. This was so the molecule remained planar during optimisation as otherwise the molecule greatly deformed. However, the sp\(^3\) hybridised carbons above and below the plane of the molecule were allowed to fully relax in all 3 directions during optimisation. The unit cells were also allowed to relax with both the cell lengths and angles allowed to relax. Calculations were performed allowing the structure to relax until residual forces were below \( 1 \times 10^{-3} \text{eV/Å} \). The electronic convergence...
settings were set to $1 \times 10^{-4} \text{e/Å}^3$ for the electron density, $1 \times 10^{-2} \text{eV}$ for the KS-eigenvalues and $1 \times 10^{-6} \text{eV}$ for the total energy.

6.2.2 XPS and NEXAFS Calculations

Core-hole simulations were carried out as described in section 3.3.1. CASTEP calculations were performed based on the FHI-aims optimised geometries with the PBE XC-functional [53] and a PW cut-off of 500 eV with a $1 \times 1 \times 1$ reciprocal k-point grid were used throughout. Spectra were broadened using the pseudo-Voigt broadening scheme [111, 112] as detailed in section 3.3.1.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 DFT Structure Optimisation

A variety of structures were created and have been labelled to succinctly explain what was involved. These two labels represent whether the structure contains either an adatom (+A) or whether the metal surface was included (+S) and can be combined if both were used (+AS), conversely if no additional label is included, this refers to a structure without any adatoms or metal surface. Two types of models have been optimised and included structures where the metal surface is absent in figure 6.5 for the $\alpha$-phase, (a), $\beta$ (+S), (b), and two $\gamma$-phases, $\gamma$ and $\gamma$ (+A), (c) and (d) respectively.

Figure 6.5: Relaxed unit cell geometries of HTA in the (a) $\alpha$-phase, (b) $\beta$-phase (+A), (c) $\gamma$-phase, and (d) $\gamma$-phase (+A) respectively. Black lines represent the presence of a gold adatom respectively.
Models with the inclusion of a 2-layer metal surface are shown for $\alpha(S)$ in figure 6.6, $\gamma(AS)$ in figure 6.7 and $\gamma(S)$ in figure B.8. Due to the incommensurate nature of the unit cells from the experiments, new commensurate structures were created and compared with corresponding experimental unit cells. A table of all the DFT optimised unit cells along with the experimentally observed values are shown in table 6.2 for comparison.

A comparison between the experimental and DFT unit cell lattice parameters for the various structures are shown in table 6.2. The experimental values for structures without a metal surface are from the STM structures shown in figure 6.2. The values labelled with a star, where a metal surface was modelled, are commensurate unit cells. The experimental value in these cases refer to where the unit cell has been created using an experimentally recorded gold lattice parameter.

For the $\alpha$-phase structure the DFT optimised lattice value is in agreement with the experimental value and also between the values for the $\alpha(S)$ structure, with a 0.5 Å difference between the commensurate and incommensurate values. Two separate $\alpha(S)$ structures were created where the central aminic nitrogen occupied either a

![diagram]

Figure 6.6: Unit cell geometries of optimised structures of HTA on a 2-layer Au(111) surface in the $\alpha$-phase, with two molecule adsorption site where the central aminic nitrogen was in a (a) top site or (b) a hollow site. Three views along the x, y and z axis are provided. Black lines represent the unit cell.
top or a hollow metal site. In both models with and without the metal surface, the overall molecule is planar, however in the $\alpha(+S)$ structure the pyridine rings twist slightly out of the plane but no overall arcing of the molecule is observed. For the $\beta(+A)$ structure the DFT optimised unit cell lattice parameter of 18.8 Å is smaller than the experimental value of 19.4 Å due to a bond forming between the pyridylic nitrogen atoms and the gold adatom. For the $\gamma$-phase, three structures with different unit cell sizes were created. These include the $\gamma$-phase modelled without any adatoms or surface ($\gamma$), another with gold adatoms included ($\gamma(+A)$) and structures with a 2-layer metal slab ($\gamma(+S)$ & (+AS)). The planar $\gamma$ structure, agreed well with the experimental STM unit cell values. The second unit cell for $\gamma(+A)$, contained again a planar HTA molecule but this time with the presence of gold adatoms between neighbouring molecules. Here this structure could not fit into the experimental unit cell as it was too small to do so. To fit this structure, the unit cell had to increase by 2.4 Å to 36.9 Å.

Finally, a commensurate unit cell for the $\gamma(+S)$ and $\gamma(+AS)$ structures was created where the 2-layer metal surface was included. Two structures for each were created

Figure 6.7: Unit cell geometries of optimised structures of HTA on a 2-layer Au(111) surface in the $\gamma$-phase with adatoms, with two molecule adsorption site where the central aminic nitrogen was in a (a) top site or (b) a hollow site. Three views along the x, y and z axis are provided. Black lines represent the unit cell.
Table 6.2: Unit cell values of both the experimentally observed unit cell and the DFT geometry optimised unit cell where cell angles were allowed to relax. Experimental values labelled with * are commensurate values. All values are given in angstrom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Experimental Unit Cell (Å)</th>
<th>DFT Optimised Unit Cell (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α(+S)</td>
<td>16.2*</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β(+A)</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ(+A)</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ(+S)</td>
<td>34.9*</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ(+AS)</td>
<td>34.9*</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with the aminic nitrogen placed on a top or hollow site. In both structures the HTA molecule becomes distorted and loses its planar shape with the pyridylic nitrogen groups pointing downwards towards the metal surface (forming a bond with the gold adatom in the γ(+AS) case) and the aminic nitrogen arching upwards away from the surface. This loss on planarity allowed for the γ(+AS) structure (figure 6.7) to fit into a smaller unit cell that was much closer to the experimental incommensurate unit cell. Without the presence of the gold adatoms in the γ(+S) structure (figure B.8), it can be seen that the HTA molecules rotate with the pyridylic nitrogen atoms twisting away from each other. This changes overall network structure and no longer agrees with the STM images and shows the need for the gold adatoms to achieve the structure seen in the STM.

### 6.3.2 XPS and NEXAFS Spectroscopy

The N1s and C1s XPS spectra were calculated for a selection of the previously mentioned structures. Due to the differences between the sizes of the unit cells and number of atoms, a direct comparison between the absolute BEs of each phase was not possible, however, the relative shifts of different atoms could be compared. For the N1s spectra the difference between the two nitrogen N1 and N2 shifts (∆BE) were compared between the phases and with the experimental values, obtained from the spectra in figure 6.3, and are reported in table 6.3. The N1s shifts in the multilayer (4.7 ML) spectra were compared with the values from the HTA gas-phase structure (molecule in a vacuum box). A large disagreement between the two values is seen which suggest that this model is not an appropriate approximation for the experimental coverage.

Otherwise for the 1.1 ML (α-phase) and 0.4 ML (γ-phase) spectra a good agreement is possible with a DFT structure. In the case of the α-phase, the experimental difference of 1.81 eV is seen between the two peaks. Both the α and the α(+S)
Table 6.3: N1s XPS binding energy difference between aminic and pyridylic nitrogen atoms in HTA molecule for different experimental and DFT simulated phases. Shifts are reported in electronvolt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coverage (phase)</th>
<th>Experimental ∆BE (eV)</th>
<th>DFT δBE (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.7 ML (multilayer)</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 ML (α-phase)</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.79 (+S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4 ML (γ-phase)</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

structures where the metal surface is either absent or included give similar results of 1.79 eV and 1.73 eV, respectively. This shows that the interaction between the molecule and metal does not significantly affect the XPS shifts. Between the three γ-phase structures the ∆BE varies. The γ structure has a shift of 2.20 eV which is far greater than the experimental value of 1.39 eV. When the adatom is included in the (+A) structure, this provides a more sensible value of 1.26 eV, but slightly lower than experimentally recorded. For the (+AS) structure, with the metal and adatom, the agreement with the experimental value is much closer (1.34 eV).

C1s XPS spectra were calculated for the α-phase which included the α and the two α(+S) structures. The XPS for the two α(+S) structures with the central aminic nitrogen placed on a top or hollow site, yield virtually identical spectra and little change was seen when compared with the α structure, with the spectra shown in figure B.9. This shows that the metal surface has little influence on the XPS. Moving forward, for the α-phase, the α structure without the metal surface will be discussed. The C1s spectrum for the α-structure is shown in figure 6.8. First, shown in figure 6.8 (a) is the breakdown of the HTA molecule into two groups based on symmetrically inequivalent carbon atoms, labelled as different colours and the chemically inequivalent carbon, labelled numerically. In figure 6.8 (b) and (c) are the C1s XPS spectra with the contributions from these two different labelling schemes.

In figure 6.8 (b) we can see the shift for each carbon in the HTA molecule and see exactly which atoms are contributing to each peak. It was assumed from the experiment that the two peaks consisted of contributions from carbon atoms labelled C2 for the lower energy peak and from C1 and C3 for the higher energy peak. We can sum up these carbon atoms and see the contributions to the simulated XPS from these groups in figure 6.8 (c). Here it can be seen that this assumption does not match the DFT simulated spectra. The C1 peak in red is consistent with carbon atoms of this group making up the higher energy peak but for the C2 and C3 carbon atoms there are some differences. Whilst the majority of the C2 carbon atoms make up the lower
energy peak there is a small shoulder at higher energy which gives a contribution to the second peak. For the C3 carbon atoms there is a substantial contribution to both peaks.

Looking at the peak area ratio between the two peaks, the simulated spectra have a peak area ratio of 1.8 : 1. The experimental value of the $\alpha$-phase was lower at 1.34 : 1 for the 1.1 ML coverage but this could be down due experimental uncertainty.

The N and C K-edge NEXAFS spectra were calculated for the $\alpha$-phase structures. The spectra are shown in comparison with the experimental spectra in figure 6.9. Due to the prohibitive computational cost in simulating NEXAFS spectra only the $\alpha$-phase without the metal surface was chosen to be calculated as other structures would not have been computationally viable. For both the carbon and nitrogen NEXAFS spectra, there is excellent agreement between the experimental and DFT simulations for both the p- and s-polarised light. The p-polarised light could be recreated by simply using the same incidence angle 6°, that the experiment used, in the simulation. To recreate the s-polarised light, also recorded with a 6° angle, the NEXAFS spectra were modelled with an incidence angle of 90°. The shape of the leading peaks in the
carbon and nitrogen spectra have both been well reproduced.

6.4 Discussion

For both structures proposed for the \( \alpha \)-phase (with and without the metal surface), a good agreement with the experimental unit cells was found. Two separate geometries for the \( \alpha \)\(+S\) structure were found with the central aminic nitrogen atom either occupying a top site or a hollow site (shown in figure 6.6). In both adsorption sites the molecule stays overall planar, with a slight out-of-plane tilt of the pyridine ring. Both gold surface geometries of the \( \alpha \)-phase yield the same N1s and C1s XPS spectra and when compared with the structure of \( \alpha \) without a metal surface, again very little difference is seen between spectra. This shows that for the \( \alpha \)-phase, the presence of the metal surface only weakly affects the resulting spectra. Further evidence to this is seen in the NEXAFS simulations of the \( \alpha \)-phase shown in figure 6.9. These were performed on the \( \alpha \)-phase without a metal surface and excellent agreement is seen between the experiment and DFT simulations. This gives more evidence that the effect of the metal surface on the molecule is minimal.

The unit cell for the \( \beta \)-phase is slightly smaller than the experimentally recorded unit cell values. This can be seen from the bond distance between the pyridylic nitrogen and the gold atom becoming smaller. Due to an absence of experimental data from obtaining a pure experimental \( \beta \)-phase structure no further study into this phase was carried out.
Three different structures of the \( \gamma \)-phase were modelled, when the HTA is modelled as a planar molecule, only the system without a gold adatom can fit into the experimentally measured unit cell parameters. To allow for the gold adatoms which are expected from the experimental analysis the unit cell required is 2.4 Å larger than observed. When modelling the surface with a metal surface, two key things can be seen. Geometries with and without gold adatoms on the structure of the metal were investigated as shown in figure 6.7 and figure B.8, respectively. In both cases the molecules showed significant distortion and loss of its planar shape. However, in the structure without any gold adatoms (\( \gamma(+S) \)) a significant rotation of the molecule was observed with the pyridine rings moving away from each other by a substantial amount. The structure no longer fits the STM images. For the structure of \( \gamma(+AS) \) the distortion of the molecule caused an arching in the molecule leading to the pyridine nitrogen groups pointing downwards towards the metal surface and bonding with the gold adatoms. This nitrogen-gold bond prevents the molecule from rotating as seen in the \( \gamma(+S) \) structure. The unit cell lattice parameters of this structure (35.0 Å) are much closer to the experimentally observed STM value of 34.5 Å. This shows that the inclusion of the metal adatoms is indeed necessary and present in the structure as they keep the molecule in the correct orientation. This confirms that the molecule is distorted and not planar otherwise it would not fit into the unit cell.

Along with needing the metal surface to be modelled to fit the structure into the unit cell values recorded by experiment, the N1s spectra allowed for a further confirmation of the requirement of the metal surface and adatoms. In table 6.3 the relative difference between the shifts of the two nitrogen groups only showed agreement in the structure where both were included. The \( \gamma(+AS) \) structure can also help to explain the change in ratio between the two peaks seen in figure 6.3 (a)). As the molecule is bent and the pyridine nitrogen atoms are pointing down towards the surface, this would suggest a significant screening of the core-hole is involved as due to the increased interaction between the molecule and the metal surface. This screening reduces the intensity of the pyridylic peak so much that it decreases below the central aminic nitrogen.

The experimental analysis from the C1s XPS in figure 6.3 (b) grouped the molecule into three different carbon environments (figure 6.8 (a)) and assigned the two peaks from contributions from C2 for the low energy peak and C1 and C3 for higher energy peak. In the DFT simulations, the spectra are calculated by summing up the peaks for all carbon atoms at their corresponding BEs. This allows us to present the total XPS as a breakdown of the symmetry in-equivalent carbon atoms as presented in figure 6.8 (b). In figure 6.8 (c), peaks belonging to the same chemical environment have been summed up. From these two breakdowns we can see that the assumption from the experimental analysis is not consistent with the DFT simulated results. It can be seen that the majority of the contribution of the low energy peak is indeed from the C2 group, it is also where the C3 carbon atoms are located. For the high energy peak, the C1 groups are correctly assigned to this peak but there are some
contributions from C2 carbon atoms. This shows that for such a large molecule with many different symmetry environments, the XPS can not be so easily broken down and that assignment of peaks can be rather challenging from experiment alone.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, it has been shown that DFT calculations can assist greatly in understanding and supporting experimental analysis. Provided were experimental results from a range of different experiments (STM, XPS and NEXFAS) along with conclusions obtained from its analysis. DFT optimised structures based on the experimental results were created and the XPS and NEXAFS were simulated. It was found that for the observed \( \alpha \)-phase, the interaction between the molecule and metal are weak as the XPS and NEXAFS agree well when the metal surface is not included. This was also confirmed by the simulation of the XPS which shows little dependence on whether or not the metal surface was absent or included.

For the \( \gamma \)-phase, we have shown that adatoms must be present to understand the STM and XPS data. This is due to the pyridilic nitrogen atoms forming a bond with the adatom and keeping the molecule in the correct orientation observed by STM. This also affects the XPS BE of the nitrogen as from the XPS simulations, the relative shifts between the two nitrogens' agree more when a gold atom is present. It was also shown that the molecule in the \( \gamma \)-phase becomes greatly distorted and significant arching is observed. This was confirmed by the molecule only fitting into the experimentally recorded unit cell lattice parameters when arched, as when the molecule was planar this was not achievable.

DFT simulations can also provide additional insight into the breakdown of XPS spectra which can help with assignment of the XPS peaks. Here it was thought that the two peaks in the C1s spectra could be broken down into contributions from three different types of carbon environments, \( sp^2 \) hybridised carbon atoms bonded to only carbon and carbon atoms bonded directly to a nitrogen and \( sp^3 \) hybridised carbon atoms. The calculations performed have allowed an additional method into confirming this analysis and the simulations are not consistent. This shows that DFT simulations can be used to provide additional information to help in the assignment of XP spectra.
Chapter 7

Characterisation of Oxygen-Terminated Diamond via Measurements and Simulations of XPS

The following chapter presents work published in the paper referenced below and is a collaboration between experiment and theory. The detailed work presented in section 7.1 where calculations on the structure and stability were performed by Shayantan Chaudhuri and XPS experiments by Marc Walker and analysed by Dr. Benedikt P. Klein. Section 7.3 presents the work carried out for this thesis.

Coexistence of carbonyl and ether groups on oxygen-terminated (110)-oriented diamond surfaces
Shayantan Chaudhuri, Samuel J. Hall, Benedikt P. Klein, Marc Walker, Andrew J. Logsdail, Julie V. Macpherson and Reinhard J. Maurer
Communications Materials 3, 6 (2022)
https://doi.org/10.1038/s43246-022-00228-4

7.1 Introduction

The practical uses of diamond are wide ranging and have found uses in many fields due its hardness [235], thermal conductivity [236] and a high Debye temperature [237]. For many of these uses diamond is grown via chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [238]. Typically, after growth, diamond surfaces posses hydrogen termination [239], subsequent treatments such as mechanical polishing or chemical cleaning render the surface oxygen terminated, or if left untreated and exposed to air, the surface can oxidise over time [240, 241]. These oxygen terminations can affect various properties by reducing the surface electrical conductivity [240], increasing capacitance [242], and by changing the electron-transfer kinetics in electrochemical reactions on boron-doped diamond (BDD) electrodes [243].

The oxygen-termination states of diamond have been studied previously in literat-
ure, with studies on the (111) and (100) surfaces [244] receiving the most attention while less is known of the (110) surface. This can be attributed to the difficulties in obtaining a single crystal (110) diamond surface with desirable quality [245]. Car- bonyl and ether functional groups have been found to be present on (111) and (100) surfaces through various theoretical studies [246–259]. The presence of these same groups has also been proposed in experimental studies of (111) and (100) surfaces through the use of infra-red and x-ray spectroscopy [260–264]. Studies on the (110) surface are not as prevalent in literature but also suggest the presence of carbonyl and ether groups [244, 265–267].

A CVD grown (110)-oriented single-crystal boron-doped diamond sample was characterised with XPS by Dr. Marc Walker. Spectra were recorded both before and after annealing at a temperature of 500 °C to remove any surface contaminants from the sample. XPS results for the annealed surface of both the C1s and O1s are shown in figure 7.1 where both spectra have been fitted with two sub-peaks [268]. In figure 7.1 (a) the spectra exhibit a main peak with a small shoulder at higher energies. This can be fitted as one large main peak (gold) and a smaller overlapping peak (blue) with a difference between the two peaks of 0.7 eV. For the O1s spectra in figure 7.1 (b), the broad spectrum can also be fitted to two peaks with a ratio of 2:1 between the low BE peak and the high BE peak. The relative shift between the two is 1.5 eV. By comparing to the values seen in the literature [265, 266] the low energy peak can be attributed to the carbonyl oxygen whilst the higher energy peak can be attributed to the ether oxygen group. The results found from these experiments are reported in table 7.2 and 7.3. As these peaks are close together and the experimental resolution is not good enough to identify these peaks, XPS simulations are performed to further corroborate this analysis.

Following a characterisation of various oxygen-terminations on a (110) diamond surface through the use of \textit{ab initio} atomistic thermodynamics [269–271] based on DFT by Shayantan Chaudhuri, a phase diagram was created for a large number of surface structures and used to identify the most stable oxygenation state of the (110) surface. This phase diagram presented how the termination of the diamond surface changes with temperature and pressure from a clean diamond surface to oxygenated surfaces. Various terminations based on different surface coverages and terminations of carbonyl/ketone, ether, peroxide and hydroxyl groups were investigated. The phase with the largest adsorption energy was found to be the \( p(2 \times 1) \)Keto-Ether\(_5\) phase (figure 7.2 (b)) with both values as a function of surface area (\( E_{\text{ads}}A \)) and per atomic adsorbate (\( E_{\text{ads}} \)) of 0.34 eV/Å\(^2\) and 3.03 eV/atom respectively. As the name suggests this phase consists of two types of oxygen groups in the form of a ketone (C=O) and ether (C–O–C) with Ether\(_5\) indicated a 5-ring ether. This combination of carbonyl and ether groups also provided the most stable structure across lower coverage phases, \( p(2 \times 2) \)Keto-Ether\(_5\) (figure 7.2 (c)).

Looking at a range of temperatures and pressures, the \( p(2 \times 1) \)Keto-Ether\(_5\) was
found to be the most prevalent phases at a temperature range of 0 K to 1000 K and at standard pressure. At higher temperatures (>1000 K) and lower pressures (<1 × 10⁻⁶ atmosphere) the hydrogen-terminated surface became more stable whilst at lower temperatures, below 100 K the p(1 × 1) Peroxide (figure 7.2 (a)) was most stable.

XPS simulations on the stable oxygen-terminated structures of a (110) diamond surface determined by DFT calculations were performed and compared to the experiments detailed previously by collaborators to help corroborate the structures and to provide helpful insight into the analysis of XPS spectra. This also helped to test the validity of the core-level simulations using an insulating system and to further study the role of finite-size effects [143] on the periodic unit cell used, through comparison with an aperiodic method.

### 7.2 Computational Details

XPS calculations were performed using both the FHI-aims and CASTEP approaches described in section 3.3.1. Both C1s and O1s BEs were calculated using the PBE XC functional [53]. Periodic calculation with CASTEP used a PW cut-off of 650 eV and an electronic energy tolerance of 1 × 10⁻⁶ eV/atom. Supercells of various sizes were constructed to systematically assess the BE convergence and the role of finite size effects along with models with increased carbon layers. As the supercell size increased the reciprocal grid size was gradually decreased to perform calculations with constant k-grid density.

Aperiodic or cluster calculations were performed in FHI-aims and used the FOB keyword to constrain the core-hole. A ‘tight-tier2’ basis set was implemented.

![Figure 7.1: Experimental x-ray photoelectron spectra](image)

Figure 7.1: Experimental x-ray photoelectron (a) carbon 1s and (b) oxygen 1s spectra of diamond sample taken at normal emission after annealing to 500 °C [268]. Blue peaks represent signals originating from a carbonyl moiety whilst gold are from an ether. Open circles: data, red line: fit function, shaded areas: fitted peaks.
ted and calculations performed to convergence thresholds of $1 \times 10^{-4} \text{e/Å}$ for the electron density, $1 \times 10^{-2} \text{eV}$ for the sum of eigenvalues and $1 \times 10^{-6} \text{eV}$ for the total energy with a variation of the MOM [65] utilised to keep the constraint in place. All calculations performed, placed the constrained atom in the centre of the surface cluster model. The raw input and output files for the calculations in this chapter can be found in the NOMAD repository and are freely available (DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.17172/NOMAD/2021.03.01-1).

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Convergence

The XPS BEs of the $p(1 \times 1)$ Peroxide and $p(2 \times 1)$ Keto-Ether$$_5$$ structures were calculated using both periodic and aperiodic (cluster) models. Whilst cluster calculations allow for absolute BEs to be calculated and compared to experiment, periodic calculation suffer from inherent problems that prevent direct comparison to experiment, however relative shifts within the structure can be calculated (see Chapter 3). An investigation of these two models looking at the convergence of the BEs with respect to the size of the unit cell, through increasing supercells, and cluster radius was conducted. The initial primitive unit cells for the two structures of $p(1 \times 1)$ Peroxide

![Figure 7.2](image-url)

Figure 7.2: Structure visualisation of the $p(1 \times 1)$ Peroxide and $p(2 \times 1)$ Keto-Ether$$_5$$ and $p(2 \times 2)$ Keto-Ether$$_5$$ structures shown from three different perspectives. Unit cell outlines are shown as black lines.
CHAPTER 7

SECTION 7.3

Figure 7.3: Graphs showing the convergence behaviour of XPS BEs calculations of (a) the \( p(1 \times 1) \) Peroxide phase and (b) the \( p(2 \times 1) \) Keto–Ether\(_5 \) phase for with respect to either unit cell and cluster size for CASTEP and FHI-aims respectively. (a) shows the absolute values of the C1s and O1s BEs whilst (b) shows the relative difference in shifts between the O1s shifts of the carbonyl and ether.

and \( p(2 \times 1) \) Keto-Ether\(_5 \) are shown in figure 7.2 (a) and (b) respectively, whilst three cluster sizes of each structure are shown in the appendix in figure B.11 and B.10. The convergence behaviour of these two models with respect to increasing size are shown in figure 7.3. Figure 7.3 (a) shows the absolute BEs of both the O1s and C1s XPS in the \( p(1 \times 1) \) Peroxide structure as the supercell size and cluster radius are increased. Here the absolute BE value between the periodic and cluster models are not comparable due to the inherent problem of PBCs, the need for a homogeneous background charge and the use of pseudopotentials.

For the \( p(2 \times 1) \) Keto-Ether\(_5 \) in figure 7.3 (b), the relative shift between the O1s BEs of the carbonyl and ether were compared to system size. This comparison allows for both model types (periodic and cluster) to be directly compared and as the system sizes for each increase both converge onto the same value of 0.8 eV. Using this knowledge, all calculations and results obtained were performed using a periodic model at converged unit cell sizes due the greater computational efficiency of periodic models. Full convergence behaviour and absolute values of the convergence study are shown in the appendix in table B.8 and B.9.

Both structures of peroxide and keto-ether are modelled with 7 carbon layers. This was found to provide enough layers to provide a converged carbon bulk value. The difference between the C1s BEs of a surface carbon and the lower layers for a 7- and 9-layer clean diamond surface were compared. The results are given in table 7.1, showing that the bulk BE value converged by the 4th layer indicating that the structures used have adequate layers when taking the BE of the centre layer for the bulk value.

Looking into the behaviour of the O1s and C1s XPS simulations with respect to
Table 7.1: C1s XPS BE each layer in two systems of bulk diamond consisting of either 7- or 9-layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7-layer</td>
<td>291.25</td>
<td>293.11</td>
<td>293.27</td>
<td>293.53</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-layer</td>
<td>290.07</td>
<td>291.96</td>
<td>292.16</td>
<td>292.45</td>
<td>292.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the size of the model used. It is found that whilst the absolute BEs obtained through use of the periodic model are not consistent with the cluster model and experiments, (figure 7.3 (a) the relative shifts seen in the structure as in the case of the two oxygen groups in $p(2 \times 1)$Keto-Ether$_5$ (figure 7.3 (b)) converge onto the same value, giving considerable confidence in the obtained value.

### 7.3.2 XPS results

The O1s and C1s BEs were calculated for the two keto-ether phases at different coverages shown in figure 7.2. Due to different sizes of the primitive cell for both the converged supercells used in the simulations are different. Converged values for the high coverage $p(2 \times 1)$Keto-Ether$_5$ phase were found at the $5 \times 5$ cell with a unit cell size of 17.9 Å×25.3 Å. The converged size for the lower coverage $p(2 \times 2)$Keto-Ethers$_5$ phase was for the $4 \times 4$ supercell with unit cell dimensions of 20.2 Å×28.6 Å. The results presented use the XPS values from these supercells and are shown in table 7.2 and table 7.3 and compared to experimental and literature results.

The centre most atom in the cell was constrained with the core-hole for each coverage phase. For the C1s results, the BEs for the carbonyl carbon and both carbon atoms were calculated. Table 7.2 shows the calculated carbon BEs of the surface groups compared with the bulk carbon BE from the central layer. For the more stable higher coverage $p(2 \times 1)$Keto-Ether$_5$ phase the carbonyl C=O value does not match well with any of the experimental or literature results. The ether carbon

Table 7.2: Comparison of C1s BE shifts for the Keto-Ether$_5$ phases with respect to the diamond bulk signal ($\Delta$BE). For the simulation of the ether group, two carbon BEs are given, one for each oxygen-bonded carbon atom. The experiments by Warwick only showed two peaks, the bulk carbon and one carbon-oxygen peak, whereas in the literature, two peaks were given in relation to the bulk carbon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Simulation $p(2 \times 1)$</th>
<th>Simulation $p(2 \times 2)$</th>
<th>C1s $\Delta$BE (eV)</th>
<th>Experiment Warwick [268]</th>
<th>Baldwin [265]</th>
<th>Makau [266]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C=O</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C−O−C</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C−O−C</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.3: Comparison of the O1s BE difference (ΔBE) for the Keto-Ether₃ phases. The O1s ΔBE is calculated as the difference between the BEs of the oxygen atoms involved in the carbonyl (C=O) and ether (C–O–C) functional groups. The experimental data reports the ΔBE between the two peaks in the corresponding O1s spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>O1s ΔBE (eV)</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p(2×2)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

atoms C–O–C, again disagree with the experiments performed for this work but lie in-between the two values from Baldwin [265] and Makau [266]. For the lower coverage p(2×2)Keto-Ether₃ phase, the values for the carbonyl and ether are in close agreement with the experiments but also show one ether BE much lower than the other.

The absolute BEs of the carbonyl and ether agree with the experimental fitting with the carbonyl having a lower BE and the higher BE peak belonging to the ether group. For comparison of the O1s BEs, the relative difference between the BEs of the two oxygen groups was compared, these are shown in figure 7.3. For the p(2×1)Keto-Ethers₃ phase, the shift between the two BEs was 1.00 eV, this value is much smaller that the experimental value at 1.50 eV and both the literature values which are higher still. The p(2×2)Keto-Ether₃ phase exhibits a slightly larger shift (1.3 eV) than the higher coverage, which is much closer to the fitted shifts from experiment shown in figure 7.1.

7.4 Discussion

By using two different modelling approaches, a periodic and cluster models a comparison between the two can be carried out. For both models the size of the structure needs to be taken into consideration to achieve a converged result, with rather large models with a significant total number of atoms needed. It has further shown that the CASTEP code with its PW PP basis can still provide reliable result for relative shifts when compared to all-electron codes such as FHI-aims, given that finite-size effects and cell charging are dealt with using a large enough unit cell. The agreement can be seen in figure 7.3 (b) where for the p(2×1)Keto-Ethers₃ phase both the periodic and cluster models converge to the same result of 0.8 eV for the relative shift between the two O1s BEs. On the other hand, for the cluster method, where the diamond structure is not a repeating model and requires terminating hydrogen species at the edges of the structure, the agreement with the periodic method also points to the fact that these effects have no great influence on the XPS.
As seen in table 7.2, the simulated results show a smaller difference between the two literature values reported [265, 266]. Out of the two keto-ether coverages, the values of the carbonyl and ether carbon BEs with respect to the bulk carbon value is much lower and closer to the value for experiments performed by Dr. Marc Walker. In table 7.3, showing the relative O1s shifts the same trends with the experimental results are seen with the lower coverage system providing more agreeable results with the Warwick experiments. Out of the XPS simulations of the two coverages, both the C1s and O1s results provide a closer result to experiment for the lower \( p(2 \times 2) \) Keto-Ether\( _5 \) phase rather than the \( p(2 \times 1) \) Keto-Ether\( _5 \) phase, which was found to be the most stable and most prevalent. A reasoning behind this is thought to be that even though the higher coverage structure is computationally suggested to be the most stable and likely phase, this structure might be difficult to realise in a realistic experimental setting.

The discrepancy seen in the two literature results as reported by Baldwin [265] and Makau [266] are believed to be a consequence of the quality of the sample used in these studies. In the procedural details provided on the experiments, no mention of any annealing was given before recording the XPS spectra. The peaks that are reported at much higher values than anything seen in the simulations and experiments could therefore be originating from various surface contaminants. As previously mentioned, XPS experiments carried out by Marc Walker were performed both before and after annealing the surface at 500 °C. In the C1s spectra obtained before annealing, additional peaks at 1.5 eV and 4.1 eV above the bulk diamond peak are present which align much closer the the values reported in these studies, suggested that these could be the origin of the high BE values found in the literature.

### 7.5 Conclusion

A joint experiment and theory study combining \textit{ab initio} atomistic thermodynamics based on DFT with both experimental and simulated (with DFT) XPS spectra to investigate oxygen-terminated diamond (110) surfaces was conducted. Shayantan Chaudhuri used DFT to establish a phase diagram of the most stable oxygen terminations of the diamond (110) surface. The results from this found the \( p(2 \times 1) \) Keto-Ether\( _5 \) phase to be the most stable phase at standard pressure and between 0-1000 K. C1s and O1s XPS experiments were performed by Dr. Marc Walker and analysed by Dr. Benedikt P. Klein and found a disagreement between the BEs recorded when compared to literature data. XPS simulations of the theoretical \( p(2 \times 1) \) Keto-Ether\( _5 \) phase were performed and were found to neither adequately match both the experiment and the literature results. Therefore, a lower coverage structure of the same phase was investigated. The simulated XPS BEs agreed much more favourably with the experimental results. The reason for this could be the most stable phase found is experimentally difficult to achieve and that the lower coverage phase is the most prevalent phase found in an
experimental setting, which gave way to the lower coverage system being a better representation of the experimental results.

In the case for the disagreement between the literature results, it was report that no annealing of the diamond surfaces was performed. This would lead to contaminants still possibly being present on the surface. Peaks reported in the literature were found in before the surface and annealed but disappeared after annealing which points to the surfaces in the literature contained contaminants.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

Core-level spectroscopy represents an important and effective tool to reveal various properties of materials from chemical state, structural geometry, chemical bonding and electronic structure. It is particularly useful for molecular adsorbate systems due to the surface sensitive nature of the technique. First principles simulations of XPS and NEXAFS can be used to provide additional insight into the analysis of organic molecules adsorbed onto metal surfaces that are not possible through experiment alone. These simulations can help with peak assignment and to disentangle overlapping features that are widely seen in systems with similar chemical environments such as conjugated structures. The simulations can allow for further investigation into the structure, stability and chemistry at surfaces by understanding and identifying the features seen in spectra.

This thesis has in detail presented the methodology to simulate 1s XPS and K-Edge NEXAFS spectra in the PW code CASTEP [102]. For performing the ∆SCF and ∆IP-TP simulations, several tools have been created, which simplify and automate the process as much as possible to result in fully broadened spectra. The numerical and technical details of these simulations have been widely tested on various systems ranging from organic molecules, molecular crystals to metal-organic interfaces. Technical and numerical issues originating from PBCs and the need for a homogeneous background charge, which affects absolute energies, were investigated. Results were compared with the all-electron DFT code FHI-aims [105] where these problems are not a factor of consideration and performance was found to agree well on the relative shifts seen within the spectra. This highlighted that, when the proper measures are taken into account, comparable results are possible.

After benchmarking the performance of the core-level simulations, the simulated spectra were compared against experimental data, [79–81, 157] first for azulene and naphthalene in a multilayer structure and adsorbed on three metal surfaces Ag(111), Cu(111) and Pt(111) and then against the two larger molecules of pyrene and azupyrene (multilayer and on Cu(111)). Excellent agreement was seen for both XPS and NEXAFS spectra of azulene and naphthalene with the exception of the XPS for Az/Ag(111). Here a peak shoulder present in the experiment was not modelled in the calculations.
This was found to be caused by spurious charge transfer arising from erroneous Fermi level pinning of the LUMO of the molecule. The cause of the problem was a self-interaction error and could be reduced by shifting chosen reference orbitals with a penalty functional. This resulted in more agreeable spectra with the experiment. In the ΔIP-TP method where the XPS BEs are used as onset for the NEXAFS spectra, any error in the XPS BEs can be carried over into the NEXAFS simulations. By using the corrected BEs for Az/Ag(111) the resulting NEXAFS lead to a better comparison to the experiment. The core-level simulations were then tested further by comparing the simulated results to the larger conjugated molecules of pyrene and azupyrene and agreement between experiment and DFT simulation was found.

After establishing that the simulations are in agreement with experiments, focus was put on the interaction between the molecule and metal surface. Looking into the systems of azulene and naphthalene on the three metal surfaces, three different interaction regimes were identified: physisorption for Np/Ag(111), Np/Cu(111) and Az/Ag(111); weak chemisorption for Az/Cu(111) and strong chemisorption for Np/Pt(111) and Az/Pt(111). From the simulations a list a key features that can be used to help identify the strength and nature of interaction was put forward. In particular, large changes can be seen in spectral features in both the XPS and NEXAFS. Metal adsorbed structures can be compared to systems with little or no metal influence as a reference to see how the interaction changes the spectra. Any changes the in spectra is an indication of interaction between the metal surface. In XPS these can be a loss of noticeable features and a change in peak shape. Changes in NEXAFS can be used to further quantify the strength of interaction. Only slight broadening but still clear and present features can indicate physisorption of the molecule. The reduction in intensity of the first peak can show greater interaction strength and loss of all distinct peak features indicate a strong chemisorption interaction. By recording spectra at different angles, the dichroism of the spectra can also be used to help identify the orientation of the molecule, as the dichroism decreases, the interaction strength increases. Other analysis methods such as the net charge transfer and changes in the DOS can be used to help highlight and describe the bonding between a molecule and metal surface.

Not only can core-level spectra help to describe the molecule-metal interaction, but they can also be used to help understand the structures adsorption, with the case of the self-assembled molecule HTA highlighting this. Experiments found three different phases (α, β, and γ) and core-level spectra were recorded. By creating various models representing the different phases and simulating XPS a better understanding of the experimental structure was able to be obtained and experimental misinterpretations were corrected. This included the distortion of the molecule that was present by the molecule arching upwards and away from the metal surface in the centre of the molecule. When arched, the molecule could fit into the experimentally recorded unit cell. This arching also helped to describe the intensity ratio seen in the XPS experiment as change in height of the nitrogen atoms affected the screening of the
atom. Also, the presence of gold adatoms on the surface was confirmed due to the chemical shifts in the simulated spectra matching the shift seen in experiment when they were included.

Finally, the stability of oxygen-terminated diamond (110) surfaces was investigated. XPS was used to compare stable phases found from a structure search against experiment and literature results. It was found that the most stable phase of $p(2 \times 1)$Keto-Ether$_5$ did not represent the best agreement with the experimental data but that a lower coverage phase $p(2 \times 2)$Keto-Ether$_5$ provided the best agreement. It is possible, that this lower coverage phase is more likely to be found in real world experiments than the most stable $p(2 \times 1)$Keto-Ether$_5$ as the theoretical investigation works on idealised surface conditions not attainable in a real system.

The work presented in this thesis has shown an effective and reliable method to calculate core-level spectroscopy. The method has proved to provide great efficiency in computational resources when compared to other methods and the development of tools to help automate the process, allows for a simple and fast set up and execution of all necessary post processing. These core-level simulations allow for XP and NEXAFS spectroscopic features to be identified and pinpointed to various aspects of the system, including initial-state atom contributions and final-state MO contributions. Changes in features seen in spectra have been detailed and linked to the level of interaction between the molecule and metal surface and provide valuable information for experiment in the future to help analyse and understand similar spectra.

Further work should explore the applicability of this methodology for higher core-shell spectral simulations. Moving on from the C1s and C K-edge NEXAFS spectra, the method can be used to look into higher shell excitations such as 2s and 2p XPS and L-edge NEXAFS of transition metals, like Mn, Fe, Co and Ni etc. To implement this, more factors would need to be taken into consideration such as spin-orbit coupling. Whilst mainly focusing on carbon spectra, a few examples of simulating nitrogen and oxygen spectra have been simulated. This work could be expanded to look at the performance of these elements along with other heteroatoms in molecules could be investigates to further expand the practicable uses this method.

Whilst CASTEP can provide a reliable and accurate method, allowing for exact localisation of the core-hole on the required atom and calculation of relative energies, absolute energies are unattainable due to the ‘frozen’ core-electron and homogeneous background charge. This is not as much of a problem for FHI-aims with its all-electron approach, and possibility to calculate aperiodic models and allowing for absolute BEs. The localisation of the core-hole onto the chosen atom can provide a stumbling block especially for conjugated aromatic molecules. Various problems in calculating the XPS BEs can occur, with either the core-hole localising across multiple atoms, the core-hole localising on the wrong atom or the calculation not converging at all due to localising problems. Further work can be carried out to look into this problem and address the localisation issues. This would open this method to reliably calculate XPS
and NEXAFS spectra opening the door to assess the results on an absolute scale with experiment.
Appendix A

Code

```python
#!/usr/bin/python
import os
import shutil
from ase.calculators.castep import Castep
from ase.io import read
from core_excitation import CoreExcitation
from core_excitation import NEXAFS, XPS

# Full name of the geometry input file for script to read and
# create files for
input_name = 'hta.cell'
# Seedname of the CASTEP files that the script will output
output_name = 'azulene_Ag'

# Add all atom pseudopotentials you want
Cpseudo = 'C 2|1.4|10|12|13|20:21(qc=7)
Hpseudo = 'H 1|0.6|13|15|17|10(qc=8)
Agpseudo = 'Ag 3|1.5|1.5|0.8|15|17|19|40U:50:41:42(qc=7)

# If a MO analysis is needed as the list of MOs to be projected
# and
# checkfile name to be used as the reference for the MODOS
# calculation
MO = list(map(str, range(17,29)))
check = 'azulene_free.check'

# CASTEP calculators: if one set of keywords is needed for both
# XPS and NEXAFS put all
# keywords you want in QM1 and leave QM2 blank of castep keywords.
# If different set of keywords needed put XPS keywords in QM1 and
# anything you want to
# override and change in NEXAFS put into QM2
QM1 = Castep(
```
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castep_command = '/storage/molases/mstrdw/MARBURG_bins/
castep20.1/castep.mpi',  # Directory path to location of castep binary

label = output_name,
_rename_existing_dir = False,
_export_settings = False,
_pedantic = False,
_find_pspots = False,

# List the parameters and what setting you want to be included in
# the .param file

xc_functional = 'PBE',
cut_off_energy = 450,
spin_polarized = False,
data_distribution = 'default',
elec_energy_tol = '1e-06',
grid_scale = 2.0,
i_print = 1.0,
max_scf_cycles = 300,
metals_method = 'dm',
mixing_scheme = 'Pulay',
nextra_bands = 100,
smearing_scheme = 'Gaussian',
smearing_width = 0.1,
fix_occupancy = False,
um_backup_iter = 5,
um_dump_cycles = 0,
opt_strategy_bias = 3,
pdos_calculate_weights = True,
fix_com = False,
fix_all_cell = True,
kpoints_mp_grid = '6 6 1',
kpoints_mp_offset = '0. 0. 0. ')

QM2 = Castep(

castep_command = '/storage/molases/mstrdw/MARBURG_bins/
castep20.1/castep.mpi',
label = output_name,
_rename_existing_dir = False,
_export_settings = False,
_pedantic = False,
_find_pspots = False,

# List of parameters to change for NEXAFS files go here
nextra_bands = 1000,
elnes_nextra_bands = 1000)

# Change to the required element and pseudopotential string to
correct selection
# and add the required core holes for XPS(full) and NEXAFS(half)
in the electron
```

129
# configuration

# Using core_excition.py read the input file and run XPS and NEXAFS to generate the folder

```
#and files
cell = read(input_name);
xce = XPS(atoms=cell, element='C', pspots='2|1.4|10|12|13|20:21{1s1,2s2,2p3}{qc=7}', calc=QM1)
xce.move_hole()
```

```
QM1.merge_param(QM2.param) #Merge QM2 with QM1 to overwrite any changes needed in the NEXAFS files
cell = read(input_name);
nce = NEXAFS(atoms=cell, element='C', pspots='2|1.4|10|12|13|20:21{1s1.5,2s2,2p2.5}{qc=7}', calc=QM1)
nces.move_hole()
```

```
# ############################################################
# Add all the ground state pseudopotentials stated above to the XPS and NEXAFS .cell files
# Add and change the lines to the same variables stated above for each pseudopotential
# and add it to the writeout line

xps = 'XPS/
xps = ' NEXAFS/

xdirecs = os.listdir(xps)
ndirecs = os.listdir(nexafs)

# Loop over all the directories in the XPS folder

for x in xdirecs:
    xifile = open(xps+x+'/'+output_name+'.cell', 'r').readlines()
    # Read each .cell file to memory
    xofile = open(xps+x+'/'+output_name+'.cell', 'w') # Open .cell file to write into
    #Search the xi file and if string is present then write out each line below in the xo file
    for line in xifile:
        xofile.write(line)
        if '% BLOCK SPECIES_POT ' in line:
            line1 = '%s' %(Cpseudo)
            line2 = '%s' %(Hpseudo)
            line3 = '%s' %(Agpseudo)
            xofile.write(line1 + '
' + line2 + '
' + line3 + '
') # + line4 + '\n')
    xofile.close()
```

# Do the same for NEXAFS files
for n in ndirecs:
  nifile = open(nexafs+n+'/'+output_name+'.cell', 'r').readlines()
  nofile = open(nexafs+n+'/'+output_name+'.cell', 'w')
  for line in nifile:
    nofile.write(line)
    if '% BLOCK SPECIES_POT' in line:
      line1 = '%s' % (Cpseudo)
      line2 = '%s' % (Hpseudo)
      #line3 = '%s' % (Npseudo)
      line3 = '%s' % (Agpseudo)
      nofile.write(line1 + '
' + line2 + '
' + line3 + '
')
  nofile.close()

#To add the neccessary keywords to run a MolPDOS calculation
#comment out assert
#quit()

#For CASTEP 20.1 and higher
#In all of the NEXAFS atom directories open the .param file and write out the
#required keywords for MODOS calculation
for n in ndirecs:
  file = open(nexafs+n+'/'+output_name+'.param', 'a+')
  file.write('\nCALCULATE_MODOS: TRUE
')
  file.write('MODOS_CHECKPOINT: '+check)
  file.write('\n% BLOCK MODOS_STATES
')
  for m in MO:
    file.write(m+' 1
')
  file.write('\nENDBLOCK MODOS_STATES
')
  file.close()

#For CASTEP 19 and lower (a seperate .deltacsf file will need ot be created)
#Add devel_code block for MolPDOS calculation to .param file in all NEXAFS directories
#A seperate .deltacsf file will be needed to created and added to all of the atom
#directories to define the settings wanted
for i in ndirecs:
  # file = open(nexafs+i+'/'+output_name+'.param', 'a+')
  # file.write('\n% BLOCK DEVEL_CODE
')
  # file.write('MolPDOS
')
  # file.write('\nENDBLOCK DEVEL_CODE
')
  # file.close()
#!/usr/bin/python

import os

class CoreExcitation(object):

    prefix = './'

    def __init__(self, atoms, element, calc=None, directory='./ '):
        self.atoms = atoms
        self.element = element
        self.calc = calc
        self.directory = directory

    def _find_all_elements(self):
        self.idx = [] # Define idx as a string
        i = 0
        for elem in self.atoms.symbols: # Look through the elements in the atoms object
            if elem == self.element: # If stated element found
                self.idx.append(i) # Add element position to the idx string
                i += 1

    def _create_subdirectories(self):
        self._find_all_elements()
        for idx in self.idx: # For all element in the idx string
            os.makedirs(self.prefix + self.element + str(idx)) # Make a directory for all elements found

    def move_hole(self):
        self._create_subdirectories()
        for idx in self.idx: # For each element in string
            if self.atoms.symbols[idx - 1] == 'X': # If previous element in string is X
                self.atoms.symbols[idx - 1] = self.element # Change it back to stated element
                self.atoms.symbols[idx] = 'X' # And change new element to X
                self._create_input(idx)

    def _create_input(self, idx):
        directory = self.prefix + self.element + str(idx) # Defining the directory path
        self.calc._directory = directory # Changing the path of the cstep calculator
        self.atoms.set_calculator(self.calc) # Run the cstep calculator for cell
        self.calc.prepare_input_files(elines_species=self.element)
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# Prepare the input files for that folder

class NEXAFS(CoreExcitation):
    prefix = 'NEXAFS/'

    def __init__(self, atoms, element, pspots, calc=None, directory='./�/):
        super(NEXAFS, self).__init__(atoms, element, calc)
        self.calc.param.task = 'ELNES'
        self.calc.param.charge = 0.5
        self.calc.set_pspot(pspot=pspots, elems='{}: exc'.format(element), manual=True)


class XPS(CoreExcitation):
    prefix = 'XPS/'

    def __init__(self, atoms, element, pspots, calc=None, directory='./�/):
        super(XPS, self).__init__(atoms, element, calc)
        self.calc.param.task = 'SINGLEPOINT'
        self.calc.param.charge = 1.0
        self.calc.set_pspot(pspot=pspots, elems='{}: exc'.format(element), manual=True)
```

Listing A.2: core_excitation.py
import re
import ase
from ase.io import read

def get_energy_level(line):
    for word in line.split():
        try:
            return float(word)
        except ValueError:
            pass

# This script searches through the ground state and excited state .castep files
# and calculates the XPS binding energies for a pseudopotential calculation

# Set the element, the numbers of the XPS directories and the seedname of
# the castep calculations
element = 'C'
um_start = 48
num_end = 57
filename = 'azulene_Ag.castep'

# Set the range of the atom numbers
numbers = list(range(num_start, num_end + 1))

# Open the ground state .castep file
out = open('../' + filename, 'r')
content = out.read()
# Find lines with the atomic and pseudoatomic energies for the ground state
atoC = re.findall(r'for ' + element + ': 1(.*?)V', content, re.DOTALL)
atoC = ''.join(atoC)

# Open the first excited atom .castep file and do the same as before for
# excited element
outx = open(element + str(numbers[0]) + '/' + filename, 'r')
contentx = outx.read()
atoCx = re.findall(r'for ' + element + ': exc: 1(.*?)V', contentx, re.DOTALL)

\begin{verbatim}
atoCx = "".join(atoCx)
atoCx = re.findall(r'energy(.*?e)', atoCx, re.DOTALL)
pseCx = re.findall(r'for '+ element +': exc 2(.*?)V', contentx, re.
DOTALL)
pseCx = "".join(pseCx)
pseCx = re.findall(r'energy(.*?e)', pseCx, re.DOTALL)
outx.close()

# Get the energy values from each of the previously acquired line
for line in atoC:
    if 'of' in line:
        aC_enrgy = get_energy_level(line)
        print('Atomic '+ element + ' energy :', aC_enrgy)

for line in atoCx:
    if 'of' in line:
        aCx_enrgy = get_energy_level(line)
        print('Atomic '+ element +': exc energy :', aCx_enrgy)

for line in pseC:
    if 'of' in line:
        pC_enrgy = get_energy_level(line)
        print('Pseudo '+ element +' energy :', pC_enrgy)

for line in pseCx:
    if 'of' in line:
        pCx_enrgy = get_energy_level(line)
        print('Pseudo '+ element +': exc ', pCx_enrgy)

# Get the difference between the atomic energies of the element (DeltaE_all orbitals(atom) in paper
# and the pseudoatomic energies (DeltaE_valence(atom) in paper
# Then the correction term DeltaE_core(atom)
D_Eall_orb = aCx_enrgy - aC_enrgy
print('Delta E_all_orb:', D_Eall_orb)
D_Eval_at = pCx_enrgy - pC_enrgy
print('Delta E_val:', D_Eval_at)
D_Ecore_at = D_Eall_orb - D_Eval_at
print('Delta E_core_at:', D_Ecore_at)

F_enrgy = 'Final energy'

# Open ground state .castep file and get the total final energy
with open('../'+filename, 'r') as ground:
    for line in ground:
        if F_enrgy in line:
            ground_enrgy = get_energy_level(line)
            print('Ground-state energy :', ground_enrgy)

# Get all of the individual final excited state energies for all
\end{verbatim}
```python
atoms
energies = []
for i in numbers:
    with open(element + str(i) + '/' + filename, 'r') as exc:
        for line in exc:
            if F_energy in line:
                energies.append(get_energy_level(line))

# Calculate the energy difference between ground state and excited states
# then apply the pseudopotential correction term
D_Eval = [x - ground_energy for x in energies]
E_BE = [x + D_Ecore_at for x in D_Eval]

# Print out energies into file
with open(element + '_XPS_peaks.txt', 'w') as f:
    for item in E_BE:
        f.write('%s
' % item)
```

Listing A.3: castep_get_XPS_energies.py
import numpy as np

def gaussian(x, x_mean, broadening):
    gaussian_val = np.sqrt((4*np.log(2))/(np.pi*(broadening**2))) * np.exp(-((4*np.log(2))/(broadening**2))*(x-x_mean)**2);
    return gaussian_val

def lorentzian(x, x_mean, broadening):
    lorentzian_val = (1/(2*np.pi))* (broadening)/(((broadening/2)**2)+(x-x_mean)**2);
    return lorentzian_val

def PseudoVoigt(x, x_mean, broadening, mixing):
    """
    Combines gaussian and lorentzian schemes together
    """
    return (1-mixing)*gaussian(x, x_mean, broadening)+mixing*lorentzian(x, x_mean, broadening)

def dos_binning(eigenvalues, broadening=0.75, bin_width=0.01, mix1=0., mix2=None,coeffs=None, start=0.0, stop=10.0, broadening2=None, ewid1=10.0, ewid2=20.0):
    """
    performs binning for a given set of eigenvalues and optionally weight coeffs.
    """
    if broadening2 is None:
        broadening2 = broadening
    if coeffs is None:
        coeffs = np.ones(len(eigenvalues))
    lowest_e = start
    highest_e = stop
    num_bins = int((highest_e-lowest_e)/bin_width)
    x_axis = np.zeros([num_bins])
    data = np.zeros([num_bins])
    #setting up x-axis
    for i in range(num_bins):
        x_axis[i] = lowest_e + i * bin_width
    #get DOS
    sigma=np.zeros((len(eigenvalues)))
    mixing=np.zeros((len(eigenvalues)))
    for ei,e in enumerate(eigenvalues):
        if e<=(ewid1):
            sigma[ei]=broadening
            mixing[ei]=mix1
        elif e>(ewid2):
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\[
\sigma_{ei} = \text{broadening2} \\
\text{mixing[ei]} = \text{mix2}
\]

else:
\[
\sigma_{ei} = \text{broadening} + \frac{\left(\text{broadening2} - \text{broadening}\right)}{\left(\text{ewid2} - \text{ewid1}\right)} \times (e - \text{ewid1}) \\
\text{mixing[ei]} = \left(\text{mix1} + \frac{\left(\text{mix2} - \text{mix1}\right)}{\left(\text{ewid2} - \text{ewid1}\right)} \times (e - \text{ewid1})\right)
\]

for i in range(num_bins):
    pseudovoigt_vec = np.zeros((len(eigenvalues)))
    pseudovoigt_vec = PseudoVoigt(x_axis[i], eigenvalues, sigma, mixing)*coeffs

    data[i] = np.sum(pseudovoigt_vec)
return x_axis, data

# Setting the bin values
xstart = 285.
xstop = 305.
broad1 = 0.7
broad2 = 0.7
firstpeak = 285.0
ewid1 = firstpeak + 1.0
ewid2 = firstpeak + 2.0
mix1 = 0.3
mix2 = 0.3

# Set what element you have calculated XPS for
element = 'C'

# Read in the XPS peaks in generated with python script
data = np.loadtxt(element + '_XPS_peaks.txt')
print(data)

# Apply the broadening
x, y = dos_binning(data, broadening=broad1, mix1=mix1, mix2=mix2,
                    start=xstart, stop=xstop,
                    coeffs=None, broadening2=broad2, ewid1=ewid1,
                    ewid2=ewid2)

# Write out the spectrum to a text file
fileout = open(element + '_XPS_spectrum.txt', 'w')
for (xi, yi) in zip(x, y):
    dat = str(xi) + ' ' + str(yi) + '
fileout.write(dat)
fileout.close()

# To get the individual atom peaks uncomment the quit() command
quit()

xs = []
ys = []
for z in range(len(data)):
    peak = []
    peak.append(data[z])
    x_tmp, y_tmp = dos_binning(peak, broadening=broad1, mix1=mix1, mix2=mix2, start=xstart, stop=xstop,
        coeffs = None, broadening2=broad2, ewid1=ewid1, ewid2=ewid2)
    xs.append(x_tmp)
    ys.append(y_tmp)

txtfile = open(element+'_XPS_spectrum_'+element+str(z)+'.txt','w')
for (xsz, ysz) in zip(x_tmp, y_tmp):
    txt = str(xsz) + ' ' + str(ysz) + '
    txtfile.write(txt)
txtfile.close()
#!/bin/bash

# Set the range of of numbers of the element directories
# seq (first step last) so seq 0 1 9) is 0, 1, 2... 9
# Set the angles wanted to run MolPDOS for
declare -a Array=($(seq 48 1 57))

# Theta values
declare -a AngleArray=("00" "25" "53" "90")

# Change to the molecule and metal of the system for filename
molecule="azulene"
metal="Ag"
element="C"

system="${molecule}_${metal}"

# Read the XPS binding energies and store in an array
readarray -t ArrayX < ../XPS/${element}_XPS_peaks.txt

# Search through all the directories and add the XPS energy to
# each of the .molpdos file
for index in ${!Array[@]}; do
    cd ${element}${Array[$index]}/
    sed -i "s/ nexafs_xshift : [0-9]*.\[0-9\]*/nexafs_xshift : ${ArrayX[$index]}/g" ${system}.molpdos >> ${system}.molpdos
    cd ../
done

# Enter all of the directories and run MolPDOS for each angle
# stated and printing out the progress
for number in ${Array[@]}; do
    echo $number
    for angle in ${AngleTArray[@]}; do
        cd ${element}$number/
        echo $number $angle
        mkdir t$angle
        sed -i "s/ nexafs_theta : [0-9]*/nexafs_theta : $angleT/g" ${system}.molpdos >> ${system}.molpdos
        MolPDOS ${system}
        mv *.dat t$angle/
        echo $number $angle "done"
        cd ../
done
    echo $number "done"
    done

done

Listing A.5: execute_molpdos.sh
import numpy as np

def gaussian(x, x_mean, broadening):
    gaussian_val = np.sqrt((4 * np.log(2)) / (np.pi * (broadening ** 2)))
    * np.exp(-((4 * np.log(2)) / (broadening ** 2)) * (x - x_mean) ** 2);
    return gaussian_val

def lorentzian(x, x_mean, broadening):
    lorentzian_val = (1 / (2 * np.pi)) * (broadening) / (((broadening / 2) ** 2) + (x - x_mean) ** 2);
    return lorentzian_val

def PseudoVoigt(x, x_mean, broadening, mixing):
    
    Combines gaussian and lorentzian schemes together
    
    return (1 - mixing) * gaussian(x, x_mean, broadening) + mixing * lorentzian(x, x_mean, broadening)

def dos_binning(eigenvalues, broadening=0.75, bin_width=0.01, mix1=0., mix2=None, coeffs=None, start=0.0, stop=10.0, broadening2=None, ewid1=10.0, ewid2=20.0):
    
    performs binning for a given set of eigenvalues and optionally weight coeffs.
    
    if broadening2 is None:
        broadening2 = broadening
    if coeffs is None:
        coeffs = np.ones(len(eigenvalues))
    lowest_e = start
    highest_e = stop
    num_bins = int((highest_e - lowest_e) / bin_width)
    x_axis = np.zeros([num_bins])
    data = np.zeros([num_bins])
    #setting up x-axis
    for i in range(num_bins):
        x_axis[i] = lowest_e + i * bin_width
    #get DOS
    sigma = np.zeros(len(eigenvalues))
    mixing = np.zeros(len(eigenvalues))
    
    for ei, e in enumerate(eigenvalues):
        if e <= (ewid1):
            sigma[ei] = broadening
            mixing[ei] = mix1
        elif e > (ewid2):
\texttt{sigma[ei]=broadening2}
\texttt{mixing[ei]=mix2}

\texttt{else:}
\texttt{sigma[ei]=broadening + ((broadening2-broadening)/(ewid2-ewid1))*(e-ewid1)}
\texttt{mixing[ei]=mix1 + ((mix2-mix1)/(ewid2-ewid1))*(e-ewid1)}

\texttt{for i in range(num_bins):}
\texttt{pseudovoigt_vec = np.zeros(len(eigenvalues))}
\texttt{pseudovoigt_vec=PseudoVoigt(x_axis[i],eigenvalues,sigma,mixing)*coeffs}
\texttt{data[i]=np.sum(pseudovoigt_vec)}
\texttt{return x_axis, data}

##### BROADENING PARAMETERS##################################################

\texttt{xstart = 275.} #Start Value
\texttt{xstop = 330.} #End Value
\texttt{broad1 = 0.75} #Broadening value for first section
\texttt{broad2 = 2.0} #Broadening value for last section
\texttt{firstpeak = 290.0}
\texttt{ewid1 = firstpeak+5.0} #Set the range to linearly move from broad1 to broad2
\texttt{ewid2 = firstpeak+15.0}
\texttt{mix1 = 0.2} #First G/L mix raitio
\texttt{mix2 = 0.8} #Last G/L mix ratio

##### SYSTEM PARAMETERS########################################################

\texttt{n_type = 4} #1 for Total NEXAFS, 2 for angular, 3 for polarised, 4 for average polarised
\texttt{angle = ['t25','t53','t90']} #Incidence angles
\texttt{molecule = 'azulene'} #Name of molecule
\texttt{metal = 'Ag'} #Surface in system
\texttt{elem = 'C'}
\texttt{num_start = 48} # Set the num_start and num_end to values corresponding the the first and last numbers of your directories C48, C49... C57
\texttt{num_end = 57}
\texttt{atom = '4'} # The number of the excited atom in the list of elements in the system, always last do if systems contains H, C, Ag, C:exc, it will be 4
\texttt{atom_contribute = False}
\texttt{numbers = list(range(num_start,num_end))} #Creates a range of numbers corresponding to the atom directory numbers

##### SETUP ALL LIST AND VARIABLES NEEDED####################################

#Set up a list of all the folders all the data is in C48/, C49/... C57/
folders = []
for n in numbers:
    folders.append(elem+str(n)+'/')

# Create variable with a string for the delta file which will be read
filename = '/'+molecule+'_'+metal+'_'+atom+'_'+1_1_1_deltas.dat'

# Get the length of the deltas file
bands = np.loadtxt(elem+str(numbers[0])+'/'+angle[0]+'/'+filename)
bands_num = len(bands)

# Create arrays with sizes of the system to use
peaks = np.zeros([len(numbers),bands_num])
I = np.zeros([len(numbers),bands_num])

# Loop over all the angles and the individual directories
for a in angle:
    for i, direc in enumerate(folders):
        # Load the data from the MolPDOS calculation
        data = np.loadtxt(direc+a+filename)
        x, y = data[:,0], data[:,n_type]
        peaks[i,:] = x
        I[i,:] = y

# Write out all of the data for all atoms into a delta peaks file
fileout = open(molecule+'_'+metal+'_'+a+'_deltas.txt','w')
fileout.write('# <x in eV> Intensity 
')
for p,i in zip(peaks.flatten(), I.flatten()):
    fileout.write('{0:16.8f} {1:16.8f}
'.format(p,i))
fileout.close()

# Apply the broadening to the data
x, y = dos_binning(peaks.flatten(), broadening=broad1, mix1=mix1, mix2=mix2, start=xstart, stop=xstop,
                   coeffs = I.flatten(), broadening2=broad2, ewid1=ewid1, ewid2=ewid2)

# Write out spectrum into a text file
datafile = open(molecule+'_'+metal+'_'+spectrum+a+'.txt', 'w')
for (xi, yi) in zip(x,y):
    asd = str(xi) + ' '+ str(yi) + '
'
datafile.write(asd)
datafile.close()

if atom_contribute = True:
    # Run this part to output the individual atom contribution spectra, only for one incidence angle at a time
    xs = []
ys = []

for z in range(len(numbers)):
x_tmp, y_tmp = dos_binning(peaks[z,:], broadening=broad1, mix1=mix1, mix2=mix2, start=xstart, stop=xstop, coeffs = I[z,:], broadening2=broad2, ewid1=ewid1, ewid2=ewid2)
xs.append(x_tmp)
ys.append(y_tmp)

txtfile = open(molecule+'_'+metal+'_'+elem+str(z)+'.txt', 'w')
for (xsz, ysz) in zip(x_tmp, y_tmp):
txt = str(xsz) + ' ' + str(ysz) + '
'
txtfile.write(txt)
txtfile.close()
else:
quit()

Listing A.6: plot_nexafs.py
1 import numpy as np

2 def gaussian(x, x_mean, broadening):
3     gaussian_val = np.sqrt((4*np.log(2))/(np.pi*(broadening**2)))
4     * np.exp(-((4*np.log(2))/(broadening**2))*(x-x_mean)**2);
5     return gaussian_val

6 def lorentzian(x, x_mean, broadening):
7     lorentzian_val = (1/(2*np.pi))*((broadening/2)**2)+(x-x_mean)**2);
8     return lorentzian_val

9 def PseudoVoigt(x, x_mean, broadening, mixing):
10    
11    """
12    Combines gaussian and lorentzian schemes together
13    """
14    return (1-mixing)*gaussian(x, x_mean, broadening)+mixing*lorentzian(x, x_mean, broadening)

15 def dos_binning(eigenvalues, broadening=0.75, bin_width=0.01, mix1=0., mix2=None, coeffs=None, start=0.0, stop=10.0, broadening2=None, ewid1=10.0, ewid2=20.0):
16    
17    if broadening2 is None:
18        broadening2 = broadening
19    if coeffs is None:
20        coeffs = np.ones(len(eigenvalues))
21    lowest_e = start
22    highest_e = stop
23    num_bins = int((highest_e-lowest_e)/bin_width)
24    x_axis = np.zeros([num_bins])
25    data = np.zeros([num_bins])
26    #setting up x-axis
27    for i in range(num_bins):
28        x_axis[i] = lowest_e + i * bin_width
29    #get DOS
30    sigma=np.zeros([len(eigenvalues)])
31    mixing=np.zeros([len(eigenvalues)])
32    for ei,e in enumerate(eigenvalues):
33        if e<=(ewid1):
34            sigma[ei]=broadening
35            mixing[ei]=mix1
36        elif e>(ewid2):
37            sigma[ei]=0
38            mixing[ei]=0
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sigma[ei]=broadening2
mixing[ei]=mix2
else:
sigma[ei]=broadening + ((broadening2 - broadening) / (evid2 - evid1))*(e - evid1)
mixing[ei]=(mix1 + ((mix2 - mix1) / (evid2 - evid1)))*coeffs
for i in range(num_bins):
pseudovoigt_vec = np.zeros((len(eigenvalues)))
pseudovoigt_vec=PseudoVoigt(x_axis[i], eigenvalues, sigma, mixing)*coeffs
data[i]=np.sum(pseudovoigt_vec)
return x_axis, data

##### BROADENING PARAMETERS####################################
xstart = 275. #Start Value
xstop = 330. #End Value
broad1 = 0.75 #Broadening value for first section
broad2 = 2.0 #Broadening value for last section
firstpeak = 290.0
evid1 = firstpeak+5.0 #Set range to linearly move from braod1 to broad2
evid2 = firstpeak+15.0
mix1 = 0.2 #First G/L mix ratio
mix2 = 0.8 #Last G/L mix ratio

##### SYSTEM PARAMETERS##########################################
n_type = 4 #1 for Total NEXAFS, 2 for angular, 3 for polarised, 4 for average polarised
MO_start = 17 #Give the first and last numbers of the range of MO numbers
MO_end = 28
MO = list(map(str, range(MO_start, MO_end+1))) #Creat a list of MO numbers you want
angle = ['t25','t53','t90'] #Incidence angles
molecule = 'azulene' #Name of molecule
metal = 'Ag' #Surface in system
elem = 'C'
num_start = 48 # Set the num_start and num_end to values corresponding the the first and last numbers of your directories C48, C49... C57
num_end = 57
numbers = list(range(num_start, num_end)) #Creates a range of numbers corresponding to the directory numbers
atom = '4' #The number of the excited atom in the list of elements in the system, always the last, if system contains H , C, Ag, C:exc, it will be 4
```
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# Setup All List and Variables

Create list of all the folders all the data is in C48/, C49/...

```python
folders = []
for n in numbers:
    folders.append(elem+str(n)+'/')
```

Create variable with a string of the delta file which will be read

```python
filename = '/'+ molecule +'_'+ metal +'_'+ atom +' _1_1_1_deltas . dat '
```

Get the number of kpoints used in calculation in order to correct the MO projected state

```python
kpts = []
with open(elem+str(numbers[0])+'/'+molecule+'_'+metal+'.'+ bands , 'r') as bands:
    for line in bands:
        if 'Number of k-points' in line:
            for word in line.split():
                try:
                    kpts.append(float(word))
                except ValueError:
                    pass
```

Get the length of the deltas file

```python
bands = np.loadtxt(elem+str(numbers[0])+'/'+angle[0]+ '/'+ filename)
bands_num = len(bands)
```

Read .param file to see if calculation is spin_polarised and set up required settings

```python
with open(elem+str(numbers[0])+'/'+molecule+'_'+metal+'.'+ param )
    as param:
    if 'SPIN_POLARIZED: TRUE' in param.read():
        spin = True
        spin_val = list(map(str,range(1,3)))
        spin_num = bands_num/2
    else:
        spin = False
        spin_val = list(map(str, range(1,2)))
        spin_num = bands_num
```

Create arrays with sized of the system to use

```python
peaks = np.zeros([len(numbers), int(spin_num)])
I = np.zeros([len(numbers), int(spin_num)])
```
for s in spin_val:
    for m in MO:
        for a in angle:
            for i, direc in enumerate(folders):

                # Load the data from the MolPDOS calculation
                data = np.loadtxt(direc+a+filename)
                x, y = data[:,0], data[:,n_type]

                # If spin polarized is on then split the data in half for each spin, x1, y1 and x2, y2
                if spin == True:
                    x1, y1 = x[:int(spin_num)], y[:int(spin_num)]
                    x2, y2 = x[int(spin_num):], y[int(spin_num):]
                    spindict = {
                        'spin1x': x1,
                        'spin2y': y1,
                        'spin2x': x2,
                        'spin2y': y2
                    }

                # If not spin polarized load all data as x, y
                else:
                    spindict = {
                        'spin1x': x,
                        'spin1y': y,
                    }

                # Load the individual MO data from the MolPDOS calculation and add the k-point scaling and add
                # multiply the intensity of the MO with the overall spectrum
                data2 = np.loadtxt(direc+a+'/'+molecule+'_'+metal+_spin+s+_deltas.dat')
                data2 *= kpts
                peaks[i,:2] = spindict['spin'+s+'x']
                I[i,:2] = spindict['spin'+s+'y']*data2[:,1]

                # Write out all of the MO data into a delta file
                fileout = open(molecule+'_'+metal+'_'+m+_deltas_'+a+_spin+s+'.txt','w')
                fileout.write('# <x in eV> Intensity
')
                for p, i in zip(peaks.flatten(), I.flatten()):
                    fileout.write('{0:16.8f} {1:16.8f}
'.format(p, i))
                fileout.close()

                # Apply the broadening
                x, y = dos_binning(peaks.flatten(), broadening=broad1, mix1=mix1, mix2=mix2, start=xstart, stop=xstop, coeffs = I.flatten(), broadening2=broad2, ewid1=ewid1, ewid2=ewid2)

                # Write out MO peak into a text file
                datafile = open(molecule+'_'+metal+'_'+m+_spin+s+'.txt', 'w')
                for (xi, yi) in zip(x, y):
                    asd = str(xi) + ', ' + str(yi) + ',

Listing A.7: plot_mo.py

datafile.write(asd)
datafile.close()
Appendix B

Additional Results

Figure B.1: Overview of the various core-hole constraining approaches in a schematic diagram to visualise each approach utilises its core hole. From left to right, top to bottom they are ΔSCF, [60, 61, 113] TS, [60] TP [76] FCH, [272–274] GTS, [67] GTP, [69] XCH [72–75] XGTP, [69] and XTP [69]
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Table B.1: Comparison of the absolute carbon 1s binding energies of ETFA calculated with various XC functional with the experimental values. All theoretical values were calculated using the ∆SCF approach in the all-electron code FHI-aims with a core-augmented “tight-tier2” basis set. All energies are in eV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon</th>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>PBE</th>
<th>PW91</th>
<th>TPSS</th>
<th>SCAN</th>
<th>PBE0</th>
<th>B3LYP</th>
<th>HSE06</th>
<th>xDH-PBE0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>298.93</td>
<td>297.52</td>
<td>297.88</td>
<td>298.35</td>
<td>298.78</td>
<td>298.39</td>
<td>299.00</td>
<td>298.44</td>
<td>298.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>295.80</td>
<td>294.52</td>
<td>294.88</td>
<td>295.32</td>
<td>295.72</td>
<td>295.38</td>
<td>295.99</td>
<td>295.43</td>
<td>295.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>293.19</td>
<td>292.32</td>
<td>292.64</td>
<td>293.09</td>
<td>293.24</td>
<td>292.79</td>
<td>293.38</td>
<td>292.85</td>
<td>292.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>291.47</td>
<td>290.79</td>
<td>291.11</td>
<td>291.58</td>
<td>291.76</td>
<td>291.15</td>
<td>291.76</td>
<td>291.21</td>
<td>291.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.2: Comparison of the relative shifts in the carbon 1s binding energies of ETFA calculated with various XC functional with the experimental values. All theoretical values were calculated using the ∆SCF approach in the all-electron code FHI-aims with a core-augmented “tight-tier2” basis set. All energies are in eV and were calculated with respect to C4 using values from table B.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon</th>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>PBE</th>
<th>PW91</th>
<th>TPSS</th>
<th>SCAN</th>
<th>PBE0</th>
<th>B3LYP</th>
<th>HSE06</th>
<th>xDH-PBE0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>7.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.3: Comparison of the absolute carbon 1s binding energies of azupyrene calculated with various XC functionals. All theoretical values were calculated using the ∆SCF approach in the all-electron code FHI-aims with a core-augmented “tight-tier2” basis set. All energies are in eV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon</th>
<th>PBE</th>
<th>PW91</th>
<th>TPSS</th>
<th>SCAN</th>
<th>PBE0</th>
<th>B3LYP</th>
<th>HSE06</th>
<th>xDH-PBE0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>288.90</td>
<td>289.20</td>
<td>289.56</td>
<td>289.61</td>
<td>289.26</td>
<td>289.78</td>
<td>289.31</td>
<td>289.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>289.14</td>
<td>289.45</td>
<td>289.81</td>
<td>289.87</td>
<td>289.62</td>
<td>290.08</td>
<td>289.62</td>
<td>289.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>289.15</td>
<td>289.45</td>
<td>289.75</td>
<td>289.84</td>
<td>289.57</td>
<td>290.00</td>
<td>289.57</td>
<td>289.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>288.71</td>
<td>289.02</td>
<td>289.37</td>
<td>289.42</td>
<td>289.13</td>
<td>289.58</td>
<td>289.13</td>
<td>289.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>289.72</td>
<td>290.02</td>
<td>290.32</td>
<td>290.47</td>
<td>290.22</td>
<td>290.62</td>
<td>290.22</td>
<td>290.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.4: Comparison of the relative shifts of the carbon 1s binding energies of azupyrene calculated with various XC functionals. All theoretical values were calculated according to the Koopmans’ theorem as \( E_B(i) = -\varepsilon_{i,KS} \) in the all-electron code FHI-aims with a core-augmented “tight-tier2” basis set. All energies are in eV and w.r.t the binding energy of C1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon</th>
<th>PBE</th>
<th>PW91</th>
<th>TPSS</th>
<th>SCAN</th>
<th>PBE0</th>
<th>B3LYP</th>
<th>HSE06</th>
<th>xDH-PBE0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure B.2: Graphs showing the convergence of the XPS BEs of azupyrene with respect to the planewave cut-off energy for different types of PP (a) and (b) for ultrasoft, (c) and (d) for two ultrasoft and (e) and (f) for norm conserving PPs. Graphs on the left shows a semi-log plot of difference between the converged BE which is taken as one step higher than shown and right the relative energy with respect to C1 (red outline). Coloured lines represent the coloured carbon in panel (a).
Table B.5: Mulliken and Hirshfeld charges and dipole moments calculated for gas-phase azulene using FHI-aims. Shown are the joint partial charges of the carbon and hydrogen atoms for each symmetry inequivalent CH group. All charges are in units of e, with the dipole moments in Debye.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Dipole Moment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mulliken</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anion</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirshfeld</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>−1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anion</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>−0.23</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
<td>−0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure B.3: DFT simulated XPS spectra of azulene on Ag(111) recorded with the molecule move upwards at different distances away from the metal surface, starting at the equilibrium adsorbed structure (bottom) to 12 Å away (top). All spectra have been shifted to the respective centres of gravity and a breakdown of the spectra of each carbon atom are shown in various colours.
Table B.6: Molecular orbital energy levels of the HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 for different functionals including the differences between the HOMO-LUMO and LUMO-LUMO+1 on azulene. Followed by all tested values when applying the +U(MO) shifts for the PBE case. All values given in eV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XC Functional</th>
<th>HOMO</th>
<th>LUMO</th>
<th>LUMO+1</th>
<th>HOMO-LUMO Gap</th>
<th>LUMO-LUMO+1 Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE0</td>
<td>-8.74</td>
<td>-5.17</td>
<td>-4.25</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSE06</td>
<td>-8.27</td>
<td>-5.42</td>
<td>-4.53</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>+U(MO) Shifts</th>
<th>HOMO</th>
<th>LUMO</th>
<th>LUMO+1</th>
<th>HOMO-LUMO Gap</th>
<th>LUMO-LUMO+1 Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOMO LUMO LUMO+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-2.39</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-2.63</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-2.63</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-2.46</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>-1.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-2.70</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 0.00          | 3.40  | 1.70  | -3.12  | 0.56          | 0.63            | 3.68           | 0.07           |
| 0.00          | 3.40  | 3.40  | -3.12  | 0.56          | 1.43            | 3.68           | 0.87           |
| 1.00          | 4.40  | 4.40  | -3.12  | 0.56          | 1.43            | 3.68           | 0.87           |
| 1.50          | 4.80  | 4.90  | -3.07  | 0.56          | 1.48            | 3.63           | 0.92           |
| 1.50          | 4.90  | 4.90  | -3.07  | 0.60          | 1.47            | 3.67           | 0.87           |
| 2.00          | 5.25  | 5.25  | -2.84  | 0.77          | 1.64            | 3.60           | 0.87           |
| 2.00          | 5.25  | 5.30  | -2.83  | 0.77          | 1.66            | 3.60           | 0.90           |
| 2.00          | 5.40  | 5.40  | -2.83  | 0.84          | 1.71            | 3.67           | 0.87           |
| 2.50          | 5.90  | 5.90  | -2.60  | 1.07          | 1.95            | 3.67           | 0.87           |
Figure B.4: DFT Simulated XP spectra of Np/Ag(111) performed in periodic boundary conditions using the CASTEP code using the ∆SCF method (purple) and with the PBE+U(MO) (green) to shift specific orbitals. Spectra are aligned to the average shift of the individual atoms. (b) Total density of states (DOS) and MO-DOS for Np/Ag(111). From top to bottom, the DOS for the ground-state system, core-hole excited state and the core-hole excited state with +U(MO). For the core-hole excited state DOS, all possible core-hole excited carbons species have been calculated and summed up. Total DOS is shown by the black line with grey shading. MO contributions have been scaled for ease of viewing.
Figure B.5: Absolute carbon shifts for each individual carbon atom in azulene (left) and naphthalene (right) adsorbed onto an Ag(111) surface. Squares represent results from a ∆SCF calculation with CASTEP using the PBE functional and circles are results where the PBE+U(MO) correction has been applied.

Table B.7: Calculated net charge transfer of all metal adsorbed systems investigated using various charge analysis methods and electronic structure codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Np/Ag</th>
<th>Az/Ag</th>
<th>Np/Cu</th>
<th>Az/Cu</th>
<th>Nt/Pt</th>
<th>Az/Pt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOS (CASTEP)</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>−0.21</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
<td>−1.39</td>
<td>−1.70</td>
<td>−1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirshfeld (CASTEP)</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>−0.35</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirshfeld (VASP)</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>−0.25</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
<td>−0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It-Hirshfeld (VASP)</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>−0.60</td>
<td>−0.86</td>
<td>−0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure B.6: MO-projected NEXAFS using the calculated 25° spectra for azulene in the gas-phase (top) and adsorbed on a Ag(111) (middle) and Cu(111) (bottom) surface, either with the ground-state (a) as the reference or the final-state (b).

Figure B.7: DFT density of states (DOS) for naphthalene (a) and azulene (b) on a Pt(111) surface. Total DOS is shown in black and Fermi level shown with dashed line, contributions from orbitals scaled for ease of viewing. Orbitals labelled in blue represent the HOMOs and red the LUMOs with the lighter shade moving lower or higher in energy respectively.
Figure B.8: Unit cell geometries of optimised structures of HTA on a 2-layer Au(111) surface in the $\gamma$-phase, with two molecule adsorption site where the central aminic nitrogen was in a (a) top site or (b) a hollow site. Three views along the x, y and z axis are provided.

Figure B.9: DFT simulation of C1s XPS for structures of the $\alpha$-phase. Turquoise shows result from the $\alpha$ structure without a metal surface modelled whilst the gold and purple lines represent the $\alpha$(+S) structure with the central aminic nitrogen occupying a hollow or top site respectively. The $\alpha$(+S) spectra have been shifted by 1.2 eV to align all spectra together.
Figure B.10: Visualisations of the cluster models of $p(2 \times 1)$Keto-Ether$_5$ with different cluster radii (a)-(c) 9 Bohr, (d)-(f) 12 Bohr, and (g)-(i) 15 Bohr. Three views along the x, y, and z axis are provided.
Figure B.11: Visualisations of the cluster models of $p(1 \times 1)$ Peroxide with different cluster radii (a)-(c) 9 Bohr, (d)-(f) 12 Bohr, and (g)-(i) 15 Bohr. Three views along the x, y, and z axis are provided.
Table B.8: Table showing the convergence data of the C1s and O1s absolute BEs for supercells and clusters of various sizes of the \(p(1 \times 1)\) Peroxide phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Cell Size</th>
<th>Reciprocal Space Grid Size</th>
<th>Binding Energy (eV) C1s</th>
<th>Binding Energy (eV) O1s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 × 1</td>
<td>16 × 16 × 1</td>
<td>307.47</td>
<td>554.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 × 2</td>
<td>16 × 16 × 1</td>
<td>297.63</td>
<td>544.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 × 2</td>
<td>12 × 12 × 1</td>
<td>296.48</td>
<td>543.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 × 3</td>
<td>12 × 12 × 1</td>
<td>295.73</td>
<td>542.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 × 3</td>
<td>8 × 8 × 1</td>
<td>295.34</td>
<td>542.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 × 4</td>
<td>8 × 8 × 1</td>
<td>295.07</td>
<td>542.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 × 4</td>
<td>4 × 4 × 1</td>
<td>294.90</td>
<td>542.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 × 4</td>
<td>4 × 4 × 1</td>
<td>294.81</td>
<td>542.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Radius (Bohr)</th>
<th>C1s</th>
<th>O1s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>290.28</td>
<td>536.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>289.97</td>
<td>535.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>289.81</td>
<td>535.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.9: Table showing the convergence data of the C1s BEs with respect to the diamond bulk and O1s absolute BEs for supercells and clusters of various sizes of the \(p(2 \times 1)\) Keto-Ether\(_3\) and \(p(2 \times 2)\) Keto-Ether\(_5\) phases. For cluster models, where a diamond bulk value was not calculated, the absolute BE is shown. Entry marked ‘/’ is a result of the calculation failing to converge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Cell Size</th>
<th>Reciprocal Space Grid Size</th>
<th>(p(2 \times 1))Keto-Ether(_3) ΔC1s Binding Energy (eV)</th>
<th>O1s Binding Energy (eV)</th>
<th>(p(2 \times 2))Keto-Ether(_5) ΔC1s Binding Energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 × 1</td>
<td>16 × 16 × 1</td>
<td>6.59 7.52 7.15</td>
<td>547.33 549.18 1.85</td>
<td>6.59 7.52 7.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 × 2</td>
<td>16 × 16 × 1</td>
<td>2.33 2.41 2.16</td>
<td>543.24 544.24 1.00</td>
<td>2.33 2.41 2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 × 2</td>
<td>12 × 12 × 1</td>
<td>1.88 1.85 1.61</td>
<td>542.80 543.69 0.89</td>
<td>1.88 1.85 1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 × 3</td>
<td>8 × 8 × 1</td>
<td>1.59 1.52 1.29</td>
<td>542.53 543.37 0.84</td>
<td>1.59 1.52 1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 × 3</td>
<td>8 × 8 × 1</td>
<td>1.44 1.35 1.12</td>
<td>542.39 543.21 0.82</td>
<td>1.44 1.35 1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 × 4</td>
<td>6 × 6 × 1</td>
<td>1.34 1.25 1.02</td>
<td>542.30 543.11 0.81</td>
<td>1.34 1.25 1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 × 4</td>
<td>4 × 4 × 1</td>
<td>1.28 1.18 0.96</td>
<td>542.25 543.05 0.80</td>
<td>1.28 1.18 0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 × 5</td>
<td>2 × 2 × 1</td>
<td>1.24 1.15 0.92</td>
<td>542.22 543.01 0.79</td>
<td>1.24 1.15 0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Radius (Bohr)</th>
<th>C=O</th>
<th>C=O–C</th>
<th>C=O–C</th>
<th>C=O</th>
<th>C=O–C</th>
<th>C=O–C</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>291.16</td>
<td>290.75</td>
<td>290.70</td>
<td>535.72</td>
<td>536.38</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>291.06</td>
<td>290.71</td>
<td>290.78</td>
<td>535.37</td>
<td>536.07</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>290.64</td>
<td>290.41</td>
<td>535.18</td>
<td>535.96</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Cell Size</th>
<th>Reciprocal Space Grid Size</th>
<th>(p(2 \times 2))Keto-Ether(_5) ΔC1s Binding Energy (eV)</th>
<th>O1s Binding Energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 × 2</td>
<td>8 × 8 × 1</td>
<td>0.74 0.27 0.81</td>
<td>541.35 542.27 0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 × 3</td>
<td>4 × 4 × 1</td>
<td>0.57 0.10 0.63</td>
<td>541.12 542.51 1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 × 3</td>
<td>2 × 2 × 1</td>
<td>0.48 −0.03 0.53</td>
<td>541.12 542.42 1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 × 4</td>
<td>2 × 2 × 1</td>
<td>0.42 −0.08 0.44</td>
<td>541.04 542.33 1.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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